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JUSTICE DONALD KING convened the
According to Senate
Resolution 7, our role is to study,
, and develop
recommendations to Judicial Council
Senate Rules Committee for
statewide implementation of a Family Relations Division which will
have coequal status with criminal and
1 divisions.
Task Force has agreed to withhold taking position for or against
combination of courts until after these public hearings because
Attorney General's Child Victim Witness Committee, which developed
recommendations, did so without public hearings. We thought
there should be opportunity for publ
input. You see before you
only part of the entire Task Force. However, your comments will
be transcribed and passed on
all
Force members.
I will
periodically mention our
DR. ROBERT BEILIN,
(Submitted

DIRECTOR OF FAMILY RELATION DEPARTMENT
testimony
See Attachment B )

Director,
Department -- Family
Superior Court. Like
present problems and
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Assumption in family
,
court to some degree,
at least one party in action
of presumption or
opposite presumption in juvenile dependency system.

•
•

Presumption parent not capable of providing for needs,
protecting interests of
uvenile court.
Major difference
juvenile
and family.

Don't believe
's
to
coordinate court services because are
in cases where
resources from one court service could and should be used in
another court service.
First scenario. Custody dispute in family court ongoing
several years.
Sole child loyal to mother, refuses to visit
father, who has visitation order. Father brings contempt motion
against mother. Mother's attorney calls child as witness to state
child does not wish to visit father rather than mother precluding
visitation.
1

•

•
•

Court, because of due process, allows child to testify in
mother's defense in criminal matter in family court, further
alienating child from father, making child feel more
powerful.
If judge sustains contempt, child feels he's failed mother
to whom he's loyal. If defense is successful, child feels
more powerful in alliance with mother.
Contempt proceeding, initially attempt to enforce visitation
order, has resulted in child becoming more alienated from
father -- defeated purpose and damaged child.

Recommend child be appointed counsel if going to be witness in
criminal proceeding in family law matter and possibly if going to
be witness at all in family law matter. Would prefer children not
be permitted to testify in such proceedings.
Resources available in dependency which are not available in
family law system because it's civil court and presumption at
least one parent able to speak for child's needs. Family law
system has developed resources only scarcely used in dependency.
•
•

Juvenile has counsel for children, psychological evaluation
paid for by court, supervision of visitation during
investigation into allegation of abuse and molest.
Family law has developed mediation, broader, long-range
evaluation procedures, voluntary mediation in contested
adoptions and guardianships.

JUSTICE KING: Is your suggestion that judge in juvenile or
probate should be able to call upon Family Court Services to
provide services when appropriate?
A: Yes, I'd like Committee to consider it. Change law to require
mediation in contested adoptions, guardianship and conservatorship
cases. If mediator had access to reports, may be useful to
courts. Should be option for judge. Should be encouraged to
evaluate on case-by-case basis.
Presumption court should be merged throws out benefits of
having differences between courts continued.
•
•
•
•

Presumptions underlying each court, court service are really
presumptions which will continue.
To merge them would somehow ignore differences in kinds of
families, situations of children, do disservice to children.
Recommend make resources available in crossover so when
there are needs which can only be met in one system, whole
case doesn't have to go to that system.
Recommend combine developed resources and those resources
still being developed.

2

year and a half in juvenile, encountered less than half
cases where need for coordination between delinquency and
dependency court.
•
•

to say many, many
inquency cases
' t involve
problems of family and developing expertise, sensitivity in
judges not important.
Are a few cases where need quite apparent but those
experiences so rare, felt absolutely no need for anything
other than more efficient coordinating system so could phone
department to find out what's going on.

Probate Department handles
, more
resources of family dependency,
conservatorships would not help at all .

, which rarely
problems. Joining all
guardianships,

•

•

necessary
same
problems being raised.
We do talk to each other in Los Angeles County. In above
case, family law judge phoned and said, "Here's the problem
I've got."
I gave him suggestion and he handled it; no
fuss, no bother, no nothing.

Coordination of resources -- we do use same investigators for
conservatorships, guardianships.
•
•

Do family study in guardianships more extensively than in
conservatorships.
doesn't overlap with family law, though do same kind of
All same group of social
and they talk to
each other.

3

more
igators' services,
lines for more intensive study
we
we need.

peop
small

or

not because we're
overall resources.
Use

e
e
e

in contested guardianship,

that any consideration so can't comment.
No mediation department in Probate Court in Los
if, after consideration, seems like good idea, see no
reason
that kind of resource, assuming there's
be made available by internal procedures of

JUDGE LESTER E. OLSON: Would be helpful if record had some
amplification of tremendous volume of probate matters
Los
County by smallest amount of judicial resources
using finely honed system of probate attorneys and commissioners.
Actual
an incredibly efficient system.
A:
Regrettably, not prepared on statistics. Filings
in Probate about 7,000 or 8,000 per, whatever period we
through
5,000 Minute Orders a month (means case
ca
one of two central district probate departments.
-- people who hear a regular
a day, mostly probate, conservatorships
Downtown, have only 2 people who
Have staff of probate attorneys working
and some part time, because they help
Have one judge in each branch court.

2

•
e
•

screen all cases for every technical problem,
guidelines on legal questions raised and
on human questions,
expedite system.

Th
,
large court
and we
•
•
e
e
•

Go
on

one degree or another, operates
is only thing that makes us stay

2
Don't

date of filing to date of
large backlogs because system works
without litigating.
Do see contested matters before court.
cannot be moved over and joined with something else
be successful.
Isn't like anything else in any other department and don't
think any other department could utilize our system nor
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of Children's Rights Project at Publ
interest
1
•
•
•

•

Counsel, which is
Los Angeles Bar.

Proj
trains volunteer attorneys, law students in areas
related to representation of children.
Assists attorneys in advocating for children.
I have appeared in Los
Court dependency
divisions in nearly all 15 courtrooms and have worked with
about 150 volunteer attorneys who represent children.
Has received phone cal
from about 400 children, families
related to
superior Court
,
li
specially
child

ly

Court
needed
•

•

•
•
•
•

restructure,
ability to deal
with dependency, mental health, status offenses, which are
completely ignored in Los Angeles (offer nothing to status
offenders, family law matters, AFDC matters) would permit
family to get on with business of living.
Present system shackles attorneys, judges, victimizes
1
by preventing judges from

Tremendous overlap between family law and dependency
systems, steadfastly increasing.
Within past 2 months, Children's Rights Project has received
at least 30 calls where family has undergone or is
undergoing a divorce and are allegations of abuse.
legations of abuse in divorce
child often has to tell
story over and over and over -- to therapist, investigators,
judges, on and on.
Plants doubt in
's
being believed and
5

re
and over.

in child's mind because has told

over

use court to own advantage
from family court, make al
problem.
six kids divorced two years.
running into court. Children
judge told mother one of kids
she had to decide which child.
judge thinking of kids -- only of
case,
Volunteer
judge said, "You know, maybe chi
n

reports father physically abusive
during marriage. Boy also talks
where father brandished gun.
and doesn't want to see him
agency and dependency court
because child isn't currently 1
occurred awhile ago. Again, fami
but to parents.
between dependency
harm to children.

•

on assisting
children who are dependents
duty by number of agencies -, school system, Mental Health
and court systems try to force these
on one another because are difficult

1

Restructuring of court system could prevent these abuses.
•
•

Parent

•

•
hea

not get second chance with different judge.
hearing family law matter would have more flexibi
irrelevant information, similar to bench
dependency cases.
would have clear authority over all
to seriously emotionally disturbed or medically
children and families -- could force agencies to
out between themselves which department will
to children, families.
would all be sensitized to needs
hearings: dependency, family law, probate, mental
inquency or status offenders.
-- Need for experienced, stable, special
and bench officers to address issues.
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of

•
•
•

,
doesn't
involved,
of problem,
and
L.A.
doesn t
thoroughly as

a day,
as

Attorneys who practice can have
•

Doesn't give them
in civil, criminal matters.
Rarely are written motions
authorities prepared in
have limited resources for
Few bench officers aware
families -- special
Restitution fund, advanced
as
Problems could be
officers,

•
•

•

•

•

13 and 30 matters.
in same manner as
of points and
so hearing officers
to children,
, Victim
for homeless as
to

Recommend training
on regular basis to all
who practice in area -- family law, probate, mental health,
delinquency or dependency.

Wholeheartedly endorse suggestion
advocate with reasonable caseload

Attorney General's report
each child .

•
Had been at McLaren's
temporary 2-day shelter,
about $6,000 per month, per
What was plan
herself into
advocated for
in-home counseling
provide in-school
services in place, located

, which
meant as a
McLaren's cost is
voluntarily commit
Volunteer attorney
to provide
system forced
education. Once
family who really

7

1 but couldn't handle her without
agreed to take her at expense to state of $7
Girl given family-like atmosphere at cons
1 of us.

SORRELL TROPE, ATTORNEY AT LAW
of Los Angeles County Bar but can
and not be my own representative. Was
express views on behalf of Bar.
heard previous speaker, think perhaps choice of Bar
in
me was carry-over from my college days of debating
Perhaps Ms Mohr and I should engage in a public debate. I'd like
to see her evidences of some of these things because, as she was
talking, I've been thinking maybe I haven't been practicing in Los
Angeles for past 40 years. Maybe it's been some other city
because places that she's been talking about don't sound like
places
which I've been practicing.
I think I want to start out in that fashion and express some
stat
s
I don't have Frank Zolen's ear or his
JUSTICE

Mr. Zolen did appear before us.
some of my own data bank and

own

of Bar, as a consensus, overwhelmingly
of 3 or 4 systems within fami
vehemently opposes proposition.
Have
family law over 40 years
to you. Don't want you to accept it as some
express
sort of self-aggrandizement, but it's only in terms of magnitude
of my
to these types of cases.
e
•
•

am satisfied is largest family law firm
-- have 21 lawyers, 20 practice exclusively
law field.
40 years, had vast, vast experience handling
and know extent of crossover in
cases becoming involved in family
, in our firm over 40-year time span
3 instances, 3 instances, in which there has been
any legitimate crossover involving abuse to a child or
something that would fit within category of a matter that
heard in dependency court.

JUSTICE KING: Mr. Zolen in Los Angeles said about 1.05 percent of
cases have a crossover.
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runs very
with family law
•
•

dog.

Put them on same
Would be same
amalgamated
accused of destroying
sued, child is an errant chi , evidence
conducive at time of trial regarding child's
conduct, in terms of
or lack
thereof, and assume
may have a
disturbed child involved
case, we should
amalgamate civil with family
doesn't make
sense.

concept is to take various
are we going to have single judges
to have within
law, 10 judges handl
•

and amalgamate them
all matters? Or are
j
handl
judges handling

that's case,

is

-- j

•
•
•

•
•

I was to 1
concerned about is
and a
Competency level not
consolidating
court system -- just not going
improved at all.
To have system were single judge
lable to have on his
calendar probate, family
, and juvenile
matters absolutely does not
sense and would break
down whole efficiency of court system.
Within L.A. county, housing problems would
absolutely
staggering
depend
in Los
as problem and what
system, earthquake and Prop. 13.

•
•

I

Article about

Bottom line of editorial
public service, going
have to pay for it -raise taxes.
ity is that's
, -- if there's
problem with legal system,
have enough judges
to match population of state
, judicial personnel is
woefully underpaid, as are civil servants who back up
9

•

j
1 system.
Just not enough of them [judges) -- that's reason
a
morning, volume of work is
to handle it.

have

j

•

can require judge to sit in particular
for particular length of time because
j
1
elected judicial officer.
thing as mandating, that must sit in particular

•
•

•

be made, rules could be adopted
of personnel not be indulged in in less
period of time.
L.A. County is not a great turnover of judges

Experience
law.

if I remember correctly, Judge Boland sat in
about 6 months, didn't like it, went to
has been there for 4 or 5 years.
of system would lose efficiency if we tried to
a 1 matters together.

am a

•

a correlation between abused chi
property.
comes up where child or someone alleges
can be referred to dependency court -court can handle that particular aspect
can even handle aspect of case that's
or other orders that relate to
various systems and place them together
would create a breakdown of entire system.
family law system involved to a great
economic matters that come up between parties
visitation problems, to great extent, are
court. Many, many of these problems can
a strong hand.
in family law in which lawyers mediate

•

mediations take place when a strong and
is mediator.
custody visitation context, a strong mediator can
problems that exists.

When
are confronted with reality of what will happen to
them in a courtroom and are, if possible, convinced of probable
result
matter through entire process, are likely to
resolve it along those lines. There are no maniacs walking
streets, necessarily, in thousands and thousands. Are some, but
exception rather than rule.
10

•
•

case, fi
ordered by bankruptcy court
Bankruptcy court got wise

games
one or
an allegation
becomes investigated until
determined whether or not there is a basis.
My understanding is,
, many of these have
an excuse to try to create fume and
that could not be accompl

to

that he or
child and

numerous lawyers,
red herrings, just
order to accomplish
itself.
, that there are

go

Excuse me.

Let me f

A

-- so that I understood
since these allegation of
less important?

out

-- that in many
be false anyway,

It seems to
doesn't go along
Angeles Lawyer Magazine,

A:
're asking me a
Can
your question so
I can answer it. I don't want to antagonize you because -MS

KUEHL:

How do you reconci

11

're going to make a determination on something

A:

affects
JUSTICE KING:
MS. KUEHL:
Magazine
about

A:

I

Now

No

a minute.

Let her finish her

a little confused because the L.A.
very long ago published an extremely long
, and one of statistics cited in artie
overwhelming evidence that there was a
false allegations. Indeed, it's a very
parents and children to make these al
personal and guilt-ridden aspect
testimony about false allegations e
L.A. County Bar published in its
I understand how it directly goes to point
be consolidated.
your question? I'd be happy to answer it.

JUSTICE
A:

Wa

Let me ask the question.
'd 1

to answer it because that's about ...
her question. If there are cases
of child abuse, if courts were not
would you recommend that be handled with

be referred immediately to dependency court.
processes, every aspect of that case that
be usurped from family law court
taken
and handled exclusively there, even
to
as support aspects for that child. It should
from family law court.
at that point in time, determined that allegations are
that allegations don't match up to that which would be
, then matter should be referred back with appropriate
individual who made allegations. I'm not talking
about
children; I'm talking about parent if it emanated from
parent. There's no question in my mind and I will direct this at
you, Ms. Kuehl, is it?
If

MS. KUEHL:

's correct.

not saying that there is not a problem. I'm saying I am
-- I don't want to get into a dissertation as to State
ication or L.A. County Bar publication as to what these
Bar
publ
have to do to get lawyers to write articles for them.
I won't
today. I'm telling you what I know as my
personal

A:

12

worker prior to law
juvenile
court clinical programs. Started
after working in
Dependency court panel
Past President of
Women Lawyers Association.
Center for
Law. On committee to
law and dependency
considered mediation of crossover cases, though don't know
happened because weren't
crossover cases
Officer of L.A.
representative
, which

•

Committee.

Rule 307, local
coordination

judges,
come up.
•

Computer tracking
Consolidating del
social-worker-mode

•

•

•

f same j
11 see
molested, beaten.
will attend, mommy doesn't use
car seat. Important
day with problems of abuse,
importance.
Possibility every teen-age
abuser or molester of
1
dependency court to fami
law
in home with single parent,
experience of sexual molestat

which are focused

-- school child
, daddy doesn't use
when seen in same
don't assume proper
viewed as potential
-- judges who come from
to put child
young girl because
cases.

will most affect middle class property,
disputes -- poor family doesn't have complex
, wealthier litigants will opt out
-- centralize all 11 outlying
central location.
-- will have problem with special concerns
for domestic violence.
pro per assistance programs in domestic
filling out requests for restraining orders
hears matters -- efficient. Could not mainta
this system.
complex with constant change -- to expect judges
to become generalists enormous task

•
•

30 years I've been practicing law, never seen

as difficult to get family law case to
out because of asbestos cases, which have
plaintiff's usually over 70, death penalty
Lawyers have same concern in Northern
've expressed, if you put these courts together and
not have statutory preference, how will you get
're competing against dependency or delinquency
can't get out now competing with civil cases.
It's
and putting perhaps most under-resourced

A:

said, that in his 22 years, only had one
law case. My experience children do not
fy
cases or very rarely do so because have spoken to
evaluator or psychiatric evaluator and testimony
Parents try and protect children
not call them as witnesses.
Brought up example of domestic violence. A new
sure how it works. Is there one courtroom in
domestic violence go to judge and judge
law aspects of it?

A:
No.
Prevent
MS. KUEHL:
j
if

of cases per se under Domestic Violence
So

of domestic violence may go to ex parte
restraining order and have that operate
; but
pending, would have a different judge?

A:

restraining order under Domestic Violence
would be in ex parte court. If it's a family law
court,
parte application and hearing would be held in
courtroom,
on what number was assigned to case. All
cases are now assigned to single judge, but all Domestic Violence
Prevent
Act cases are in a single courtroom.

14

Trying
experimentation
temporary
how it would

is.

MEGAN ORLANDO, ATTORNEY AT LAW
are in context of Los Angeles only.
Combining family, juvenile dependency cases probably be
•
•
•
•
•
•

A:

Juvenile dependency's
day and is barely functioning.
Areas of commonality might
outlying districts
time but not
Los Angeles
Areas where
enforcement,
violence.
Don't combine
termination, minor's
Problem in juvenile
area common
family relations court
which handled partly
court.

about 35-45 cases a
joined in
, more j

and paternity,
primarily in family

KING:

Why would paternity be handled in juvenile court?

KING:

It's a

parents

Yes. But only goes that far.
Doesn't go one step further
would be to make orders for support. Would be better if
courts could handle support issues.
Overlap -- haven't found great
custody visitation issues and juvenile
that I've been doing both.
15

between family
last seven

had several cases, but exclus
juvenile court eliminates
ible to combine civil, cr
parents and offending
criminal case.

•

criminal courts act as if operate
ferent universes, and to some extent so
courts.
as far as solutions to problems
civil, criminal court -- one
testifying and being interviewed by a

•

•

1 calendar coordinator to
pending criminal cases arising out of same
as extreme physical abuse or sexual
and mental health team be set

JUSTICE KING:
system?

A: Correct
Mental
volunteer
complicated
very

this team stay with child in
Have to have requisite knowledge
all areas
more appropriate than special
advocate because issues are slightly more
Do have child advocate system in Los Angeles with
but don't think it would deal with
issues.

greater decriminalization of some
of family context, such as inappropriate
where don't have severe injuries.
1

process and diversion more helpful
lies when desire on part of fami

rema

Will come into dependency system for child abuse, going
through mediation process, seeking counseling and still
ly.
criminally, which puts extra strain on
example would be dirty home case.
specialist.
•
•

Doesn't have to be just from law enforcement;
or from child development community.
could follow child from beginning to
;
that would work regardless of how Task Force sets
up new Family Relations Court.
Imperative judicial officers stay around a number of
16

•
training.
•

attorneys practicing in
special training.
uries on

Recommend both hearing
area of child custody,
would cut down on
children.
Everyone should know
delays impacts families in

•
•

because court

Need more judges and commissioners.
•
•

Family law does pretty good job
Recommend using mediation
assign trial courts so
hallways all day waiting
coordination of information

•
•
•

mediation courts.
uvenile court and
sitting in
criminal and
perception

they
Competing problems
prosecute and
children.
Juvenile court

Consider ways not to remove children from home and still
safety.
•

Attorney
would go
Recommend

Recommend more courts, more j
ldren in hallways.
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DR. KAREN SAYWITZ

s
on chi
abil
Will comment
pediatric
involved

of Medicine.
, needs, limitations as
legal system, forensic chi
for specialization among judges,
advocacy program for children,
need for child interview spec
system doesn't
Need for
psychiatric diagnoses -- kids with mental
we see going through court at

•

one

families usually involved in j
upper class famil
criminal cases simultaneously.
involved in one set proceedings are 3-4
can't testify, give enough
usually only involved in dependency
•u~uu~e,

Chi

special needs.
must have certain level
children's cognitive and emotional
, communicative skills, to control
Evidence Code Sec. 765, lessen
to
better communication to elicit more accurate,
knowledge on emotional development,
1
to
different stressors, family dynamics, attachment
psychiatric disorders common among child victims.
cases involving child witnesses that appear
1 so not cost effective to have this level
judge.
court would be perfect opportunity for
to begin to develop expertise.
judicial officer, attorney with more
development would change way
examining child.

•

4

gave several consistent out of
she got to court started to change
asked, "How many times did your daddy
this
out ten fingers.
"Oh, ten times?" She
, two times?" And she says, "Five times,"
Attorney asks, "Which is it? Ten, two or five?"

18

's
counting for
mean understand
ten pennies and
•

If judge had more
could have f
something happened
number.
Question, "How many times
problematic -- she doesn't
this start, end if it happened
two times? Must be concrete so
Have read transcripts where
long with embedded clauses
attorneys must have sense of
acquisition are so
monitored for more accurate

•

•

our
but not

this to you?"
is -- when does
night. Is that
words
judges,
language
to be rephrased,
I

•
•
•

•

Children become
system, untrained, insens
Recommend children's
protect legal rights, mental
Attorneys who represent
necessarily represent
Child entitled

•

barrage of
bewildering
Need buffer

•
•

Has done studies of chi
, expectations.
•

•

by

legal system:

Asked children: What
What are charges?
What's a hearing? Something
a case? Something you
Could go on about words
19

to play basketball.
credit cards.
ears. What's
don't know or think

•

•

know and don't.
Girl asked to identify someone in courtroom and she
identified person previously. Afterwards asked
" She said, "I don't know how to
't
what "identify" meant. When
"Can
point to person who hurt you?" could point
ldren need an incredible amount of preparation
competently and attorneys involved in these cases
always have time or money to do it.

One overriding function of advocacy program to provide s
developmentally sensitive person, team to see child
system
•
•
•
•
•

In Western society, long seen need for consistency not
chaos, in children's lives~
Reduces fear of unknown, unanticipated, allows children to
trust, confide in someone perceived to be representative
system.
Not every case needs advocate -- screen for cases
Office headed by administrator or assisted by
health consultants, child development experts,
trained volunteers.
-- represent children's legal rights, mental
, debrief, inform, educate about system,
ives, investigate, evaluate needs, provide
make recommendations about placement, treatment,
accompany children to hearings, shelters, access
resources, coordinate process, answer questions
focus, offer after-school hotline
, offer support group for parents.
Specialist.

•

•
•
•

shows number of unfamiliar people interview
chi
is damaging to them personally as well as
testimony in terms of contaminating, inappropriately
questions.
After initial interview with child interview special
information be gathered through same person,
limit access to kids by all other people.
ist should be trained in law enforcement,
and mental health.
a system for adults and need to do some tinkering
with it now since have reporting laws.

DIANE NUNN: You recommend a Human Relations Court not because of
crossover -- you indicated middle-class kids basically go to
family law, civil, criminal and poor go to dependency, criminal.
So there doesn't seem to be crossover between family law
dependency in cases that you observed. Is that correct?

20

1

Fear combining will drop to
's going on in dependency
services instead of being able
denominator, which
doesn't have
they need to
dependency court is
and bounds.
I

' t see overlap.
low overlap that I

now, might not
real

CAROL ANN PETERSON:
going to more
appearing in courtroom?

you

Pros
cons
project with two
one that doesn't and
bad experiences
videotapes
with issue

do a
videotaping
Have had good
of
lies

Recommend that
them make
bad experience with
every one wants to

are never viewed
own interview.

Recommend child
with other people behind
question they want asked
language

1 trained,
with bug in ear
developmentally

We
would
lators, board of
make recommendations for
it goes from there,
budgetary problems.
A:

Suggestion about funding.
lth and no funds in
to do one more
and alot of them do have
psychiatric problems that

are
to
about.
deal
Work for Department of Mental
Now, we may be
stress disorders and
Some mental health
2

funds could be earmarked for these children because right now
they're seen as not our problem. They are part of Children's
Services but
aren't trained to provide psychiatr
treatment
for
stress disorder.

DR. LIONEL MARGOLIN
written testimony.

See Attachment E.)

in practice 25 years. 12 years Assistant
Child
Director
Psychiatry at USC. Currently Medical Director
Center and Vista Del Mar, res
1
of Re
and outpat
psychiatric treatment facility for underprivileged
Have one program for children of divorce so see great
chi
of abuse and neglect.
many chi
Panel member
children

Court Family Law Department
recommendations on custody, visitation matters.
court with dependency court.

e
e

lity of family court to do
. Have requested evaluations when indicated
court experience limited but is in confl
court -- proceedings criminal-like,
a different system which has
of prosecution and rehabil
Though agree children
,
by investigative process, committee
complexity of doing adequate evaluation.
number of interviewers, not necessarily number
, which is more complex -- takes time to build
trust and get to truth.

Interview specialist. Having qualified interviewers worthy
goal but not ensured by Attorney General's proposal.
e

Have no direct experience, interviews by law enforcement or
soc 1
behind mirrors or with earphones have
occurred in community with great deal of skepticism as to

e

Eva
child abuse entails great deal -- interview
only one aspect of clinical evaluation.
experience with professionals who are considered to be or
call selves "child interview specialist" is they do not
necessarily make a comprehensive study, include family
members, accused party.
Custody proceedings with false accusations of child abuse
reason I think would be error to suspend domestic relations
cases when
leged allegation of child abuse made.
When have been able to share information with Department of

e

e
•
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of

•
•

highly trained
psychopathology
specific training in
Law enforcement does
would need extens
Have program at
who want expertise in area

Concerned about having family law
dependency.
•
•
•

•

High percentage of fami
Cases involving kids have
FCS/Conciliation Court
For few cases that need
highly trained
professionals are avai
court usually waits for
family law cases
proceedings but rather
Are issues of child
abuse are qual
Recommend
dependency court.
Chi

social workers
workers
same court as
not involve children.
in Los Angeles where
ority of cases.
different evaluations,
, other
-- dependency
Don't think

developed in
1

won t

President of Joint Custody Association.
abuse allegation as
to
However not qualified to comment
about use of two-court

Concerned about use of
or confuse system.
and won't take your

(

JUDGE DONALD SMALLWOOD
written testimony. See Attachment

in Orange County. Remarks on
Court of Orange County. Though bel
of
child abuse face formidable problems, are solutions which do not
require creation of family relations court.
Problems with family relations court.
e
•
•
•
•

Erroneous conclusion new court would improve manner
courts
justice.
Mental health and probate court have little impact on
fami , juvenile -- inclusion counterproductive.
Impair ability of courts to uses judges in fami
1 or
criminal -- need to retain flexibility.
Creation of new court, separate jurisdiction increase
likelihood assignment viewed with disfavor.
Based on anecdotal experience, estimate 1% or
of cases
involve overlapping problems.
We require:

•
•
•

Better coordination between various departments of
--Orange County has a protocol (See Attachment F.)
Better coordination between courts within State in providing
information and making enforceable orders.
Statewide rules for coordination of action.
Adopt, expansion of programs designed to protect
's encounter with criminal and juvenile
Recommend expanding Child
program in Orange county.

best addressed by well thought-out programs
as pilot projects, expanded, as opposed to creation of new court.
Increas
stature of family law court is matter of education
of judges and appointing authority, specifically Governor.
•
•

•
•

When family law practitioners appointed, they become
supporters of strong family law court.
In Orange County, there are some 10 judges who rotate in and
out of family law assignment every 2 to 3 years. Generally,
have at least 2, often 3 family law judges who are on second
or third term of service, bringing great understanding of
importance of family law. At least 6 of 10 judges had
family law experience in private practice and remaining 4
have become, through education and experience, enthusiastic
supporters.
Usual rotation policy in Orange county is two years, which
most
us feel is optimum time but no written rotation
policy.
Rotation of experienced judges in and out of family
24

Orange County Superior
approached on a pilot proj
discarded With minimum ov~o,"R
successful systems can be

should be
approaches can

JUSTICE KING: Could you
as
might be helpful for anyone

as a lawyer

A
Admitted in 1962 and practiced
appointment. Appointed in 1984.
u~~iaiist.
Family law
law ten years.
so brought to

years before
Family Law
practice for
family law

two years served on
1986
bored out
law doing
judge

judge of
Been in

You
approximately
total number
means.
Our filing have been
to 14,000 petitions.
KUEHL:

Is that fami

those
children. When I
that actually go to
modification proceedings
our count. Crossover problem
handled efficiently, expeditiously
protocol, so that everybody
WYNNE:

What motivated
you're aware of

some idea
over

Run generally
ly

A: Not aware of other courts. Motivated by difficulty we found
when had family law proceeding involving custody and social
agencies or CPS was busy with 300 petition. Have
court
one
and family
court
never twa
shall meet. One of goals of protocol to
establ
procedures where family judge will be aware of juvenile
proceeding and vice versa.
ELYSE SALINGER KLINE
(Submitted written testimony. See Attachment H.)
Panel attorney with Los Angeles Superior Court's Conflicts Panel
representing parents and children in juvenile dependency court.
Wrote article published in California Lawyer Magazine called
"Children of the Court" (See Attachment H). Interviewed many,
many people involved in system. Wanted to share what I wasn't
able to include in article.
Child interview specialist. Have run into several situations
where
obvious child has been interviewed by so many people
they just don't want to talk any more.
•
•
•
•

e
•

1
who gets their confidence, is willing to really
delve into something in depth, people can filter questions
them, probably very good idea.
Had case trying to place child: she was interviewed 4 or 5
and probably very confused by it all.
Probably much more exaggerated in cases of sexual abuse.
If
refuses to talk about abuse, only people who know
are parent and therapist and they will be kept from
i
because it's hearsay -- child goes back for
visitation with parent who supposedly did terrible things.
In favor of hearsay exception mentioned in material.
Don't think specialist will totally eliminate need for
attorneys talking to children in courtroom.

Chi
Worked with Child Advocate's Office in Los
Angeles and have rave reviews for their office. Something like it
ought to be available in every county. Volunteers do wonderful
things for children who would have been ignored otherwise.
•

•
e
•

In case where child would not talk, was not believed, child
advocate believed her and worked with her, finally got her
into judge's chamber where she and judge sat on opposite
s
and girl could look at child advocate and tell story
to her as though were just an informal conversation. She
felt uncomfortable talking to male judge.
Advocate acts as buffer -- child feels less threatened, can
tell story more easily.
Can investigate resources in community, find things people
may have overlooked to help child.
Volunteer has time and interest, fewer children, can pursue
26

•
f

people into each
child advocate
particular help -- proj
because difficult to clarify
in courtroom and resources
case.

There

Court-appointed attorneys.
enough recognition
•

•

•

•

•

on full support
advocate should have
once discovered

Independent attorney
home through court order: Dept
attorney no Spanish-speaking
Department to find home and
to envision county
bringing court
something clients said
Move on in Los Angeles
attorneys under same
decrease number of

Need in-home support
get away when they've reached
Need free drug testing,
classes to reduce amount of
care.
Foster care benefits
non-relatives
guardian must

hard

can
, free parenting
expensive foster
to

and
up courts.
San Diego County requires court
every time new
placement of child -- waste
's time. Social worker
could have discretion to
ld, as in Los Angeles, and
only have court involved
serious need for examining
case.
Use of "administrative
people
or child advocate's office or
iate
of
people to examine and review all cases on a periodic basis
in a county. Arizona and
system.
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ELAINE ROSEN
Pres
and

Court Bar Association in Los Ange
juvenile dependency court in Los
Trying to combine all custody issues in Los Angeles County
and perhaps inhuman task. More
Can work on coordinating, consol
, functions of courts for limited purposes.

e

e
e
e

and Institutions Code Sec. 362.4, which al
for
juvenile court to make family law type orders regarding
custody and visitation -- Parties usually stipulate to
certain kinds of custody and visitation orders and attorney
will prepare order. L.A. county has stretched 362.4 to
include cases that aren't open in family court yet.
In L.A., to get case out of dependency system, prepare order
and when either parent ready to deal with custody issues in
family court, they file order in family court.
get cases out of system by awarding guardianships.
Used to
in probate court but have combined function,
leaving case strictly in juvenile court.
Local Rule 307 also sets forth parameters for consolidating
custody issues in family law and dependency cases.
's Court in Los Angeles -- a 25-court building in
specifically for dependency.
Dependency
a

•
•
•

Approximately 1,500 to 1,600 cases filed monthly, 15
ive
courts supervising excess of 45,000 children.
Consolidation may be difficult just simply because of size.
Dependency court practitioners have become specialized and
spend alot of time as social workers.

DIANE NUNN:
Can you give us, anecdotally, number of cases
there was also a family law proceeding going on?
A:
cases very minimal.
I've prepared numerous family
law
's generally with view towards family
case
being
so orders can be enforced in family court when
enforcement is necessary andfor required in order to get case out
of juvenile system. Average life of dependency case four years.
When you have 1,500 new cases a month has to be mechanism to get
cases out of system for children who don't need court's
protections but where need for custody, visitation orders.
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I

you will, in
family court
There's two ways that can
see juvenile
case terminated unless there's
and
visitation orders. Two
authorized
le a family law
so can
open if marriage is
no big
but still want to give some protective orders, court will
a family-law-type order -- rule-numbered paper prepared and
by judge, attorneys, and given to parent. When, at future
, parent wants begin dissolution,
already set.
MS. KUEHL: It sounds 1
more crossover. It
not be coincidental,
people are
out of dependency
11 a need to
in family law system.
to those cases as
crossover because they appear in more than one court.
Yes.
KUEHL: You and I assume
by dependency court
to go and ask for

't
udge?

Yes.

I think it's
would
courthouse. This saves
in system.

of

WYNNE: How much crossover
between dependency
criminal court or juvenile delinquency issues?

~ATRICIA

When child
wait to
really
runaways,
terrible
Concerned about crossovers between
t see combining them because
Bar, trying to deal with,
dependency and never twain shall
delinquency -- delinquency
can fit right in with delinquency.
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delinquency.
are
Juvenile
delinquency as well as
ly difficult dealing
criminal background

There's not enough services, treatment -- not enough to provide to
these kids when family hasn't been able to take care of them.
Kids have become legal orphans -- don't have parents, engaged in
"foster care drift".
JUSTICE KING
If there were to be a consolidation and delinquency
were not included, what would you do with delinquency? Have it
separate or combine it in some way with criminal system?
A:
Delinquency has its own system, own kinds of petitions that
are filed
DA, probation department that writes probation
reports so structurally have own system.
Frankly, would fit
better into criminal system but don't want to label kids in
criminal
I mean, wait till they're 18. Don't really see
how we can combine delinquency and dependency.
SGT. ELIZABETH DICKINSON
written testimony.
See Attachment G.)
Sheriff's Department. Began doing child abuse
in 1969 and in 1981, assumed position as supervisor
abuse investigators.
General's opinion that the services of
expert to assist in developing guidelines for
examination of children should be instituted.
•
•

sentence structures used by attorneys, judges
special problems for children.
, prosecutors need training to identify, cope with
and to insist that questions be put forth to
in age-appropriate language -- what better way than
to have consultants available.
Law

needs way to minimize traumatic impact of
their home -- critical that temporary
be accessible at all hours of day, night.

Child interview specialist. Interviews should be kept to a
minimum and believe in model that would allow for concerned
entities to view comprehensive interview or detailed report.
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•

cases of abuse,
cases both in and
Several examples
Monica seems best
perspective.

House

s

be
•
•
•

Some cases lend themselves
while others
do not -- individual investigators, prosecutors in best
position to determine cases best suited for taping.
Really is difference between
interview or
simply preserving child's disclosure on audio or videotape.
Case in Middlesex County, Massachusetts, with multiple
victims/suspects involving allegation of sexual abuse.
Interviews conducted by specialist and videotaped.
Prosecution successful but prosecutor said wouldn't use
model again -- felt an inordinate
of time, expense
involved in defending tapes
He uses tapes to preserve child's disclosure~ Tapes
brought forth
shown before grand jury and
in child testifying
and cases go to court,
to testify and are
in court. 80% of children
't
spared rigors of cross-examination

Los Angeles County Sheriff's Department supports efforts of
's
Force and concurs with
solutions for
recommendations, especially
to
special needs of
endure.
number of detailed
JOSEPH TABACK
in practice
Bar of
1980. Former
Serve as lawyer

to

Los
Law
ly Law
Angeles

Law Section is unanimous
courts should not occur.
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that proposal

•
•

Bar
spirited, donates great deal of time,
in family crisis situation presented by divorce.
Bar's viewpoint is grounded in fact that marital
dissolution, which is epidemic, puts family in a cr
Family is cornerstone institution of soc
attention.

lved

and

Family law court a desired objective, necessary and
more specialized and should try and obtain judges who want
become specialized.
•
•
•
•
•

Family court deals with solution of economic problems
out of dissolution -- problems that
ly.
Pension and retirement plans a special body of law
fami
court deals with.
Deals with family home -- tax implications, ability to
reinvest.
Family court requires stable decisions with very common
variety of property -- courts specialize, deal with body of
law that has developed in tax courts, state, decisional law.
To try to impose that onto another court that would be
inundated with other problems is to overburden court that
probably has more burdens than it can handle now.

Crossover cases. Dealing with largest family law court in
United States. All California courts have developed system of
insulating child from inundation and intrusion of litigation.
•
•

•
•
•
•

Seldom, if ever, do we have children, in most contested,
custody cases, ever testify.
court in Los Angeles County extremely
as I'm sure it is throughout state -- solve most
of problems arising out of fragmented family that results
from divorce.
If problems not solved, are evaluations by mental health
people who make recommendation so child is seen, again, in
an insulated and protected environment.
Fami
court responsive, responsible, problems involving
children handled extremely well in family court by very,
very experienced people.
To take those problems arising out of divorce and put into
juvenile court setting would not offer responsiveness
presently being offered.
Mediation that deals with custody -- are multiple layers
before even slightest possibility of child entering
courtroom. Even if all else fails, child seldom, if ever,
seen in courtroom.

Economic crisis that family law court deals with requires
specialized knowledge. Tough to stay up on law. To impose that
added task or combine it into one court is job that is peculiar.
•

Would dilute effectiveness, responsiveness required to solve
32

•

•

•

•

family law problems.
Interim problem
it
responsiveness
proceeding would be waylaid.
Another problem that
-- have
people at fifth and s
who
receive stock options.
was for
affluent.
Spousal support -- a body of law that boggles minds of
judges. I know when we talk
economics, talk about
money, maybe it is
not as
as talking
about children. Need
fami
money
greater
because money gets lesser when
fragmented. All
heightens crisis.
To expect judge to learn and be conversant with tax law, its
application as well as juvenile court problems very, very
ambitious.

Problem of multiple families. Stepparent income and how you
apply that requires work and must be accommodated by specialized
court. Need knowledgeable people who can respond with
knowledge, efficiency to move matter along, get people into a
stable position.
•

•
•

Responsiveness lies in efficient problem solving by
knowledgeable people who can give you answers, move you in
direction rather than bogging
Don't think that
inherent in proposal.
Need tenured judges in each court that wi
stay there,
gather knowledge, experience.
If interested in emotional stabil
in trying to mend
family that is disrupted
responsiveness to
particular problems involved, not put them all into one
giant emergency room with 2 or 3 resident
icians who may
gain specialized knowledge many years down road.

SHEILA KUEHL: As you might imagine, by end of a day we've had
in conflict with itself, not
same person but as we
through witnesses. Two questions.
Smallwood from
with you
there is more
people know what
're doing. But he indicated
judges through
assignment because when a judge sees another respected
leaving civil or criminal bench to take family law
nnmon~, that indicates a degree
respect can be given to
assignment.
Although I know Los Angeles has a stable family law bench and it
very well, do you disagree with Judge Smallwood that judges
rotate through and can learn
ly law as they do this?
like a compound
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LEONARD J. MEYBERG, JR.: Before you answer it, I don't think
that's
Judge Smallwood said. Now if he wants to answer the
quest
as a given, that's fine.
JUSTICE KING:
I think what he was saying is that they have had a
system where they've had good people with family law experience go
into assignment, stay there for 2 or 3 years, move onto civil or
criminal or some other assignment and then come back again for
another 2 or 3 years.
MR. MEYBERG:
regular bas

But he didn't say they rotate the entire court on a

JUSTICE KING: But I think there was an implication. Maybe this
is where the question is, an implication that maybe what we ought
to do is have people move into this assignment and stay there for
their entire judicial career.
A:
If I had power, I would like to see, as droll and as dull as
it might be to judicial officer, that that is exactly what be done
so that they could be come more efficient, gain more knowledge,
solve problems faster. Think that's really what's needed.
MS. KUEHL: The other question: My sense of this is an object at
rest tends to stay at rest. And we hear from people this is
working very well, and we need this specialization because people
really know what they're doing. Would you then advocate that we
impose on
court same kind of division so that crimes
against property would have a separate bench from crimes against
the person?
A:
I don't think that division is an appropriate division or does
it analog, apply to what we're talking about here. But it
wouldn't
situation because, again, I think more efficient
your
solving is, the better the system.
JUSTICE KING: Burnout and boredom comes from too much repetition
and you
some of that in family law because of pressures on
judges to make decisions. In asbestos cases, jury is making the
decision but boredom -- when you've heard one asbestos case,
essentially, you've heard them all. One reason judges like
criminal assignment is because cases are over quickly and you get
a different fact situation with each new case.
A: When we do rotate judges, impacts on efficiency of problem
solving. Begin to get wide variations, results that don't lend
themselves to common consistency. Stability, consistency eases a
lot of anxiety.
Introduction of new judges creates some problems.
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several
, England and
consider idea
20
dismantling
reasons why.
•
•
•
•

•
•

court,

Family, juvenile and criminal are different systems and
serve different purposes -- requires a lot of knowledge.
Only 60% of families in family
system have children.
Juvenile -- high degree of publ
interest, agencies.
Overlap minimal -- L.A.
42,000 filings for
dissolution, only 27,000 involve
ldren. During fiscal
88-89, saw 7,600 families, probably all custody disputes in
county, and made 42 official chi
reports to court
through our family court services. Less than 1% overlap
between two systems.
Systems I visited least progressive -- judges and staff
trapped in those assignments
over a period of time.
New Zealand Royal Commission
their report that
concentration on family law only ultimately addles the mind.
They wisely took that observation and required judges to
spend 25% of their time outside of family issues.
KING:

While they are

Reorganization may work in smaller
for six months and family
Family relation court may
a
•
•

, where new judge
ly given short

In L.A. County would undue speciali
have court
system with over 90 judges -them almost a year
just to get to know
Would create false illusion you are doing something that
really is not going to
intends to do -- may
opposite of what you intend.
Dealing with a lot of problems
are much larger than
court system and need to look for solutions outside of
courts, not just cosmetic reorganization of court.
with most promise is
judge to sit for all purposes
there's overlap and
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model. Rule 307
small percentage of

•
•
•

Automated case tracking system to identify cases in both
systems so don't have competing orders.
Need more training, specialization, and smaller caseloads is
very important.
Ultimately, need more caring, supportive society that
prevents these problems from happening in first place.

Like to end my testimony with an old Chinese saying:
kill a fly on a friend's head with an ax.

Don't

PATRICIA WYNNE: Mediators have been getting a lot of credit today
in terms of solving problems raised in family law court, involving
children when there are complicated custody, visitation, support
issues. How many cases that go to mediation have overlap? How do
you train mediators to handle problems that come up with
conflicting courts?
A: Saw 7,600 families last year and had 42 official CAR reports
-- where it rises to level of reasonable suspicion and mediator
reports to ocs and sends out a report. A very small number.
MS. WYNNE:
A:

That would be family law and dependency overlap.

Right.

MS. WYNNE: What about other issues like guardianship issues or
juvenile delinquency or others?
A: Dependency court has a mediation process. Scottish system
involves family more effectively than we do. We tend to rob
some of their ability to resolve their own problems
and to
lize whatever strengths there might be in that family.
The Scottish avoid that by bringing in community support and
agencies in less formal way.
I think courts now are beginning to experiment with involvment of
some mediation processes. We can bring families together and help
them identify, participate in solutions, so that solutions just
aren't imposed on them but instead they are given some part in
legislative decision making process, then that's going to change
that family.
JUSTICE KING: I assume that because of it's size your juvenile
court could have a mediation system of its own but other counties
could not. I have often felt hindered by fact that services are
available through juvenile system that I can't get access to in
family court, even though I needed them desperately for cases that
really didn't belong in juvenile court.
What suggestions or thoughts do you have on that? Should agencies
like yours be more independent or serve multiple purposes in those
counties? Should each court systems have their own specialists,
mediators, psychiatrists?
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Law
be
together
LEONARD MEYBERG, JR.: I've had
Hugh over
years. In a couple of cases there have been allegations of
abuse. Hugh's counselors were able to sift through
allegations and find there was
for serious
legations and
cases gone through court system before going to Hugh's
department, would have gone to juvenile court simply because there
were allegations made and trial judge probably wouldn't have had
opportunity to sit and decide whether they were true or false.
's one service that Hugh's department provides.
JUSTICE KING: Nobody seems to know how many of these allegations
are true or not or how many are deserving of reporting or being
to juvenile court. There is concern over increase in cases
allegations are raised. Do you have any ideas on that ?
A: It's very complex because disclosure often takes place at
point of divorce, family mythology suddenly revealed and people
free, able to disclose. Situations should be dealt with in a
ized court. Problem also that each person sees these
from their own perspective, feel there's been some form of
, don't feel very good about this person so they report.
mediation, turns out there are other interpretations that
explain behavior.
, are cases where it 1 s j
The
that you can throw into process. Usually those salt out
a while because it's based on anger -- need is to serve
not to serve purpose of the family.
feel there is serious problem, we refer it to evaluator.
is where you resolve
you find
information.
SHEILA KUEHL: Has your department participated in the discussion
the proposed draft
307?
Yes.
KUEHL:

CoUld you explain what the amendment would do?

Rule 307 is like a uniform child custody jurisdiction act and
judges to discuss and make decisions about who would take
urisdiction based upon most
, appropriate forum.
's·a set of criteria for making decision so family law judge
hear juvenile matter. Seems sensible when there are
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economic questions and judge is particularly competent to deal
them. You consolidate and coordinate in a case-centered way
rather than a system-centered way -- really prevents family from
having to appear in several different jurisdictions.
MS. KUEHL:
Is this mechanism good for identifying which cases
need that kind of consolidation?
A:
I don't know yet because we really haven't implemented it.
Direct calendaring is one reason current Rule being modified. But
I think it will be very effective.
JUSTICE KING:
Frank Zolen indicated some money would assist and
he would need funding to be able to develop computer tracking
system that would effectively discover all of these cases. But
for now, seems to be pretty good feeling that it's going on now
family law judges have shifted to direct calendaring between judge
in that case and one who has dependency and can achieve some
reasonably good success in identifying those cases.

A:

I

's correct.
JODGB KBNNBTB BLACK

Judge of Los Angeles County Superior Court. Speaking on behalf of
both Los Angeles Superior Court and Los Angeles County Bar
Association Family Law Executive Committee. Was sole practitioner
emphasizing both family law and juvenile dependency. Juvenile
court referee in delinquency and dependency and on Superior Court
bench for 7 years, 4 as commissioner, 3 as judge. Entire tenure
has been in family law department.
Express strongest possible opposition to creation of family
relation court in Los Angeles and/or consolidation of family law
department with any other division of Superior Court. We feel
that these ideas are just totally devoid of any merit.
e
e
•
•

Statistically very miniscule number of cases but proposal
would totally destroy entire system that is reasonably
working.
42,000 filings, 7,600 matters heard in conciliation court,
676 custody evaluations, 42 child abuse reports, 7 of which
were shared with juvenile court.
Few crossovers and once juvenile court assumes jurisdiction
family law case abated.
Children rarely testify in family law proceedings.
Harm caused by proposal staggering.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

require
Would make
Would diminish
trials because we settle cases
Family law matters
matters have statutory time constraints.
Two old adages: If it ain't broke, don't
it and
somebody can be a jack of all trades and a master of none.
In Los Angeles, we have
of
that works
should not be tampered
New building in Los Angeles set up for 25 courts
dependency cases -- this proposed system would require 90
courts and new building wouldn't be useful because doesn't
provide for holding tank required in juvenile delinquency.
Would wreak havoc with support staff as clerks would be
called upon to perform different tasks.

Answer lies in better coordination, identification of
crossover cases, training of judicial officers, court personnel
and reworking of Rule 307.
DIANNE NUNN: On Rule 307, is it anticipated that in those few
cases where there is overlap one judge will handle.entire case?
A:

Yes.

MS. NUNN: Doesn't that contradict what you and others have been
saying as far as expertise needed?
A:

That's only maybe 20, 30, 40, 50 cases a year, not 42,000.

MS. NUNN: I'm not questioning you on whether there should be a
restructuring or not. You and others today have indicated,
that given the current specialization of both family and juvenile
that in and of itself makes it an impossibility to
a
judge handle a case that's .••
JUSTICE KING: I don't think anybody is saying it's an
impossibility. What they're doing is talking about efficiency.

JUSTICE KING: Obviously have a lot of
udge counties where
one judge does everything, including death penalty cases. It's
ability to process a significant number of cases in a highly
efficient manner by someone who knows what they're doing. I think
if you talk to judges in small counties, they will tell you they
very uncomfortable, for example, trying to decide what
value of a pension is. Judges in larger counties have
with that but in smaller counties it's even worse.
you deal with it every day you're
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of the game.

KING:

Another

Taback said:
tried. To
To get level
cons
factor.
One
was
direct-calendar
because
lity to get a predictabil
factor and they can advise their clients in a beneficial
A:
Coordination -juvenile j
is to
criteria used
it's a

on.
whether or not

JUSTICE KING:
In
about 2 years
feeling reasonably
I don't mean you
good grasp on law. By that time, you've dealt with enough issues
that you
're on top
every day
's a
new one that you haven't dealt with before.

A:

In know
I was
I
first year to two years on family law bench.
I was popping
and forth between chambers
looking up law.
I don't have
to
point
I've
there a
period of
and this ~rn~,ft
would defeat that.
JEWEL JONES
commiss

Los Angeles Superior Court.

I feel
in
ldren. Children are
really he
society as surely as if suffer
debilitating handicap. Can't
,
' t contribute to
are getting poorer and being victimized more. Children need our
protection and yet are treated like they are unimportant. If we
don't protect them now and spend money it takes to do that, we
will spend
on prison
, legal fees, court operating costs
for children we neglect and who manage to reach adulthood.
Child interview specialist is wonderful idea. Though somewhat
utopian
theory, is achievable
certain safeguards are taken.
e

e
e

Brought
icle (See Attachment J), and though somewhat
sensational, points out how interviews were terribly fouled
up by people who had own agendas, came with own motivation
-- probably worst case scenario.
Ideal child interview specialist someone with psychological
training as well as legal training.
A lawyer who practices regularly in my court a licensed
clinical social worker and I appoint her to represent
children because she's most ideal sort of person -sensitive to their needs, their position and knows how to
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•
•

•
•
•
•
•

interview with both areas in mind.
Steer away from people whose agenda is narrow -- those who
are only there to
To succeed, must establish very
to
select specialist -- rigorous training including child
development, psychology, interview techniques, law of
evidence, crimes, family,
and mental health.
Also important is philosophy -- philosophy in California
is children live with their families -- if specialist comes
with special agenda may overlook that philosophy.
Envision training program extending between 6 months and one
year -- Schools of social work could develop curriculum.
Don't see it coming out of police academy.
Not far fetched to require specialist to be licensed -licensing board: include members from medicine, social
work, law enforcement and legal community.
Of recommendation made by Task Force, child interview
specialist most interesting, exciting.

Lawyers who appear in special branches of our court should
undergo special training before allowed to talk to children.
Family Relation Division recommendation needs to be viewed in
context of what actually exists today in various counties
•

•
•

•
•

De facto Family Relation Court already exists in smaller
counties -- I always sit with groups from smaller counties
at Juvenile Justice Procedure and Law Institute in Northern
California -- interesting to see how they do things -handle dependency calendar on Tuesday, delinquency calendar
on Wednesday, family law on Thursday. Gives them a real
good perspective of what goes on.
In Los Angeles, going to be very difficult task -- from time
to time have one judge hear family law and dependency
matters in same court.
Biggest obstacle will be getting enthusiastic volunteers for
assignment -- this is corridor talk but after Governor
appoints new batch of Superior Court judges, they get
assigned to dependency court. Conservatively, 7 times out
of 10, they're anxious to move. They are very reluctant
sometimes to learn details necessary to make assignment
easier.
Wisdom in requiring judges to stay
assignment longer but
trick is to get them there in first place.
Family law bench officers say they couldn't do work we do in
dependency and I think this is an attitude that abounds
amongst bench officers in general.

Raising status of all family relation law matters within
judiciary.
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Play around with some incentives such as combat pay or some
sort of differential recognizing emotionally taxing work.
be another incentive.
in dependency court where
il concluded,
theory, 18 years.
ldren and to those who care
that we don't care about children, that they
are unimportant when we don't allocate enough money to do
kind
things that we have to do.
I
35 cases a day -- realistic goal would
be
12 to 15 cases a day.
Need to allow enough funding to allow as-needed referees to
come
so
officers can receive regular training
in current issues in family dynamics and development.

Guardian ad litem, child advocate volunteers. But county size
of Los Angeles, probably not going to get volunteers we need.
Perhaps it's time we looked into some other alternatives.

e
e

e
•

e

e

Perhaps need some paid people who can do this kind of work.
Every
ld who goes to court needs someone they can trust
and feel protected by. Not necessarily a volunteer -- in
larger counties could make that a person in child's family.
Can continue to select them as we do now -- highly
, interested men and women who want to help
children.
Local bar can continue to volunteer their time.
Currently, law permits appointment of counsel for dependency
cases
problem allowing one parent to pay for attorney
in family law matter because creates some ethical conflicts.
Law
be amended so persons can be appointed by court
to
in family law matters and then be paid
for
parents as in dependency court.
Can't just assume child's needs will be met by gratuitous
volunteer -- doesn't always happen. Need to train them in
philosophy, behavior dynamics, law, child development and
community resources.
problem.

Opposed to hearsay exception

for dependency court.
•
•
e
e
e

Level of proof required in dependency court is rather
de
at this point and evidence is kind child is only
to.
problem when you have a pre-verbal child
get evidence of sexual abuse from medical
Would make
very lopsided for parent, unnecessary,
further erode protection offered by prescription of hearsay
evidence.
Would oppose any hearsay exception for child's statements
made to a physician except insofar as holding that
molestation did occur, as contained now in In re Cheryl H.
Would agree that hearsay exception that allows statements
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made by children describing present symptoms or medical
iable to j
history to doctor are sufficiently
admission.
of Constitution -Other evidentiary changes run
Welfare and Institutions Code Sec. 350 gives judge leeway to
accommodate child witness"and perhaps need to have those
areas.
kinds of exceptions
lt
SHEILA KUEHL:
A:

Do children testify in dependency court?

Yes, they do.

MS.

KUEHL: A couple of speakers today have indicated with some
positive feeling that in family court children are not called
testify. Indeed, two of them used the language: children
are protected from testifying in family court. The speakers
indicated this may be one reason among many to keep dependency
court separate from family court. But I've heard testimony in
other contexts that it's good for children to testify because they
feel like they've had something to do with their own lives. >Do
you have any opinions about that? If we are going to keep the
separate and that's one of the reasons, I wonder if you
think it's a good reason.
A: I do have an opinion. In family court they are most often
called upon to make a choice between parents. I think that that
could be changed if there were child interview specialist. Might
easier to accommodate a child interview specialist in family
law than in criminal or dependency law because judge in family law
interested in best interest of child and presumably judge has some
understanding, training in psychological aspects. I think to make
child choose is a very bad thing.
dependency court, it's very important for them to testify
all along they are told that the judge is going to decide
-- if they go home or stay in foster home or go to grandma's
HOUse. Children often want to talk and I think it's important for
have this.opportunity.
In family law could find out where they want to go by asking other
of question -- What's the most fun thing to do at your
's house? What do you like best at mom's? You can tell by
kinds of answers and questions where child wants to go and
s very important. Important to have child testify.
Angeles is not quite on all fours with this suggested possible
system. But our juvenile court right now is a distinct
department with a presiding judge and a supervising judge of
dependency.
KING: How much interaction is there between dependency
delinquency section of juvenile court?
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A: Not a lot except when we have staff meetings. Until recently
dependency court was entirely housed in criminal court building
and our delinquency courts were at about six or seven locations
throughout county. Never interact on a day-today basis but do
interact -- sometimes our as-needed referees will sit in
dependency or delinquency.
MS. KUEHL: You said that recommendation of creating Family
Relation Division might work because in a sense it already exists
in smaller counties but that in larger counties it may not work.
Do you have any personal opinion about whether or not it should or
should not be combined?
A: Well, I'll tell you, I have often regretted that I did not
have the ability to make child support orders when I was doing
dependency cases.
JUSTICE KING: Would you want to do that in each case or is it
just something you want to the authority to do?
A: I would like to have the authority to do it. I was a
Certified Family Law Specialist but I let that lapse when I went
on bench because I couldn't find time to do additional work. I
think marriage between family law and dependency is much more
logical and more coextensive than other departments.
It's very logical, for instance, for us to talk about whether or
not a child should be kept on a 5150 hold in dependency court, so
could use authority to be a citizen mental health court. We could
use benefit of being able to sit as a family law court. I don't
relish idea of having to decide whether or not petition is true
and then also deciding who gets family home -- perhaps some
special master could sit to decide those issues while bench
officer decides more human issues related to case.
I think you'll have a harder time getting family law judges to sit
and do dependency than dependency judges doing family law. I
would like authority to order child support. Often we get fathers
in. We have more of a sledgehammer over their head than family
court. Poverty of children is one of really serious factors in
dependency cases. Rarely do we find children living in cars with
their fathers. They're usually living in cars with their mothers
and I'd like to be able to order him to pay child support once I
have him in there and find out where he works.
JUSTICE KING: Since counties now have guidelines for child
support, that could be done without being worried about
inconsistencies.
A: That's right. Often money makes difference between having
child be a dependent and not having them be a dependent.
Problem once we take children away from mothers and they lose
their AFDC benefits and not getting child support -- a terrible
catch-22 because child never gets back home. They can get one
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's rent but getting a landlord to let them have a place like
that is really a serious problem. My own personal conviction is
that where at all possible children should be at home. And I
ieve my job is to fashion orders so they can live at home
safely and sometimes all I need is some money to do it. I've
personally paid for things out of my own pocket so child can go
home.
MS. KUEHL:
If a women loses custody of child for one reason or
another, she doesn't get AFDC because that's paid only to people
who are taking care of children. Then she has no ability to get
back on her feet economically in order to get child back even
though in all other aspects it may be appropriate.
A:

That's right.

MS. KUEHL:
A:

Exactly.

Because she can't provide a house or something.
That's exactly the problem.

MS. KUEHL: If you were sitting as a family law court, if it was
at some point where financial matters were being considered, you
could order alimony, which would be helpful in getting this mother
back on her feet.
JUSTICE KING: In a certain number of dependency cases, there is
no marriage, so spousal support would not be available. Even
where there is a marriage, I assume you have a number of cases
where even though the parties are married, they are no longer
together and there is no dissolution action.
A:

That's right. I appoint attorneys to represent one parent or
either in filing a petition for declaration of parental
relationship or going into family court and modifying existing
family law order or filing a family law case because often we can
give custody pursuant to 3624 and can terminate involvement of
~ourt if one parent has legal and physical custody.

JUSTICE KING: Traditionally, even in family court, we don't make
orders except in paternity cases. We don't make orders until
there is an action filed, either paternity or dissolution. Here,
what you are suggesting, which seems perfectly appropriate, is
that under these circumstances, you should be able, without an
action being filed for support, within context of a dependency
petition be able to make an order for child support.
A: That's right. The law says, that when you appoint an attorney
for child, the attorney is to investigate into any other
collateral matters that may be necessary and proper for child's
benefit. I have appointed counsel to look into inheritances,
immigration, medical malpractice where a child is mistreated or
inappropriately treated in a hospital at time of alleged child
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So I find that I appoint attorneys often to function like guardian
ad litems and it's actually quite helpful. If you have ability to
make those other orders, it would be very helpful.
JUSTICE KING: What you're saying is that presently statutes only
permit child support to be ordered in an action under Family Law
Act or a paternity proceeding and what we should add is dependency
proceedings.
A: That's right.
helpful.

Absolutely.

I think it would be very, very

MS. KUEHL: When you make an order for custody and then appoint an
attorney to file a family law action, as you indicated you might
do, is family law judge who hears that and has the ability to
order support bound by your custody order?
A: Yes. What happens in those kind of cases is usually there's
no property to deal with so get a temporary order and actually
just remains because they never go back.
JUSTICE KING: on the child support question, I assume in a good
number of these cases, person to whom child support would be
ordered is receiving AFDC. Why hasn't the DA done something?
A: That is a wonderful question. If you could make one change,
it would be to make the District Attorney's Office prosecute with
enthusiasm absent parents who fail to support their children.
Children are relegated to a quality of life that is so ugly
-- they don't have money but have fathers, sometimes mothers, who
could support them and would not have to be on AFDC.
JUSTICE KING: The scarceness of resources from county to county
is dramatic. Sacramento, a few years ago, had one of best offices
of child support but they were so overloaded that until law
required them to do it, they could not do anything except for
those receiving public assistance. I've heard that there is some
problem with family support division in Los Angeles.
A:

There is a problem.

There was a report issued.

JUSTICE KING: You'd have to have DA involved in this proceeding
if you were to be setting child support anyway. If we were to
suggest to the Legislature giving dependency courts authority to
make orders for child support, are we going to find district
attorneys opposing it because they'll have to have deputies in
courts they presently don't have them in?
A: I'm not sure that they'd even need deputy. I think that there
could be a way of just giving them a copy of the order.
JUSTICE KING: I think they're a necessary party, if there's
public assistance being made.
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Yes, if there's public assistance, that's true. It differs
county to county -- some counties use DA in dependency court.
Los Angeles County we use county counsel. Perhaps county
counsel could stand in for DA.

A:

other thing when we talk about child victim/witnesses, is when
we have children who are victimized for whom there is never an
prosecution. Children will often say to me: Why wasn't my
father sent to jail? It's a perfectly plausibly question. It
makes me very angry and it makes children angry, too.
MYRA SUN

(Submitted written testimony.

See Attachment K.)

Staff attorney at Harriet Buhai Center for Family Law. A unique
perspective to offer. A non-profit organization providing free
legal assistance to low-income individuals in family law matters
such as dissolutions, paternity and guardianships. 75% of our
clients are single women with small children. About 45% of our
clients are black; about 45% are Hispanic and most of those speak
only Spanish. See about 500 new clients a year and are largest
provider of family law services for low-income in Los Angeles.
Was at National Center in Family Law in New York.
Agree with Task Force that our clients' interests often don't
get attention they deserve in courts. But Center disagrees with
idea that Superior Court's organization is what causes family law
matters to have "the least status" and that reorganization would
improve state of affairs.
•
•

•
e
•

•
•

Organization is not culprit but judges and attorneys who
think family law is trivial really mean family law involves
emotional issues they feel are not "real" legal issues.
Parties in family law matters are often poorest, most
vulnerable people in our society and often have to speak for
themselves, often do it in very inarticulate, unpolished
way.
Reorganization is not going to change minds of people who
think family law is trivial -- will insulate them.
Proposal doesn't have enough detail, an over-broad solution
to very real concern for abused children.
For example, in Los Angeles County, guardianships are
handled through probate court -- investigations and
guardianships mandated by state law are handled by
Department of Social Services at no cost to our clients.
Works fairly well for our clients.
By contrast, domestic relations clients needing custody
evaluations are having trouble getting them done
efficiently.
What we don't know about proposal is what will happen when
these investigative activities are made part of same
division?
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Center doesn't believe reorganization will help protect
abused children -- in New York state a family court was
created to deal with human relations issues and grouped
categories much same as being proposed here. Created a
right to counsel for children and indigent parents. Most
family law matters, however, still receive short shrift in
New York because of resource shortages. Court known as
"poor people's court". Property issues still resolved in
Supreme Court of New York, their equivalent to civil trial
court. A lot of private practitioners in New Yo~k dislike
appearing in Family Court.
Center understands need for better coordination between
courts handling different cases -- our clients always
complete the UCCJA Declaration which lets court know about
other proceedings pending.
Don't do any work in juvenile dependency or parental rights
termination.
After notice is given, what is needed is sensitive
consultation on a case by case basis.

MS. KUEHL: The impetus for Attorney General's report was a
concern about children in court system and notion that they suffer
in system. Has it been your experience at Buhai Center that this
is case? If so, would you make any recommendations to this Task
Force as to what to do instead of reorganization?
A: I don't know what funding situation will be if reorganization
is done. Funding and resources are related to changes that we
would suggest.
one is having some piece of paper that everybody has to file in
any kind of family relations, domestic relations or dependency
proceeding so th~t court knows. I assume that UCCJA Declaration
should be filed 1n a dependency proceeding -- a dependency
proceeding is a custody proceeding within meaning of UCCJA. If
that's the case and there's another proceeding pending, the
UCCJA ought to be done. We process alot of folks but we don't
forget that our UCCJA's have to be done.
I think that piece of paper and some attention to whether that
piece of paper has been filed and what it says is essential. We
dream about a central computer system that would give us all this
information with a flick of a wrist. And it may be a dream but we
think that that is better way of coordination than shifting around
the Superior Court.
PATRICIA PHILLIPS
Attorney in Los Angeles. Devote approximately 75 to 80% of time
to family law, mediation and litigation. Handled matters in
dependency and civil litigation.
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Proposal to create a family relations court does have some
merit insofar as it relates to upgrading situation that currently
exists in dependency court. However, putting new name and
combining it with family law department not answer to problem.
Bigger is not better.
•

•
•
•

Currently dependency court understaffed -- causes those
involved to give short shrift to matters which involve
significant lifestyle questions for young people and
children.
Low pay causes many to take cases in order to make living,
appointed counsel often ill-prepared, clients not afforded
individual care, concern that counsel should provide.
To physically combine dependency, family and delinquency
courts would be a disaster for already overburdened system
-- security problems would far outweigh any benefit.
At loss to see any benefit whatsoever in physical
combination of three courts.
To upgrade system:

•
•
•
•
•

•

Dependency courts should be out of range of delinquency
courts -- should be handled in areas where children live and
their school situations are. No business in downtown area.
Family relations court may make sense in smaller counties.
I believe in Los Angeles County, over 8 month period, only
one case of overlap between family court and dependency.
Perception that general civil matters are more important
than family relations cases is absurd -- no reason to
combine courts and make a difficult situation worse.
Over the years, family law court, while continuing to be
heavily impacted by shortage of judicial officers, staff,
has achieved a level of practice which, while different from
civil side, at least here in Los Angeles County, is working.
Urge concept be discarded and concentrate on finding
resources to get entire court system way it out to be.

MS. KUEHL: One credits on your resume relates to your membership
in Family Law Advisory Committee to Judicial Council. Has there
been any discussion, either formally or informally, on that
committee about these proposals?
A: I have just been appointed to Committee and have had
opportunity to attend only one meeting. There was discussion of
this proposal at meeting and sense there was unanimous opposition
to it by everyone who was present that day. This included others
who are handling juvenile delinquency, dependency problems.
JUDGE LESTER OLSON:

Were they from the private sector?

A: No. One who was extremely articulate and knowledgeable in
area, was a district attorney. Had a well-known court mediator,
court conciliation person, Hugh Mcisaac. It was a cross-section.
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MS. KUEHL: Hugh Mcisaac testified here today and he indicated
that there were approximately 40 overlap cases which is still a
very, very small number compared to total number of cases going
through. But in those cases, just those 40 cases, where families
do have to appear in more than one court, do you think that that's
a problem? And if so, could you suggest any way, short of
combining these courts, that we might look at this problem?
A: If the dependency court is put out in branch area where it
ought to be, it may very well be that you're having crossover
cases tried in the same area because, if it happens at all, it
will be in a branch court situation. And while not all cases are
eligible for branch court, certainly there is possibility of
sending them there, even if they're filed in central district. So
it could very well work out for few cases.
I'm not capable of addressing problem in juvenile delinquency
court. Impact of crack cocaine on all courts and particularly in
juvenile delinquency court is something that I have been working
on during my term on board of governors. It is totally out of
hand -- causing entirety of our court system to come to a stop.
Any thought of combining other family type matters with that court
would be, I hope, out the window and we would be working on
getting dependency out of that situation.
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Director of the Family Relations Department
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Judge Martha Goldin
Supervising Judge, Probate Department
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Pamela Mohr
Director, Children's Right's Project
Public Counsel
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California State Senate
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De<1r Ms. Gonzales:
'!'hank you for the invitation to speak to the Senate Task Force on Family
Relations Court. Below are my written comments to the •rask Force.
Professional Background
1 have worked as a mediator for the Ventura County Superior Court Family
Helat ions Department for almost seven years. I am currently Director and
SPnior Mf:diator there.
I am also co-chair for 1989-1990 of the Ventura County
Chi LJ Abuse Council.
In addition, I am on the faculties of the California
St.atP University Statewide Nursing Program and the Antioch University Santa
G;u·bara Undergraduate Program.
I hold a B.A., M.A., and Ph.D. from U.C.L.A. i.n
::or:iology and a M.S.Ed. from U.S.C. in counseling psychology.
I am licensed .inCdl it'ornia as a Marriage, Family and Chil<i Counselor and hold a Pupil Personnel
Services Credential in counseling.

Djverse Assumptions of Courts
Th<' f;1m.i l y law, juvenile dependency, and probate courts are based on divergent
i!:::;qrnpt ions regarding the competence of the parents present in each court in
<li•d•:t·,;tanding and meeting children's needs.
In the family law court, there i
lw assumption that at least one and usually both parents are capable of
ITIP<'t
nq their children's needs. Therefore, stipulated agreements are regularly
! J"dnsformed into court orders without revjew and custody and visitation
mcdi;1l ion is based upon the idea that intervention should be focused upon
promol i nq pacents 1 se1 [-determination about their children's lives.
Tile juvnni le dependency court must find that there is no parent capable of
pr(•V dinq adequately for a child and does so when the allegations of abuse or
neglect by the parents or others in their environments are sustained.

'l'h•: probate court, when it deals with orders for guardiansh.ip, is charged 1t1ith
dc~Prmjning the degree to which leaving a child in a parent's care is
d·~trimenla1 to the child, as well as the proposed guardian 1 s competence to meet
rn i new's needs.
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Resources for Intervention
Each ,,f the above courts has developed, by statute and evolution, different
resoun:es through which information is gathered to aid the court in determining
the facts necessary to make the threshold findings which address the
assumptions stated above.
The children's services division of each county social welfare agency carries
th•' t·Psponsibility to investigate, monitor, manage services for and
requirements of the parents and dependent children, to develop and evaluate
~;ervices for the families in the juvenile dependency court.
Social workers are
PmpowPrerl to detain and place children out of their homes and to supervise
• ·r,nt ;wt bPt ween c:h i ldren and parents during investigative and reunification
pt·<.w~"dl!res.
The dependency court is able to order and fund psychological and
medicdl evaluations, in addition to medical and psychiatric treatment for
family members.
Public funds are also expended by each county court to pay
attc>rneys to represent minors in every dependency case. There is no provision
for· mPdiation of intra-familial disputes about the children, although a
dep~~ndency judge may refer a contested custody or visitation dispute to family
•:ourt ,;ervice in anticipation of termination of dependency status. This is
occasionalLy done when the dependency judge makes a custody order in the family
I<~"'-' cdse at termination of dependency status.
The Pt·obate Court utilizes the investigative services of the children's
~;('t·vi•:es division and the family court services when guardianships of the
F"' n;on (and less often of the estate) are at issue.
There are no treatment
~;,,r·vices ovailable to the court, nor are court-funded psychological or medical
'''!illllill ions used by the court.
Defense attorneys can be appointed and funded
i>'/ t h<> court in quardianship cases, but there are no attorneys paid out of
pub l i r: funds lo represent minors in these cases. Supervision of parental
c·onl ;wt wi r.h these minors is arranged privately, without public funding for
f'''l':;rmnel lo do so, if needed. Contested guardianship cases are similar in
rn<~ll'l ,-,·sp"ct~; to child custody cases.
Family members are often quite
tn·:ll i"n<ll ilnd <H·e un<1ble to consider the harm done to the minors by the
di:;pul•· tlself.
All.hough some family court service departments are willing tn
rnPdtat.c' these disputes and are often successful, this service is seldom
11t i I i?.ed by the probate court.
'l'h" Lmt i l y law courts have developed varied but effective systems of mediation
,,f clti ld custody and visitation disputes of parents, grandparents, and
,;1 •'p-f•drPnt~~ (most county statistics demonstrate an eighty percent rate of
'"~;•>lui ic,n).
ThPse rely heavily upon family court services, which are located
,v 1 I h 111 rnob,1l ion departments or, more often in medium and large counties, 11nder
ltw dtn~r~t ~;upervision of the court.
These services perform custody medjation
.tnd f'v,-t:•J.ttiun, A.s well as other functions, including guardianship
i nvPst i(Fll ions.
Some family court service departments also provide expert
,-! inical I.Pstimony in disputed cases.
In family law, there is no provision for
pubJ ic funding of psychological evaluations of dysfunctional families, no
rn>vistnn for attorneys to be paid for the representation of minors in cases in
wit id1 neither pc1rent can protect the children, and no provision for personnel
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to supervise contact between a child and a parent during investigation of
allegations of child abuse, neglect, or parental alienation of a child.

Consequences
The impact of this lack of public funding in the family court include 1)
children not protected from the impact of their parents' disputes, 2) only
children whose parents are of considerable financial means are represer.ted, 3)
parents about whom serious but unsubstantiated allegations are made are
disenfranchised due to lack of money to pay a neutral supervisor, and 4) the
court remains without adequate expert (psychological) testimony with which to
understand a dysfunctional family in cases in which there are no funds to pay
for an evaluation.
Public attorneys are available for the prosecution and defense of child support
and child abduction, and for the defense of criminal contempt issues. However,
vi~itation rights are often not enforced due to the lack of public legal
asn.istance to prosecute contempts of court when there are violations of
visitation orders. Pro per parties are rarely able to successfully prosecute a
criminal charge of contempt.

Victimization of the Child by the Family Law Court
There have been three cases in which I have been involved as the mediator which
have resulted in the court collaborating in the victimization of the minors.
These have all involved contempt actions brought against custodial parents in
the family law court as attempts by the non-custodial parents to enforce their
specifically ordered visitation rights. In two cases, each parent had
certified family law specialists representing them. In one case, the custodial
parent was represented by a private attorney and the non-custodial parent had a
public defender. Custodial parents were of each gender.
In alJ three of these cases, the defense called the minor as a witness. It was
asserted as a defense that it was the child who had refused to visit the
parent, rather than the custodial parent who was denying visits. The child in
each case had become loyal to the custodial parent and alienated from the
visiting parent due to influence by the custodian. The child was placed in the
posiUon of protecting the person with whom s/he lived from a jail sentence.
If s/he succeeded in defending this parent, s/he became more powerful than
either adult, having defeated the visiting parent and his/her lawyer. If s/he
failed, s/he would be responsible for the custodian's incarceration.
ln. each of the above cases, I had strongly recommended that an attorney be
appointed for the minor by the court. In each case, a different judge believed
that he could both protect the child from fervent attacks by both attorneys and
serve as the judicial officer in criminal proceedings. The court also
explained to me that appointment of counsel for the minor was costly, that
neJther parent would willingly pay, and that the court had no funds to pay
these fees. I believe that the court failed to protect these children.
Indeed, the court became a dramatic forum for victimization.
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M::.

Hecorrmendations

l do rt<Jt believe that appointment of counsel for minors by the family law
r:oqrt :: in ca~;es i nv0 lv ing con tempts in custody and visitation disputes shouLd
rr>~nilin ,oJt the di.scretion of individual judges.
Instead, 1 respectfully
r·ec<>trunend to this Task Force that appointment be mandatory before any minor 1 s
allowed to testify as a witness in such a proceeding.
I would like to suggPst
that. no child be allowed to testify in such a proceeding at all. To require a
child to p.lrticipate in this fashion is in direct contradiction to the tenet
that children need frequent and continuing contact with both parents. This
irk·a i~: b.1sic to the continuation and development of relationships with both
pdr·ent :; in a dissolution.
The court itself may become a party to the
•;i··l imjzai.Lon of the child in such a case, if a child is not represented by
l:rHHJSf•

I.

'!'her·<· dre other instances in which the mediator may recommend that, due to the
!:ti ll!re of either parent to speak for their child's interests, an attorney be
c~ppoint.ed by the court for the minor.
The family law courts should be required
t" hold hearings on these recommendations.
In addition, there must be a public
tund established out of which these lawyers could be paid.
Perhaps public
l<~wyees who work in the dependency and probate courts could be required to
n'prf'sPnt minors in selected family law cases.
f.ikPwi:;e, resources such as court-funded psychological evaluations and public
''9f'nr:y supervision of restricted visitation during evaluation of dangerousness
,,f· a parent should also be shared with family law courts.
This will require
.1ddit inntll public funds, but will cost a good deal less than combining the
n;ttr·t:: thPmselves.
Th<' nll'd i.tt i•Jrt and investigation services available to the family law courts
t h r·ntrqll t heir family court services may also benefit the dependency and probate
···••11'1~:.
fl<>lh c·r)()rdination of resources and coordination of management of
r·rn~;:; -()vPr casPs between the courts and the agencies which support the courts
wi II '"'~'VI.' Pach W(d l and will not violate the divergent assumptions on which
•·.wh ('()tJrt is bas0d.
Respectfully submitted,
/1
\

'\}(
I

Robert L. Beilin, Ph.D.
Director and Senior Mediator
I~
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TESTIMONY OF PAMELA A. MOHR BEFORE
THE TASK FORCE OF FAMILY RELATIONS COURT
October 27, 1989
Good morning co-Chairpersons Senator Lockyer and Justice
King and task force members.
Thank you very much for
inviting me to speak on the family relations court
recommended by the Attorney General's Task Force on Child
Victim Witnesses.
I am the Director of the Children's Rights Project at
Public counsel, the public interest law office of the
Beverly Hills and Los Angeles County Bar Associations.
The Project trains private volunteer attorneys, mostly
from the large private Los Angeles law firms, and law
students in general areas related to representation of
children such as child development, the reasonable efforts
requirement as well as specific substantive areas such as
services available to seriously emotionally disturbed
children and how to access them, the state and federal
adoption assistance programs, the rights of homeless
youth, and the rights of medically fragile children.
After they have received training, the project assists
these volunteers in advocating for children, especially
abused, neglected and homeless children.
over the past three and a half years I have appeared in
the Los Angeles Superior court Dependency Division in
nearly all of the fifteen courtrooms on behalf of abused,
neglected and abandoned children and child advocates
(CASAs - Court Appointed Special Advocates). Additionally
I have worked closely with approximately one hundred and
fifty volunteer attorneys and law students who represented
dependent children or child advocates.
Finally the Children's Rights Project has received phone
calls from approximately four hundred children and their
families over the past three years concerning legal issues
related to children and their families. I supervised the
intake and follow-up on these cases.

~
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My testimony today is going to address three of the issues raised
by your questions.
I attempted to prioritize these issues but
ultimately decided all three are crucial to the provision of
reasonable services by the legal system to children and their
families. The three issues are first, the need to restructure the
Superior Court system in the manner recommended by the Attorney
General's task force, second, the need for stabilized, specially
trained attorneys and Judges who work in the family relations court
system and finally the difference that a specially trained advocate
with a reasonable caseload can make for a child involved in the
court system.
The suggestion of the Attorney General's task force of
restructuring the superior Court system into a Criminal Division,
Civil Division and a Family Relations Division
critically needed
in Los Angeles. Moreover the way the proposed family relations
division is structured, including the ability to deal with
dependency cases, mental health issues, status offenses, family law
matters, AFDC matters all within one court system would permit the
system to address the needs of the family and allow the family to
get on with the business of living.
Instead the present system
shackles attorneys and Judges and victimizes the children and their
families by preventing Judges from making necessary orders
Specific examples from my experience where different court systems
overlap and this overlap causes difficulties for the child include:
a tremendous overlap between family law and the dependency system
which
steadily increasing.
Within the last two months the
Children's Rights Project has received at least thirty
ls
which the family has undergone or is undergoing a divorce
there
are allegations of abuse. These cases are extremely difficult for
any court system to deal with, including the family
and
dependency courts, because its hard to know where the fighting
between the parents lets off and where ideas have been planted in
the child's mind. This can cause a great deal of harm to the child
and family. When allegations of abuse are made the child often has
to tell their story over and over, first to a therapist, then to
to an investigator for the family law court, then to the family law
Judge, then to an investigator or two from the child welfare system
and then to the Dependency Court Judge etc •• This first plants a
doubt in the child's mind that he/she is being believed. It also
reenforces the story in the child's mind and make the child less
likely to rethink the story because they have told it over and
over. Obviously some parents use the division of the court system
to their own advantage, when the family law court makes a decision
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they do not like they make an allegation of abuse to get into a
different court system.
Recently I have seen many instances where the ugliness of a divorce
can cause all parties and the court to lose track of the victims,
the children. In one case the parents of six children were divorce
two years ago. Neither parent was satisfied with the visitation
arrangements so both were constantly running back into the court
for changes.
Both parents were badmouthing the other parent to
the children and the children were all stating they wanted to live
with their mother.
Yet the Judge told the mother to select one
of the five children living with her to go live with the father.
In that case neither of the parents' attorneys nor the Judge looked
at the children's concerns or interests until a volunteer attorney
from our program asked the court for permission to represent the
children. Likewise we currently have a case where a nine year old
boy reports that his father was physically abusive to both his
mother and him during his parents' marriage. The boy also talks
about several incidents where his father brandished a gun and
frightened him. The child is extremely frightened by his father,
becomes physically ill when he is supposed to visit his father and
does not want to see him at all. Yet the child welfare agency and
dependency court state they cannot become involved because the
children are not currently in danger since the father does not live
with them any longer and the abuse occurred a while ago.
Another example of where the division between the Court system
causes a great deal of harm to children is the division between the
dependency and the mental health systems. The Children's Rights
Project has concentrated a great dea.l of effort on assisting
seriously emotionally disturbed children who are dependents of the
court. These children are owed duties by a number of different
county agencies. Obviously the child welfare agency has to provide
shelter and some services. Likewise these children are eligible
for special education and a wide range of services that the school
district must provide. The mental health department likewise has
obligations to these children. Finally many are dual diagnosis and
the regional centers owe them services. Yet because these children
are difficult to deal with, the departments and the court systems
try to foist these youngsters off on one another. The Department
of Children's Services blames the Regional Center for not locating
a placement, the school system blames the mental health system and
tries to pass the responsibility for the child from one school
district to another.
The Dependency Court tries to force the
Mental Health Court to put the child into a conservatorship.
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A restructuring of the court system in the manner described in the
Attorney General's Report could prevent many of these abuses.
Obviously the parents could not get a second chance with a
different Judge if they were unhappy with the result of a family
law hearing. Additionally the Judge hearing the family law matter
may have more flexibility in allowing in relevant evidence like
bench officers in dependency cases.
Likewise this court system
would have clear authority over all the systems owing duties to
seriously emotionally disturbed children and medically fragile
children and could force the agencies to work out between
themselves which department will provide what services to the
child. This court would have all placement options open to the
child within its jurisdiction.
Finally and perhaps most
importantly, the bench officers would all be sensitized to the
considering the needs of the child and the family in all court
hearings whether they are dealing with dependency, family law,
mental health, delinquency or status offenders matters.
Which brings up the second critical issue I will address, need for
experienced, stable, specially trained attorneys and bench officers
to address these issues. The Los Angeles Superior Court Dependency
Division has experienced a great deal of difficulty in finding
Judges who are interested in sitting in its courtrooms for any
length of time. At the present time there are only five Judges
hearing matters and over two thirds of the matters are heard by
commissioners or referees. Additionally the average amount of time
a Judge sits in Dependency Court cannot exceed six months. A few
Judges become involved with these matters and may stay one or two
years but that is very unusual.
Part of the problem is that these matters are so foreign to the
Judges who largely come from business and corporate practice.
Additionally the Judges in Los Angeles Superior Court Dependency
Division must hear between thirty and forty matters in one day
whereas the Judges in Criminal and the civil Division are given the
luxury to taking as much time the one case before them needs.
Finally the attorneys in dependency court must likewise handle
between five and thirty matters in a given day and therefore do not
prepare the cases in the same manner that attorneys do in civil and
criminal matters.
Rarely are written motions or memorandum of
points and authorities prepared for dependency cases.
Thus the
hearing officers have limited resources from which they can make
their decisions.
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Moreover very few of the bench officers or even the attorneys
practicing in dependency system are aware of the resources which
the law requires be made available to the children and their
families or which are available to these families. Thus special
education and the myriad of services which the school system may
be obligated to provide, the victim witness restitution fund,
advance AFDC funds, funds for homeless families as well as other
sources of services for these children and their families are
underutilized.
Many of these problems could be lessened by the provision of
special training for hearing officers presiding and attorneys
practicing in this area of law.
A wide variety of trainings
offered during different periods of the year can make everyone's
jobs much easier. Depending on the hearing officer and attorneys
experiences and the types of matters they are working on, trainings
on different topics will take on a different meaning at different
times. The Children's Rights Project, in conjunction with the Los
Angeles Superior Court, has offered trainings for bench officers,
attorneys and social workers on a variety of topics, such as
services available to seriously emotionally disturbed children;
child development and the effect that has on children as witnesses;
effects of psychotropic drugs on children;
government benefits
available to poor families;
the meanings of psychiatric labels
such as attention deficit disorder, post traumatic stress syndrome,
adjustment disorder; children's defenses and their affect on
testimony; resources for drug involved families and services for
families in sexual abuse cases. It would be useful to offer such
trainings on a regular basis, rather then ad hoc or only for one
time and such trainings could provide resources to attorneys and
Judges dealing with families in a wide variety of matters including
delinquency, family law, mental health.
If the hearing officers had this type of training they would be
less likely to burn out or feel frustrated with their inability to
make a difference, the caseload may proceed quicker and Judges may
be more likely to stay on the bench in family relations court.
Additionally they could develop an expertise which may prove useful
in the future. There is a definite need to maintain bench officers
hearing these matters for a period longer then six months.
Finally I would like wholeheartedly endorse the suggestion in the
Attorney General's report for an advocate with a reasonable
caseload for each child. Too often we see that the child in these
court systems is being overlooked. Whether that is in the family
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law court where the parents, each with their attorney, are fighting
it out, or in the dependency system, where the needs of the system
to get through the tremendous caseload may cause an attorney and
a Judge to waive the child's appearance, or in a case to terminate
parental rights where the parent has failed to meet the court's
requirements and parental rights are terminated, only to discover
that the child is not adoptable and has therefore become a
legal orphan. We have seen over and over where a strong advocate
for the child can make a major difference in the outcome of the
child's case. Sometimes an attorney is needed to advocate for the
child's legal rights, in other cases a specially trained lay
advocate can provide invaluable assistance. Moreover, this is an
area where volunteers can be utilized at a greatly reduced expense
to the system.
The over twenty CASA programs (Court Appointed
Special Advocates) in California have proven extremely successful
and have provided the court system with invaluable assistance.
Likewise, we have had amazing success with specially trained
volunteer attorneys. I would like to leave you with two examples
where a specially trained volunteer attorney who could spend the
necessary time on a child's case not only provided a much better
outcome for the child, but additionally saved the State a great
deal of money.
The first case is a twelve year old seriously emotionally disturbed
girl who had been in ten different placements and had had three
different social workers in the past five years. She had been at
MacLaren's Children's Center (which is designed as a temporary
shelter to house a child two or three days while another placement
is located) for nine months. MacLaren's Children's Center costs
the government approximately $6,000 per month per child. All the
group homes, including those which receive between $2,000 and
$4,000 per month per child, had turned down this girl. The social
worker's plan for her was to convince the girl to sign herself into
camarillo State Hospital. A volunteer attorney started advocating
for the girl. He persuaded the regional center that they had the
duty to provide in-home counseling and respite care for this girl.
Likewise the school system was forced to provide counseling and a
special education program for the girl. Once these services were
in place, the attorney working with the girl's social worker,
located a former foster family who really liked to girl but just
could not handle the girl without any assistance.
That foster
family agreed to take the girl back into their home at an expense
under $700 per month. Thus the girl was given a more family like
atmosphere at considerably less expense.
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The second case involves a blind, mentally retarded boy thought to
be nonambulatory. His parents had abandoned him and he was being
maintained at a group home costing $3,000 per month. After two
volunteer attorneys became involved to force various County
departments, including the school system, the regional center and
the child welfare agency, to provide appropriate services they
quickly discovered that he was ambulatory but had never been
offered services which could teach him to walk in spite of his
blindness. After obtaining services for him through special
education and the regional center the attorneys located an adoption
agency which specialized in special needs children. They discussed
with the agency the possibility of placing this child for adoption
if the attorneys helped negotiate an adoption assistance agreement
which would assure that the child's special needs are met. The
adoption agency has recently informed us that they have located a
family interested in adopting this boy.
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(new material underlined)
307.

COORDINATION OF CUSTODY PROCEEDINGS.

Section 1.

Policy of the Court.

(a) The best interests of the child, litigants
and court are promoted by early identification and
coordination of custody proceedings involving the
same child. To that end all departments involved in
custody issues shall cooperate to eliminate multiple
custody proceedings. Whenever possible such proceedings
shall be handled in one department and consolidated for
purposes of trial.
(b) The judicial
been consolidated shall
assessed b all of the
department
t e

officer before whom the case has
be vested with all the authority
'udicial officers in an other
matter was prev~ous y set.

(c)
It is the policy of the Los Angeles Superior
Court that family law and dependency judges shall receive
trainin in both famil law and de endenc rules, laws and
proce ures.
Section 2. Standards -- To carry out the above policy
the following standards are established:
(a) Custody proceeding. As·used herein the term
"custody proceeding" is defined to mean one or more of the
following custody proceedings:
Custody under the Family Law Act (CC §4600 et seq.);
guardianship (Prob C §300); juvenile dependency (WIC §300);
juvenile incorrigibility (WIC §601); juvenile delinquency
(WIC §602); adoption (CC §221 et seq.); termination of
parental rights (CC §232 et seq.); emancipation (CC §60 et seq.
paternity and maternity under the Uniform Parentage Act
(CC §7000 et seq.); writs of habeas corpus and warrants
in lieu of habeas corpus (PC§§ 1474, 1497); protective orders
to prevent domestic violence (CCP §545 et seq.); and mental
health proceedings under the Lanterman-Petris-Short Act
(WIC §5000 et seq.).
(b)
Identification. Any court hearing a matter
involving the custody of a minor should determine at the
earliest possible time if matters are pending in any other
department which involve custody of the same minor.
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Counsel and parties appearing in pro per shall
notif an · 'udicial officer before whom the a ear in a
custody proceed~ng o any ot er custody proceed~ng 1nvo ving
the same child or children. Such notice shall be given at
the earliest possible opportunitz.
Section 3.

Procedures.
officer shall

of multiple
chambers
con erence regar ~ng poss1 e coer ~nat~on or consolidation.
At least five days notice of said conference (time not extended
per CCP 1013) shall be given to all counsel of record in each
custody proceeding, to any party aSpearing in pro per and
to any other person or entity at t e discretion of the
supervising judge.
(c) At said chambers conference the court shall
consider such ar uments and ev~dence as the su rv~s1ng 'udge
eems appropr1ate.
(d)
Following the chambers conference the supervising
~udge shall consult with all trial judicial officers who ~
earing any of the pending custody eroceedings.

(f) The supervising judge may hold such other hearings
and take such other actions not set f·orth herein as deemed
necessary.
Section 4. Criteria. In'im lementin the standards
set forth above the court shall should consider the following:
(a) How long the case has been active in any particular
trial department.

-3-

(b) The number and length of hearings that have
taken place in such trial department.
(c) The judicial officer's familiarity with the
parties and issues in the case.
(d)

The stage of proceedings in each court.

(e) Whether there are allegations against both
parents or only one.
(f) Whether the dependency petition is detained or
nondetained.
(g)
The extent to which other family law issues
are tied to custody and visitation.
(h)

The financial resources of the parties.

(i) The seriousness of the psychological issues
raised by the case.

(j) The presence of other children not of the
marriage between the parties.
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THE SENATE TASK FORCE ON THE FAMILY RELATIONS COURT - OCTOBER 27, 1
Senator Bill Lockyer, Co-Chair
Justice Donald King, Co-Chair

Thank you

for inviting

me to present my views on the issues under evaluation

task force.
perspective of the issues are primarily based on my experience as

a member

of psychiatrist and psychologists who provide consultation to the
of the Superior Court of Los Angeles.

By way

Board certified in Psychiatry and Child Psychiatry.
25 years, the majority of
and

the

first

Coordinator of

12

years

I have been in practice for
Assistant

Director

of Child

Child Psychiatry Fellowship Training at USC where I

am Associate Clinical Professor of Psychiatry.
Medical Director

as

of identification, I

at Reiss-Davia

Child Study

Treatment Center, sister agencies

that

The

last

13

years

I

have been

Center and Vista Del Mar Residential

provide

psychiatric

outpatient treatment

including a therapeutic program for children of divorce), and residential care for
children of the underprivileged community.
First, I would like to discuss the possbility
be

included

in

the

same

that the

Family Law Department

judicial system with the Dependency Court as is

illustrated in the chart where Juvenile

Actions are

combined with

Family Actions

a Family Relations Division.
I have

been most

impressed in

commitment of the judges and
, judicious,

Family

working with
Court

the Family Law Department.

Services/Conciliation

Court

The

has been

and concerned, always putting the best interest of children

Children have not been considered prizes to be awarded to a winning
are

not judged

as to who is the bad guy and who is the good guy.

concern for the child's needs is the emphasis.
parents,

Respect

The importance of relationships

protection as much as possible from the adversarial proceedings, and
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consideration of the stage of development of the child and the child's future needs
is primary.

In

other words,

it has

been the

perspective of

the Department of

Family Law, from my experience, to welcome a •Treatment Plan• for the child and the
family.

This will

be even

more enhanced

after the first of the year when under

careful limitations, in time and indications,
counselling.

resolve

court

will

be

able

to order

<4608.1 Civil Code)

Further, it
to

the

the

has been
vast

conciliatory manner.

my experience that the Conciliation Court has been able

majority

of

contested

cases

in

a

helpful and

When there are indications for psychiatric evaluation, either

the court, Family Court Services or

the attorneys

cases for appropriate psychiatric evaluation.
consultants> and

custody

the Conciliation

Court we

themselves have

referred these

Between the panel members <and other
have been

able to

furnish the court

valuable information, discussion, and recommendations regarding these cases.
My experience
Law Court.

However, what experience I do have with

an experience
Family Law.
or

which is

the Dependency

interested in

The
the

Court has been

in direct conflict with my experience in the Department of

Here there are criminal-like proceedings.

innocence.

secondarily

with the Dependency Court is very limited in contrast to Family

majority

of

determination

concerned

about

the
of

professionals

guilt

and

conciliation,

The issue seems to be guilt
therefore

seem to be more

punishing

the

guilty

and only

reunification,

and

treatment of the

family •in the best interest of the child.•
I do

not mean

Dependency Court.

to condemn
I

only mean

the dedicated
to point

proceedings are

different.

professionals in the

out that it is a different system.

people who come before this court are different,
and the

and concerned

the task

before it

The

is different

The conflicting dual role of prosecuting the

guilty and rehabilitation seem to me to present a serious problem.
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My second concern regards
opinion, underestimates

the Investigative

the complexity

Process.

of doing

information is gathered in order to formulate

a

The Committee,

an evaluation
program

for

in my

in which adequate
the

child

and the

child's family, which will serve the child's best interest.
I

with

agree

the

Committee

that

children

are

often

psychologically traumatized by the investigative process.
in any

"investigative process.•

of interviewers.

emotionally

and

Partly, this is inherent

I agree with the goal of <1> reducing the number

I do not necessarily

agree

with

<2>

number of interviews, which is a more complex question.

that

is,

minimizing the

The clinical understanding

of an individual child is directly proportional to the trust that child has for the
therapist and

the empathy

the child feels from the therapist.

understanding are built over a period of time with children.
period of

time to

get at

the truth.

Trust and empathic

Frequently it takes a

The third goal •ensuring that comprehensive

interviews are conducted by qualified interviewers• is not, in my
by the program put forth.
will most
serious

likely be
cases,

The proposal states that •tHE CHILD INTERVIEW SPECIALIST

certified law

the

law

enforcement officers

enforcement

Subsequent interviews, if necessary, will
whenever

possible.•

opinion, ensured

In

another

place

specialist
be
in

should

conducted
the

and social

by

report

lead
the
it

the

social

worker

determines

that

a

In

interview.

same interviewer
states •rf the law

enforcement officer determines that further criminal investigation is
the

workers.

indicated or

dependency investigation is indicated, or

otherwise indicated, the case will be referred for

a comprehensive

interview by a

certified CHILD INTERVIEW SPECIALIST.

The interview will be conducted in a special

child/oriented

mirrors

center

with

one-way

for

those

who

Observers might participate in the interview through earphones.•

need

to

observe.

4
An

evaluation

of

child

abuse

entails

interview of the child is only one aspect
adequate

history

importance.

and

evaluation

of

a

great

of the

members

deal

of evaluation.

clinical evaluation.
at

This is particularly true in custody

times

The

Obtaining

is

of equal or greater

cases where

children are easily

confused by the accusing parent.
Let me further point out that it has been my experience with professionals who
are considered to be "Child Interview Specialists• and who frequently work in child
abuse centers

that they

do not

necessarily make

a comprehensive study including

family members and even frequently exclude the accused
frequently

suggest

that

there

has

been

abuse

They also

party.

even

seem to

though there is really no

concrete evidence or complaint by the child.
This becomes clear in custody proceedings
accusations.

when there

are predominately false

It is why I think it would be an error to suspend Domestic Relations

cases when an allegation of child abuse is made until it can

be determined whether

a dependency action will be initiated.
My experience

with Department of Children's Services workers with whom I have

worked is that when we have shared information,
not only

the protection

of the

child but

a plan

been able

helpful if

Children's Services.

As of now, our communication is verbal.

who

are

psychopathology

trained
and

in

family

treatment,

and

dynamics
child

regard to child abuse would then be added.
not have

get written

the basic

training.

and

Department of

What is needed are people

therapy,

development.

adult

Social workers

and

child

Specific training with

Obviously, law enforcement

officers do

need extensive additional training

about children to have the expertise necessary for
have a

reports from

Interview Specialist is not what's needed.

highly

to provide for

for the child's best interest.

However, it would be

A Child

I could

we have

the task.

<At

Reiss-Davia we

full time two-year program to provide child training and I know of at least

that is a
extensive

one-year full

clinical experience

time program.

Both

under expert supervision along with didactic

summary:

would

be

concerned

structurQ as

having

have

a

Those

model

Law

involved

cases that

program

in

the

in

Los

do involve

children,

Angeles where the Family Court

Services/Conciliation Court Program settles many of the cases
few

cases

that

need

further

or

psychiatrists, psychologists and
consultation.

As

a

matter

different

other
of

same court

A high percentage of Family Law cases

the Dependency Court.

involve children.

not

Family

evaluations,

professionals

are

and for the
highly train
available for

fact, in my experince Dependency Court

usually waits on the Panel for their input in custody cases where abuse is
Family
because of
parents

Law

the high
would

cases

number of

increa1e

should

not wait on dependency proceedings

false accusations.

their

uae

I

am concerned that

accusations

of

to

disrupt

custody/visitation arrangements.
suggest that as much as possible principles <such as Child Advocates) be
developed

within

the

Dependency

Court,

to crime and punishment, while
litation.

to

resolve

at the

the

same time

dual role
providing for

This would mean that the best interest of the child

become the

consideration rather than

ferreting out

and

lty.
suggest

that the

concept of Child Interview Specialists underestimates

the complexity of adequate diagnosis and creates the false •experts."
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Senator Lockyer, Justice King, and members of the Task Force
on Family Relations Court.

I wish to thank the members of the task force for inviting me
to speak on this subject.

My remarks today are being made on

behalf of the entire Superior Court of Orange County and represent
a distillation of the views of numerous judges and commissioners
sitting

in

various

officer

and

member

discussions.

assignments.
of

his

The

staff

court's

have

also

chief

executive

participated

in

The judges and commissioners involved have either

formerly served, or are presently serving on the family law panel,
probate, mental health and juvenile court assignments.

While I believe we all agree that the victims of child abuse
face

formidable

problems

in

their

encounter with

either

the

criminal justice system, the juvenile court, or the family law
courts, there are solutions to the problem which do not require
the creation of a Family Relations Court.

Before I address myself

to solutions, I wish to spend a few moments on the problems which
appear to present themselves when one considers creating a new
separate jurisdictional Family Relations Court System.
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First, it seems to us an erroneous conclusion that creation
of such a new "court" would necessarily improve the manner in
which the courts dispense justice to children, families and others
who

require

the

protection

of

the

judicial

system.

Existing

Superior Court departments such as mental health and probate have
very little impact on either family law or juvenile law and their
inclusion

would

appear

to

be

counter-productive

rather

than

enhancing the treatment of children.

Secondly, it would greatly impair the ability of our court to
operate efficiently in every sector requiring our services, be it
civil, criminal,

juvenile or family law and others.

We find it

necessary from time to time to utilize civil and criminal law
judges

in

the

trial

of

family

law

and

juvenile

cases,

and

conversely family law judges are sometimes used in the trial of
criminal matters.

In times when we are being asked to improve our

handling of cases and to reduce delay and increase productivity in
every field of our endeavor, we need to retain the flexibility to
react to the needs of the court's entire caseload, as those needs
arise.

Creation of a separate family relations court, dedicated

only to family relations, would, in our view, impair rather than
enhance

that

ability.

Creation

-2-

of

such

a

new

and

separate

~~~
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jurisdiction would in all probability, rather than adding to the
stature of a family court judge, increase the likelihood that such
an assignment would be viewed with disfavor.

We have not compiled any empirical data on the number of
cases

involving

children

which

overlap

between

the

various

sections of the court, such as Juvenile and Family Law.

However,

based on the anecdotal experience of our Juvenile and Family Law
judges, we would estimate that approximately one ( 1) percent or
less of the cases in which hearings are held involve overlapping
problems

between

these

co11rts.

Thus,

it

seems

to

us,

that

creation of a separate "court" to address what appears to be a
statistically small number of cases is neither justifiable nor
required.

What is required are the following:

( 1)

Better coordination between the various departments of

the Superior Court in providing information about children within
the

system.

In

that

connection,

we

have

adopted

a

written

protocol in Orange County in an effort to smooth the processing of

-3-
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cases that fall within both the family law and juvenile setting.
A

copy of that protocol is attached.

(2)

Better coordination between the courts within the state

in providing
this

latter

statewide

information and
connection,

rules

or

our

a

party

or

In

court

of

procedures

similar to the procedures
whereby

in making enforceable orders.

the

recommends

for

"coordination

already in place
court

on

the

its

own

for

adoption
of

actions",

civil actions,

motion

could

seek

"coordinated" status where more than one county or more than one
jurisdictional department of the court is involved.

Such rules or

procedures should include an expedited process and should permit
any interested party,

including the court on its own motion,

to

initiate coordination proceedings.

( 3)

Adoption and expansion of programs designed to protect

the child victim in that child's encounter with both the criminal
justice system and the juvenile and family law courts.

In that

connection Orange County is currently involved in a pilot program
called the Child Abuse Service Team

-4-

(C.A.S.T.)

which seeks

to
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minimize the trauma experienced by children who are victims of
sexual

abuse

system.

and

C.A.S.T.

who
is

necessarily
currently

come

into

limited

to

contact with
ten

our

participating

agencies and is also limited to victims of sexual abuse.

Given

adequate funding and support, this program could be expanded to
increase the number of agencies participating, and the types of
injuries

dealt

with,

including

physical

and

severe

emotional

abuse.

In short, the Orange County Superior Court sincerely believes
that while problems do sometimes exist in the manner in which
child

victims

approached

by

are

treated

well

by

thought

the

out

courts,

programs

they

can

init.iated

best
as

be

pilot

projects and then expanded, as opposed to the creation of a new
"court"

with

all

of

the

concomitant

problems

such

a

major

commitment would bring.

In

response

to

certain

questions

which

accompanied

the

invitation to address the task force, ! woll.ld also like to add the
following comments:
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Increasing the stature of the family law court is a matter of
education of existing
specifically

the

judges and of the appointing authority,

governor.

When

family

law

practitioners

are

appointed to the Superior Court they become supporters of a strong
family

law court.

Typically in our Superior Court

there are

presently some ten ( 10) judges who will rotate in and out of a
family law assignment every two to three years.

We generally have

at least two, and often three family law judges who are on their
second or third term of service in this assignment, and who bring
to the court great understanding as to the importance of family
law.

Of the ten (10) judges referred to, at least six (6) of them

had family law experience in private practice, and the remaining
four have become, through education and experience, enthusiastic
supporters

for a

strong family law panel.

The usual rotation

period is two years which most of us feel is the optimum time.

We

have

of

no

written

rotation

policy.

Finally

the

rotation

experienced judges in and out of family law results in a more
positive view of the assignment by other judges who have not had
family law experience.

When they see judges they respect leaving

a civil or criminal law assignment to rotate into a family law
assignment, the assignment is viewed in a more favorable light.
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addition,

courts

are,

in

<!Jalifcnti:a

the
this

strength and
court's

stature of

view,

directly

the

family

connected

law

to

attitude expressed by the presiding judge of the court.

the

If the

presiding judge typically appoints to the family law panel the
least

experienced

typically

be

judges

viewed

with

in

the

court,

diRtaste.

then

the

Presiding

role

judges

will

need

to

understand and appreciate the importance of the family law field
and

the

fact

processed.

that

significant

and

important

cases

are

being

Orange County has been particularly blessed in that we

have had a succession of presiding judges who have understood and
appreciated the importance of this difficult assignment.

I shall be more than happy to address myself to any questions
members of the task force may have.

I wish to conclude my formal

remarks by saying that I know Justice King has serious misgivings
about the viability of our civil court system and its efficacy in
dealing with the problems of our society.
in

part,

achieved.
pilot

but

believe

that

solutions

do

exist

and

can

be

Our court believes solutions should be approached on a

project

discarded

I

I share his pessimism

with

basis
a

so

minimum

that

unsuccessful

expenditure
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of

approaches
time

and

can

money

be
and
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successful system can be expanded.

I believe that creation of a

new family relations court might well be a costly experiment of
dubious value.

Its goals appear laudatory, but in our view these

goals are achievable without creation of a new "court system."
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POLICY
It ie the policy of the Superior Court to identify and
coordinate custody proceedings involving the same child which may
occur in multiple legal forums.

lt is ftlso the policy of the

Superior Court to coordinate the efforts of the different Court
systems so that the

chil~'s

needs are served and the resources

o! the familY and tne court are not wasted.

To these ends the

superior Court and the agencies assisting the court shall cooperate
to increase the exr.hange of information and to determine the most

appropriate forum for the resolut:ion of the issues relating to

the

chil~.

To that end. the followin9 procedures are adopted:

1.
~hild

If, during the pendency of any family law procA@din9, a

abuse allegation

again~t

one of the

child'~

parents

come~

to the attention of Mediation and Inveeti9ative sarvieec, that

staff person shall first determine whether the allegation muet be
repor~ed

to the Child Abuse Registry pursuant to Penal Code

Section 11166.

rr that person determines that the child abuse

allegation falls within the

~urview

pursuant to Penal Code Section

2.

ot §11166, he/she shall report

11166~

·~

When the Child Abuse Registry receives a report of

COUNTY OF ORANGE!# 3
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cuapQo~ed

child abuc• durin9 th• p•ndency of any family law

prooeedin9 it shall initiat• an investi9ation

immedi~tely,

o~

within 10 daye, pursuant to Social services Agency ("SSA")

Regulations 30-132.3 - J0-132.5 as amended January l, 1988.
SSA shall coordinate its investi9ation with appropriate police

agencies.

If SSA

determine~

further intervention is required,

th~t

it shall proceed to provide services or initiate Juvenile court

proceedings as deemed necessary tor the protection of the child.
tt Mediation

an~

Investigative services is the reporting agency,

SSA shall inform them of any decisions concerning the child abuse
investigation.

J.

Temporary child custody/visitation protective orders

issued by the Court when Mediation and Investigative Services has
made a report to the Child Abuse

~e9istry

pursuant to Penal

Code §11166 shall operate to temporarily suspend any existing
custody/visitation

ord~rs.

If SSA has taken no aetion in thQ

matter by the time of tho initial hearing

da~•

on tho temporary

child custody/visitation protective order•, caid. t•rnporary ordere
are dissolved unlesc r•i~ouod by the Court.

4.

If a petition

pursu~nt

to

Welf~re

and !nstitutione Code

Section 300 is filed, all proceedings pursuant to Section 4600

of the Civil Code regarding the custody of the minor and all
visitation proceecUnqs 1r. any depattment or the superior court,
other than Juvenile court, are

suspende~.

To ensure that both

the Juvenile Court and the Family Law Court are informed in a

RCV ev:suPER:OR COUR7
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timGly mann•r c£ any child who is both the aubject of a
pa~ition

dependency
the

is~ue(e)

in

~ha

Juvenile

Ccur~

of custody/visitation in

~he

and an

ac~ion

involving

Family Law Court, i t

will be the responsibility of the Social Sarvie••

~g•noy

and

the County Clerk to provide that information to the Juvenile
Division of the County Cler.k's Office, to the Clerk of the Family

Law Court, and to the Social Services Agency.

The following

procedures have been developed to ensure an expeditious exchange
of information.

a.

~~en

there is a proceeding in the Tarnily Law court

affecting the custody and/or visitation of a minor chil1, anti if
the Juvenile Division of the County Clerk's Office has knowledge
of the Family Law aetion, tren, upon the filinq of a dependeney

petition in the Juvenile Court, the Juvenile Division of the
County Clerk's Office shall immediately fill out a Notice of
De~endency

Action. file a eopy in the Juvenile Court file(s},

forward the original to the Family Law Clerk for filinq in the
Family Law Court fila, and forward a copy to the Socia,_ Services
Ag•ney for their file(s).

b.

When there is a dependency proceadin9 p•ndin9 in th•

Juvenile Court

re~arding

a

~inor

child who becomee the subject

of child custody and/or visitation proceedings in the Family

Law court, and if ehe

~amily

Law

Cler~

has knowledge of the

Juvenile court action, the Family Law Clerk shall

imm~diately

fill out a Notice of Dependency Action, file the oriqinal in the
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714 834

e111~

Family Law Court file, forward a copy to the Juvenile Division
of the County Clerk's Office for filing in the Juvenile Court
file(s), and forward a copy to the Social Services Agency for

their file(s).

c.

Durin9 the Intake Interview,

SSA

shall inquire of the

parents/9uardianQ as to the existence of any action involving
child custody and/or

vi~itation

pending in the Yamily Law Court

concerning the minor who is the subject of the dependency petition.
Upon ascertaining the

QXi~tence

of cuoh Family Law action, SSA

shall immediately fill out a Notice of Dependency Action, retain
a copy fox the Social Services A9eney file(s), forward the
original to the Family Law Clerk for filing in the Family Law

Court file, and forward a copy to the Juvenile Division of the
county Clerk's Office for filing in the Juvenile Court

file(~).

If at any other time during the course ot Juvenile court

dependency jurisdiction, SSA becomes aware of any Family Law
Court proceedings involving child custody and/or visitation
regarding a minor who is the

SSA shall follow the

5.

subj~ct

proced~res

of a dependency petition,

as set forth above.

The Clerk of the family Law Court, upon receipt of

said Notica of Dependency Action shall file the Notice of
Dopondoncy Action, and the date the Notice of Dependency
Action ic filod chall appear on the face o£ the court file.
A copy of the Notioe of Dependency Action shall alao be filed
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in the appropriate Juvenile Court file(s), and the date the
Notic@ of Dependency Action is filed shall appear on the face
J-fila(~).

of the

6.

Upon t•rmination of Juvenile Court proceedings or

juricdiction, th•

Juvenil~

Division of the County Clerk's

Office shall immediately forwax·d a copy ot the Minute Order O%

Modification Petition terminatin9
the Family

~aw

proce~din9s

to the Clerk of

Court.

The Clerk of

~he

the race ot the J-t1le(s)

Juvenile Division shall indicate on
th~

date

~he

Minute order or MOd1t1cation

Petition was forwarded to the Clerk or the F5mily Law court.

The Clerk of the Family Law Court shall indicate on

the face of the court file the date upon which proceedings were
terminated in the Juvenile Court.

7.

The County Clerk will distribute written notice of

the requirements of Superior Court Rule 704(f) to all persons
requesting Ex

Pa~te

and order to Show cause Forms.

In addition,

the County Clerk will post these notieec in the County Clerk 1 s
Office and outside all Family Law Oepartmonta.

e.

Th~·Pamily

Law Court may contact a Supervisor of the

Juv•nile Division of the County Clerk's Office to determine the
status or any pending

dependency proceedings.
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At any time Ouring the process described herein, the

Supervising Judges ot the Farnily

La~

and Juvenile courts are

encouraged to discuss problens relating to
cases involving child abuse allegations.

~he coor~!nation

ot

In this connection a

Family Law and Juvenile Courts Coordinating committee

may be established.
bated this

If

~

day of ____~--~-r~-----------' 1989.
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2.
3.

SUPBRIOR COUR7
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S~ATE

COo-T~
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Ori9lMl to Family Law cour:-t:
Copy to Social Services A9ency
Copy to 3uvenile Dlvlalon,
County Clerk'e Office

OP CALlFORRIA
OF ORAMCE

PAHILY LAW COURT

C~2

NO. _____________________

IN RE THE HATT!R OF
JU~lLB COURT C~8 ~0./NOS------------------

PLSA8E

TA~B

(::)

NOTICE:

A Family taw Aetion hat been tiled in the oran9e County Superior Court, vharei

custooy and/or vidt:ado" of l!ne

(::J

follo11iftQ minor

chil~(ren)

it at issue: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

A Dependency Act1on(s) has been filed in the Orange County Juvenile Court .

..
Pursuant to Welfare and Institutions cooe section 304, all tuture Family Law Court
proceedinqa involvin9 the child(ren) named herein shall be suspended aarin9 th•
pendency of Juvenile court procee4lngt.

COUM'rY C:LIItJC

SOCIAL SSRVICIS

B'l':

8Y1

DATB1

---------------- 19

~GBRCY

DA~t-----------------------• 19_____
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lnat.rucdons a
1.

2.
l.

or:J.tinal to Faadly Law Court
Copy to Social ltrvices Agency
Copy to Juvenile Division,

County

SUPERXO~

FO~

COUR~

~HB

ST~T·

COUNTY OF ORANGElt 9

Cltr~·~

Office

or CALIFORNIA

COUNTY OF ORAMCB

IN l! THE MATTER OF
JUVE~lLB

COURT CASE MO./MOS. ___________________

---···----------------

~LEASE

TAK£

~OTICEt

(::)
c~•tody

and/or

[::J

A ~amily Law Aetion has been
visi~•~ion

of

~he

following

file~

in the Orenqe County Superior Court, wherein

~inor

ehild(renl is at issue: _____________________

A Depenoeney Act1onfll has been fileO in the orange

Coun~y

Juvenile court.

Putsuant to Welfare and Institutions Code section 304, all ruture ramily Law court

proceedings involvin9 the child(ren) named herein shall be suspended durin9 the

Penoency of Juvenile Court proceedlnt•·

COUN'l'Y CLERJC

SOCIAL SIRVICBS AGINCY

8Yt

8Yt

DATS•------------------• 19_____

DATS•----------------------•

19_____

COUN'v OF ORANQE!t1Q

RCV av:suPERlOR COURT
Xnetructianaa
1.
2.

or191na1 ~o ra~1y L&w Court
copy to social services A9eney

3.

copy to Juvenile Diviaion,
county Cler-·s Office

SUPERIOR COURT STATE OF CALifORNIA

FOR TH! COUNTY OF ORANGE
FAMILY LAti COURT CASX NO. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
IN RE THE J.tAT'l'ER OF

~LEASE

TAKE

I= J
cuato~y

JUVENILE COURT CAS£

NO./~os.

___________________

MOTIC~:

"'

rannUy L&l>"

Action nu oeen !iled in

the

Orange County Superior Cour~,

wherein

and/or visitation of the following minor ehildCren) is at issue: ____________________

t::l

A Dependency Aetion(sl ha•

?ursuant to Welfare and

lns~itutiona

bee~

filed

i~

the Oranqe County Juvenil• Court.

Cod• Section )04, all future Paaily Law Court

SOCIAL SIRVICIS AGBRCY

COUMft CLBJUt

BY:

01\TBt

---------· 19

OAT!: ____________________ • 19____
. - - -.. ~·. .··'"·.,..~lf"/_·;..·1'·•

ATTACHMENT G

TESTIMONY BY SGT. BETH DICKINSON, LOS ANGELES
SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT TO THE SENATE TASK FORCE OF FAMILY
RELATIONS COURT

ON BEHALF OF SHERMAN BLOCK, SHERIFF OF LOS ANGELES
COUNTY, I WOULD LIKE TO THANK THE TASK FORCE MEMBERS FOR
INVITING COMMENTS FROM OUR DEPARTMENT ON THIS IMPORTANT ISSUE
OF THE NEED TO

STUDY AND DEVELOP RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE

JUDICIAL COUNCIL FOR STATEWIDE IMPLEMENTATION OF A FAMILY
RELATIONS DIVISION WITHIN EACH SUPERIOR COURT.
I WILL ADDRESS BRIEFLY TWO OF THE QUESTIONS PUT FORTH
BY THE TASK FORCE AND CONFINE MY REMARKS TO A FEW COMMENTS
ON THE SOLUTIONS OFFERED BY THE ATTORNEY GENERAL TASK FORCE
ON THE WAYS IN WHICH CALIFORNIA COURTS ARE INSENSITIVE TO
THE SPECIAL NEEDS OF CHILDREN AND THE RECOMMENDATION THAT A
COMPREHENSIVE INTERVIEW OF CHILDREN BE CONDUCTED BY A "CHILD
INTERVIEW SPECIALIST."

(QUESTIONS 19 AND 20)

I COME FROM THE PERSPECTIVE OF HAVING INVESTIGATED CHILD
ABUSE SINCE 1969, AND SINCE 1981, SUPERVISING A TEAM OF CHILD
ABUSE INVESTIGATORS.

~"t VE

ALWAYS RECOGNIZED THE SPECIAL

PROBLEMS CHILDREN HAVE IN THE COURTROOM AND CONCUR WITH THE
ATTORNEY GENERAL TASK FORCE'S MAJOR PROPOSAL TO USE THE
SERVICES OF CHILD DEVELOPMENT EXPERTS TO ASSIST IN DEVELOPING
GUIDELINES FOR THE COURTROOM EXAMINATION OF CHILDREN.
EVERYDAY TERMS ATTORNEYS AND JUDGES ARE USED TO USING IN
QUESTIONING WITNESSES, SUCH AS "DO YOU RECALL" OR "DO YOU
REMEMBER" CAN PRESENT PROBLEMS FOR THE CHILD.

COMPLEX

SENTENCE STRUCTURE AND THE USE OF TERMS SUCH AS "BEFORE" AND
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"AFTER" CAN ELICIT SEEMINGLY INAPPROPRIATE
JUDGES AND PROSECUTORS NEED TO BE TRAINED TO IDENTIFY
AND COPE WITH THESE PROBLEMS AND TO INSIST THAT QUESTIONS
PUT FORTH TO CHILDREN IN AGE APPROPRIATE LANGUAGE.
BETTER WAY TO DO THAT THAN TO HAVE CONSULTANTS AVAILABLE TO
ADVISE THE COURT WHEN PROBLEMS ARISE.
LAW ENFORCEMENT INVESTIGATORS NEED TO HAVE A WAY TO
MINIMIZE THE TRAUMATIC IMPACT ON THE CHILDREN IN REMOVING
THEM FROM THEIR HOME WHEN THEY REPORT ABUSE. IT IS THEN
OF CRITICAL CONCERN THAT A TEMPORARY RESTRAINING ORDER BE
EASILY ACCESSIBLE AT ALL HOURS OF THE DAY OR NIGHT SO THAT
MORE CHILDREN CAN REMAIN IN THEIR HOME DURING THE INITIAL
INVESTIGATION AND ANY SUBSEQUENT COURT PROCEEDINGS.
THE ATTORNEY GENERAL'S REPORT ALSO IDENTIFIED
OF THE MULTIPLE INTERVIEWS OF CHILDREN BY MANY "WELL
INTENDED" ENTITIES INVOLVED IN THE EVALUATION, INVESTIGATION,
PROSECUTION, AND TREATMENT OF ABUSED CHILDREN.

THEY

RECOMMENDED THAT A COMPREHENSIVE INTERVIEW BE CONDUCTED BY
A CHILD INTEBVIEI SPECIALIST.
IN PRESENTING THE LAW ENFORCEMENT PERSPECTIVE I CONCUR
THAT THESE INTERVIEWS BY KEPT TO A MINIMUM AND BELIEVE IN THE
USE OF A HODEL THAT WOULD ALLOW FOR CONCERNED ENTITIES TO
HAVE THE OPPORTUNITY TO VIEW THE COMPREHENSIVE INTERVIEW OR
ACCEPT THE DETAILED REPORT OF THE INTERVIEW IN LIEU OF
RE-INTERVIEWING THE VICTIM.
THESE CHILD INTERVIEW SPECIALISTS SHOULD BE TRAINED IN
FORENSIC INTERVIEWING AND CHILD DEVELOPMENT ISSUES

AND HAVE

RECEIVED SPECIALIZED TRAINING PRIOR TO BEING ALLOWED TO
CONDUCT THESE INTERVIEWS.

DIFFERENT AGENCIES AND

JURISDICTIONS WILL ADDRESS THESE NEEDS IN VARIOUS WAYS.
HOWEVER, IT IS EXTREMELY IMPORTANT THAT LAW ENFORCEMENT
SPECIALISTS BE CONSIDERED AS A PRIORITY TO RECEIVE TRAINING
AND BE EMPOWERED TO CONDUCT THESE COMPREHENSIVE INTERVIEWS
ON CASES INVOLVING SITUATIONS MOST LIKELY TO RESULT IN
CRIMINAL PROSECUTION. THESE WOULD INCLUDE SEVERE PHYSICAL
ABUSE, HOMICIDE INVESTIGATIONS, AND SEXUAL ABUSE (BOTH IN AND
OUT OF THE HOME).
WHILE THERE ARE DIFFERENT MODELS ALREADY IN PLACE
THROUGHOUT THE STATE DESIGNED TO DEAL WITH THIS ISSUES OF
THE NEED TO REDUCE MULTIPLE INTERVIEWS, THE STUART HOUSE
IODEL IN SANTA IONICA SEEMS TO BEST ADDRESS THE ISSUE FROM
THE LAW ENFORCEMENT PERSPECTIVE.
THE ONE AREA WHERE THERE SEEMS TO BE THE MOST DIFFERENCE
OF OPINION IS IN THE AREA OF HOW TO BEST IEIORIALIZE THESE
INTERVIEWS.

WITHOUT GETTING INTO A LENGTHY DEBATE ABOUT THE

PROS AND CONS OF VIDEO OR AUDIO TAPING, I WOULD JUST URGE
IT BE LEFT "DISCRETIONARY" AS TO HOW THEY WILL PRESERVE THE
CHILD'S STATEMENT.

SOlE CASES LEND THEMSELVES WELL TO VIDEO

TAPING AND OTHERS DO NOT.

INDIVIDUAL INVESTIGATORS AND

PROSECUTORS WOULD BE IN THE BEST POSITION TO DETERMINE THOSE
CASES BEST SUITED FOR TAPING.

I WOULD ALSO LIKE TO POINT OUT

THAT THERE IS A DIFFERENCE BETWEEN VIDEO TAPING AN INTERVIEW
AND PRESERVING A DISCLOSURE ON AUDIO OR VIDEO TAPE.
TO ILLUSTRATE THIS POINT, I WOULD LIKE TO POINT TO THE

EXPERIENCES OF MIDDLESEX COUNTY, MASS. WHICH HAS A COUNTY
POPULATION OF ABOUT TWO MILLION.

THE PROSECUTORS OF THAT

COUNTY SUCCESSFULLY PROSECUTED A MULTIPLE VICTIM, MULTIPLE
SUSPECT CASE IN A LICENSED DAYCARE CENTER.

THIS CASE

INVOLVED ALLEGATIONS OF SEXUAL ABUSE AND WAS ACCOMPANIED WITH
ALLEGATIONS INVOLVING OTHER BIZARRE ACTS.

THESE INTERVIEWS

WERE CONDUCTED BY A SPECIALIST AND WERE VIDEO TAPED.

EVEN

THOUGH THE PROSECUTION WAS SUCCESSFUL, THE PROSECUTOR IN
THAT CASE FELT THAT AN INORDINATE AMOUNT OF TIME AND
EXPENSE WAS INVOLVED IN DEFENDING THOSE TAPES IN COURT.

HE

STATES HE WOULD NOT USE THAT HODEL AGAIN IN A SIMILAR CASE.
COINCIDENTALLY, HE DOES CONTINUE TO USE VIDEO TAPE TO PRESERVE A CHILD'S DISCLOSURE.

THIS TAPE IS THEN USED IN FRONT

OF THE GRAND JURY IN LIEU OF THE CHILD'S TESTIMONY.

ON THOSE

CASES WHERE A GRAND JURY INDICTS, ONLY 20% OF THOSE CASES
EVER GO TO TRIAL.

CONSEQUENTLY, THE CHILD ONLY TESTIFIES

ONCE ANDTHAT IS AT THE CRIMINAL TRIAL.

UNLIKE CALIFORNIA,

WHERE EVEN IF A DEFENDANT PLEADS GUILTY AT TRIAL, A CHILD HAS
HAD TO ENDURE THE RIGORS OF A PRELIMINARY HEARING.
IN SUMMARY, THE LOS ANGELES COUNTY SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT
SUPPORTS THE EFFORTS OF THE TASK FORCE AND CONCURS WITH THE
MAJORITY OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL TASK FORCE RECOMMENDATIONS
ESPECIALLY AS THEY RELATE TO SOLUTIONS FOR HANDLING THE
SPECIAL NEEDS OF CHILDREN IN THE COURTROOM AND THE NEED TO
MINIMIZE THE NUMBER OF DETAILED INTERVIEWS A CHILD MUST
ENDURE.
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OCTOBER 27, 1989 TESTIMONY

SENATE TASK FORCE ON FAMILY RELATIONS COURT
ELYSE S. KLINE
1.

Copies of my two articles submitted:
a.
"Children of the Court," California Lawyer, September
1989
b.
"Miracle of Love: Bienvenidos Children's Center,"
Town and Country, October 1989.

2.

Child Interview Specialist:
a.
Too many interviewers makes children unwilling to talk;
example: child asked to state where she wants to live.
b.
Child's unwillingness to repeat story leads to need for
therapist to be able to testify under a hearsay
exception; example: child told mother and therapist,
but won't talk about molestation as trial approaches.
c.
Specialist will not totally eliminate need of attorney
to gather additional facts from child at hearings.

3.

Child Advocates:
a.

b.

c.

4.

Guardians ad litem needed to look after continuing needs
of child because children's services workers and
attorneys too busy; act as liason, find resources for
the minor, act as a buffer between the child and
parents at trial; examples.
Guardian ad litem appointed in only 2% of the cases,
only where feel can make a difference in moving the
child into a permanent plan; program director felt
every child could use one but only 200 volunteers for
35,000 children.
Advocate of the Day pilot program in Los Angeles--has
potential but must clarify functions and increase
resources.

Court-appointed Attorney for Child:
a.
Conflict with County Counsel requiring appointment of
indepe
nt attorney for child found in only 10% of
cases, but independent attorney can make a big
difference; example: when DCS said no Spanish-speaking
homes were available to place boy who spoke no English,
attorney sought a court order that got him into one.
b.
The 140 panel attorney now average 100-200 cases and
have little time to follow up on them.
County's
proposed plan in Los Angeles to hire only 65 fulltime attorneys to handle all the cases will increase
caseloads to over 600 and further diminish time for
each child or their parents.
c.
Intensive training needed for attorneys who JOln the
panel; now only a half day overview; attorneys new to
juvenile courts feel lost in the system; mentors help.

Elyse s. Kline
October 27, 1989
5.

Accomodating Needs of Child and Families:
a. Need to spend more on resources and services that
prevent removal from the home or reunify families
quickly and less on maintaining children out of the
home in expensive shelter care, i.e. money needed for
in-home support services, respite care, drug testing,
counseling, parenting classes, etc.
b. Too many minor cases brought into the system because no
preventive resources available, so less time for
difficult cases.
c. Many cases continue in system because relatives cannot
get Yokum foster care benefits if they become a legal
guardian as non-relatives can.
d. San Diego requires another court hearing every time a
child must be moved from one placement to another
instead of giving the social worker discretion to find
the best placement.
e. Many states have administrative review panels that check
on the progress of cases periodically and identify
needs and problems, i.e. Arizona and Alaska.
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more courtrooms and child-<:entered conveniences.
weary parents and squirming chilGreater use of non-attorney advocates and computer
dren, the hallways outside the Los
hookups should spur attention to the child's needs.
i\ngeles juvenile dependency courts
But until these new laws and projects gain ground,
'-T~
reflect the growing numbers of
expanding numbers of children will continue to
youngsters under the court's jurisdiction. When atinundate the courts. Charlene Saunders, dependency
torneys shout a family's name above the din for their
court administrator in the Juvenile Court Administum in court, other parents scramble for the vacated
trative Office, says the Los Angeles dependency
benches. Toddlers scoot across floors strewn with
courts receive filings on up to 1,200 new children
empty food wrappers; restless infants cut the heavy
each month. She expects an increase of 5 to 12
air with their crying.
percent this year over last year.
One Latino father, surtounded by a squabbling
Every day 30 to 50 cases are heard in each of Los
brood, complains, "Waiting two, three, four hours is
Angeles' 15 dependencycourts,andthechildren who
okay, but six to eight hours?" A foster parent who
are the focus of concern often get lost in the process.
has been coming here for 10 years says in that rime
Twelve-year-old Laura was told by her social worker
the number of people in the halls has doubled. "Ours
that after their court hearing, she would go home
is a five-minute process," she sighs. "The judge just
with her grandmother and visit with her mother. But
asks if we agree with the social worker's report. But
the children's court assistant brought the girl from
today we'll have to wait rill afternoon for that."
shelter care-where children in out-of-home placeCurrently supervising 35,000 abused and nements wait for their hearings-into an empty courtglected children, the courts are under grinding presroom. The clerk told them the court had already
sure. In the last decade they have had to
heard Laura's case, and that she should
respond to better reporting of child abuse, AS THE NUMBER OF CASES IN THE return tO her foster home.
Laura started to cry. "I was supposed
rampant drug problems and a law that
JUVENILE DEPENDENCY COURTS
requires a review of each case at least every
to go home with my grandma!" she
SWELLS, THE SYSTEM'S •
six months.
I C §366. As the
sobbed "I want to see my mother! Where
ABILITY TO SERVE
number ofcases swells, the system's ability
are they?" Because neither her lawyer nor
THE CHILDREN SHRINKS
to serve the children shrinks. Though Calher relatives were there, Laura had to go
ifornia Ia w directs the court and the
back to the foster home of strangers
minor's representatives to focus on the BY ELYSE SALINGER KLINE without knowing that her grandmother
interests of the
it is extremely diffiwould come to get her in a few days. Her
cult to prepare
adequately or hear them in a
attorney later explained that the court had prevailed
timely manner.
children suffer in limbo, not
upon him to have the case heard without waiting for
knowing whether
will return home or live elseLaura to arrive to expedite the day's calendar.
where permanently.
Laura's tears are not unusual. The Los Angeles
Lawmakers hope new legislation will produce
Superior Court Child Advocates Office recently congreater efficiency, with expedited hearing procedures
cluded that from 20 to 25 percent of the children in
and stronger efforts to reunite families. New proposshelter care are not called to court for their hearings.
als offer the possibility of more money for support
As Sandi Wallace, a program specialist with that
services to prevent children's removal from
office, points out, "You can imagine how they
their homes. In Los Angeles, high ex.,.
feel if they spend all day here and are
pectations for improved conditions
)
not heard [by the court]. Decisions
ride on a new courthouse with
are being made about their lives.

have a better attitude if they are part of the process."
other California courts do not face the same crush as
Los Angeles County, which contains the largest juvenile court
the world, they too have escalating numbers that cause
;"rosn1p. Between 1985 and 1988, San Diego
u"'"'"~"~~ ..-. 1 filings increased by more than 25 percent. In
the increase was over 35 percent.
Molgaard, deputy county counsel in San Joaquin
which saw an increase of more than 200 percent-notes,
"'"'''"'"""' counties are seeing the same trends [as large ones J. We
are not able to devote as much rime as we would like to our
cases eithe~:" San Joaquin County now averages a 45- to 60-day
before trial, the same as in Los Angeles.
Jean Mcintosh, western director of the Child Welfare League
of America, gives highest marks in California to Stanislaus
County. It has the only accredited public agency in the state
providing children's services that come close to
Child Welfare League standards of care. But even
Coubty, with an increase in initial filings of 38 percent, will
trouble meeting some of the league's newly revised national
standards.
For example, league standards call for social workers to
handle no more than 17 ongoing cases per month. Continuing
caseloads in Los Angeles, acknowledges
Sosa, assistant director of the Los
nJ•"'-''~"' Department of Children's Seraverage more than 60 per month.
Paul Boland, presiding judge of the
Los Angeles County Juvenile Court, puts
TOO OFTEN
it, "The current caseloads of children's
THE CHILDREN SU
services workers and judicial officers are
grossly inexcessofwhattheyshould be."
IN LIMBO, NOT
KNOWING WHETHER
TACKS OF CASE FILES on judges'
benches and surrounding desks
THEY WILL
make it obvious the burden has
RETURN HOME OR
snowballed for the attorneys,
court officers and care givers in
LIVE ELSEWHERE
system. "The result is a demoralizing
PERMANENTLY.
on all the players," says Pamela
Mohr, director of Public Counsel's
Children's Rights Project. "The participants either get burned out, can't do the
kind of job they want to do or [ultimately] aon't care."
In improving the chances for abused
neglected children to grow into
healthy, responsible adults, the courts
must deal with many critical challenges
""'~,..,,,.,,; Attorneys, bench officers and
time to prepare their cases sufficiently.
Welfare and Institutions Code §317(e) requires an
to interview all children over age three and investigate
interests, including those "beyond the scope of the juvenile
proceeding." Yet from Mohr's observations, "Most attorneys
walk into court, look at the case and wing it. They don't have
time to put in the type of preparation these cases really call for."
Because it is difficult for these mostly poor parents and
detained children to travel to their attorneys' offices, appointed
counsel usually consult with their clients in the crowded, noisy
hallways or busy entryways leading to the courtrooms.
"In that chaotic environment, it is hard to get the necessary
facts,"' says Sandi Wallace, who supervises volunteers
in shelter care. She notes that even the minority of ,fT,.,rn ....,c
advantage of the whimsically painted private
70
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for her clientS. "Except for the detention hearing within 72
hours, you can forget the statutory time limits," she says. "Every
once in a while I will ask for a no-time-waiver trial, but if you
don't say you are not waiving time, then it is assumed that you
are." It generally takes six to eight weeks for a child-dependency
case to come to trial.

through far-reaching new laws. Now, when a child's return
home is highly improbable, Welfare and Institutions Code
§§361.5 and 366.26 provide for a speeded-up hearing within
120 days of the disposition decision in which the court can
proceed with adoption or legal guardianship and sever parental
rights where necessary.
..The process requires the court to fish or cut bait-either give
~ ~ N 1HE PUSH TO GET 1HROUGH the daily calenda~ the child's families reunification services or get the kids into a permanent
· ~ desires often go begging. No one may notice a conflict when plan,~ says Pamela Mohr.
; ' a boy wants to live in the same foster home as his sister or
Judge Henning, estimating that 15 to 20 percent of the cases
· ' that he needs treatment for his stuttering. Howeve~ two Los will be affected by this change, says, "It is in the best interests
:\ Angeles courtrooms have tested a new project called" Advo- of the court and the minors to move those cases through
cate of the Day," in which a representative of the Child Advo- quickly."
Seeking to decrease the number of children in the system, the
cates Office acts as part of the court team. The representative's
task, says Judge Boland, is to "ensure the child has an inde- state has also focused on eliminating the need for their removal
pendent attorney if there is a conflict between the Department from home by providing specified services. Although federal law
of Children's Services and the child, and ensure that the child's has long demanded "reasonable efforts" in this respect, Welfare
special needs are brought to the attention of the court and dealt and Institutions Code §319 now lists an array of support
services to be considered beyond the counseling normally orwith."
Although no one is sure when-or if--the program will be dered. These services may include emergency in-home caretakimplemented, program director Barbara Sanchez-Smart be- ers, who can act as parent aides or substitutes in a crisis; day
lieves "having an advocate in every courtroom will reduce care or babysitting arrangements; and homemaking experts to
trauma to children and facilitate the proshow parentS how to improve household .
management and child-rearing practices.
cess of permanency planning."
Says Judge Henning, "I had an assignA more monumental change is in the
ment for one year in a courtroom where
works in Los Angeles. The Board of
we did all the termination-of-parentalSupervisors has approved construction
rights cases. Because of that experience,
of what Boland believes is the first courtI feel a great obligation to ... have some
house in the country built to deal with
concrete
record in the file about what has
abused and neglected children. SchedLOS ANGELES
been done to try to return the child to the
uled for completion in 1992, the $52.3
DEPENDENCY COURTS
home of the parent." The new legislation
million structure will have 25 courts-I 0
makes that even more critical by requirmore than the county has now-with
RECEIVE FILINGS ON
ing such efforts before proceeding to a
child-sensitive features such as less intinlUP TO 1,200
permanent plan. Welf & I C §366.22.
idating courtrooms, interview rooms,
For the system to become more manexpanded shelter care and public waiting
NEW CHILDREN
ageable, fewer children must be brought
areas, waiting alcoves on court floors for
EACH MONTH.
under the court's jurisdiction in the first
detained children, diaper-changing
place. "The solution is not better court
rooms and a resource desk on each floor
_ work," argues Carlos Sosa. "We have to
to refer parents to appropriate agencies
get into prevention. Now we are in a
for help.
reactive posture: We can't help you until
John L. Henning, supervising judge of
you're abused. We get next to nothing for
the Los Angeles dependency courts,
prevention services but a lot for foster
quips, "By the rime it's completed, we
care."
will need more courtS." Nevertheless, he
As Barbara Sanchez-Smart points out,
says, "Moving out the criminal courts
.
"No money was put into the new law,
building into a
deals only with
dependency issues is going to help streamline the system. The and that's unfortunate because that's what is needed. lt does no
criminal courtS building is not set up to accommodate these good to set a rime line on parents' abilities to get their act
cases, and they are inappropriate here." Henning believes the together if you don't have the resources to enable them to do
new courthouse will have a tremendous impact on rhe morale what is necessary."
To change that priority, Assemblyman Bruce Bronzan (Dof judicial officers, attracting good people who will want to
continue in this
'c'mrk, and on the morale of people who Fresno) introduced AB 1697 to help the state claim a larger share
of funds from the federal coffers for family-centered services.
come to the court,
family-reunification efforts.
A less dramatic but more immediate effort to improve the Not only would these services cost less than foster care or other
system involves the installation of computers in some court- out-of-home placements, they would enable children to remain
rooms, which will relay orders to social workers so that they in their homes. By altering the state's claiming and allocation
can act on the court's orders at once. Currently, says C.arlos Sosa, procedures, the bill would ensure that half of all increased
"In some situations the social worker has [only] three days to revenues would go into a new Family Preservation Fund. It
arrange for a psychological evaluation because some of the time passed the Assembly 73-0 in June.
before the hearing has been lost in the transmittal.., Once the
Although some advocates fear that Governor George
pilot program has proven successful, Boland says, it will be Deukrnejian may veto a bill that would divert millions of dollars
implemented in all the courts.
from the Bush administration's budget, .Michael E. Boccadoro,
In addition to the innovations being instituted in Los Angeles, senior consultant to Assemblyman Bronzan, thinks the bill's
the California Legislature has sought to improve the system
(Continued 011 page 136!

"I thought it was so fitting,"
observes Lorri Castro. now
director of the program.
In onlv three months, the Los
Angeles: Calif.. center for
a~Jused and negk-cted children
was licensed for its maximum
cap.:tcity of 43 children, r.1nging
in age from newborn to J6
months. Its beds .ue always
filled. "We Jre one of only three
laq:;c nonprofit inf.mt .1nd
toddh.."r group homes like this in
the country," says president of
the bo.ud, Jerry Selinger.
"D.1by Doy," a cocaineaddil."ted newborn, was
ab.:tndoned by his 14-year-old
mother. Shantina had to be
rl.'moved from her
grandmothds neglectful care
whl.'rc she was sexually
molested at 12 months of age.
Fiftet.•n-month-old Steven could
not return home after hospit.1l
workers discovl.'red burn scars
all over his body.
Confronted with quadrupling
numbers of these abused and
nl'glectL'd babies with special
nl.'eds, Lorri Castro and Jerry
St.·linger decided to create a
better alternative to children's
shL'Itt.'rs and untrained foster
C.UL'. Bec.:1use of their unfailing
dett.'rmination, Bienvenidos
(which mt.•ans "Welcome")
Children's Center opened its
arms to 400 children in its first
yl'ar alone.
C.:tstro and Selinger met in
1985. Castro worked at Los
Angclt.'s County's MacLaren
Children's Center as a staff
development specialist.
Selinger, a professor at
California State University,
Northridge, was assessing the
training needs of Castro's staff.
• They discovered similar deep
concerns, and Castro
approached Sdinger: "I want to
be able to save every child I can
from ending up lost in the
system. Can we do something
together?"
From their collaboration,
Bienvenidos Children's Center
(fondly referred to as BCC) was
born. But it was a long way
from concept to reality. To get
enough money, they used
St.•linger's life s,1vings and

borrowed against collater.1l
provided by friends. Then they
had to find and com·ert J
building th.:tt met the tough fire
code standards for a home for
non-ambulatory children.
Castro and Selinger insist no
words can descril'l! the
incredible jumble of l.1ws tht.•y
untangled to meet buddtng .1nd
licenstng retjurements. Tearing
ap.nt .1nd rl'h,lbilitating the
entire first floor only took thret'
months of non-stop work, but it

took two years of bureaucratic
hassling to get there.
In the BCC yearbook,
published for their first
anniverS.11J' in June 1988,
Castro rt.-calls her "most
profound memory-going
home one day in the fall of 1986
and CIJ'ing and thinking it
would never happen ... there
were so m.my things against us'
My husband. George, pulled
me out of that ,111-time low. He
reminded me to have faith. And
he was right'"

Now h1ghly tr.Jmed staff
provide :>~·hour surervtsion for
these children with spenal
needs, ,11! referred by the
Dep.utm~·nt of Chtldrens'
Services. As an example, Castro
rememl~rs the 15-month·old
girl who had a seiLure while in
their care, although her record
showed no prior history of
them. "It's onlv because I make
the c.ucgivers go ped, into the
crib continually and touch the
child to st.~ that they're not

running a temperature or
anything that we saw her with
the seizure," she says. After the
toddler was rushed to the
hospital, the dnctor told Castro:
"If you hadn't acted in the
manner that you had, the
oxygen level in her blood was
so low she would have died."
This passion to give their all
for each child is thl' motivating
force of L'\'L'I)'O!ll' at !3CC.
"Children thn\'t.' here," Lllrn
bo.lsts. "We lo\·c tht•m to life."

To ensure this caring
atmosphere, Lorri screens .lll
employees very thoroughly
"Either you follow my
philosophy or you don't W•lrk
here," she says. "That means
you don't prop bottles, you
don't pull thumbs out of
mouths because you think
tht.•y're too old, you don't potty
tr.1in them just because you
think all chlldrm should bt.
potty tr.1ined by 18 months
and this child is 3. This is
not the time. They're suffering
enough trauma."
Evalu.Hing each chtld as Jn
individual, a staff clinical
psychologist and soci.:tl worker
delt'rmint.' how best to met.'! tht•
youngster's emotional and
behavioral OL'Cds, working with
p.1rents as well. A pedi.Hrician
who visits three times a we<!k
and four st.1ff nurses pl.ln
medical treatment. Most
importantly, the caregivers,
with only three or four children
to supervise, form close bonds
and loving rcl.ltionships
with them.
"Wt.' are finding out that :his
type of settmg is better for 5ome
children th.m foster care
because they are so medically
fr.1gile that they need 24-hoi.Jr
care and nurturing," Castro
says. "And some of thl•m do
not do well when they han:
a lot of attention on them
to perform. They do better
when they can be just one cf
four children that arc being
dealt with."
Although the average stay of
a child is three to six months,
the first resident, little Mirack•,
is still there. Her mother, w:~o
is working hard to get her
daughter back, goes to
counseling and visits regula~ly.
She has graduated from having
monitored visits to being abic to
take her out and have her b.1ck
before dark to getting her on
weekends," Castro says.
While such family restoration
is their primary goal, Selinger
and Castro wanted to provide
high·tjuality foster parent care
for childrL'n needing long-term
protective custody. The
opL·ning uf Bit't1\'L'nidos Foster

and

they vtsit the
home until a
relationshtp
has formed. After !he child is
taken to !he
home,
BFFA's social workers visit
three times a month and are
available for emergency
con~ult.1tion
and night.
BIT:\ p!J(eJ 69 c'hildren hith
41 ius!t•r f.undtt•s m 1!s first ntne

Each child is evaluated individually
to determine how best to meet
youngster's emotional and
behavioral needs.
months after opening in
January 1988. Social worker
linda Kontis, proudly notes,
"We only have a caseload of 12.
This gives us time for play
therapy with the children."
BFFA also offers eight hours of
babysitting each month and
encourages networking
bt>tween foster families.
Bl·cause the children keep in
touch \\'llh thl'ir former
C.1rt'gt\'ers at BIJC, they ft.'t'l a
st•nse of continuity. Kontis

points out a darling little
brother and sister who are
visiting. "Joshua came to us
with poor language skills and
terrible nightmares. Now he is
talking in sentences and w.1s in
a school play," she says.
Success stories like this are
abundant at Bienvcnidos.
Children who wouldn't talk
h,l\'e opened up, and those
who fe.ued att.Kk h.ln' le.mwd
to trust. M.1ny of the foster

families hope to adopt their
foster children. These tiny tots
can thank the ded1cation of
C.1stro, Selinger and their st,1ff
(or their new ch,1nce of life.
Selinger sums up their first
year: " ... easily the mllst
exciting, scary and crea!i\'e 12
months of my life. Not a day
has gone by that the children
and the caregi\•ers and .1llllf tht•
other terrific people that gt\'e
their love to the BCC h.1n•n't
been in my heart. 13CC is mnre
than a dream come true, it's
a miracle."

•
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ATTACHMENT I

SUBMISSIONS TO THE TASK FORCE ON FAMILY RELATIONS COURT
Hugh Mcisaac
October 27, 1989
Outlined below is my detailed response to the questions framed in
your outline for the public hearings.

1.

Should the Task Force recommend to the Judicial Council
combining

two or more

divisions of the

all matters arising out

of one cause of action

particular family situation are
judge?

If

so,

Disadvantages?

In regards

court so that

what

or one

coordinated before one

would

be

the

advantages?

Explain.

to combining two or more

divisions of the court, the

In Los Angeles County, combining the divisions as

answer is no.

outlined in the Attorney General Child Victim Witness report into
one division would lead to a massive division of over 90 judicial
officers,

undo

the

specialization

developed

in

Los

Angeles

County, would lead to extraordinary delays in Family Law cases as
resources are drained off into the more compelling Juvenile Court
system,
law

would discourage judicial

officers from

as an assignment, and generally,

problems and

combine them

consolidation would be for

into

seeking family

would take a lot of little

one very

big

one.

less than 1.3 percent of

cases.
1

Attachment I

All

this

the overlap

Out of 7,600

Concil

Court fil

visitation disputes in Los

s dealing with custody and

s County, only 42 official Child

Abuse Reports were made to the Department of Children's Services.
A six

month study

conducted by

Conciliation Courts re

percent

and fami

children
of

both

all families

involve adults

of Family

and

team in Denver, Colorado, looking at

trials in both juveni
involved

the Association

could only find 18 trials that

systems
going

the same

through

without children.

statistics a "Consolidation

at

time.

the family

One must conclude

Forty

law

court

from these

Model" would only benefit

less than

1.3 percent of families who are involved in both court systems.

In regards to the coordination between
has

the

most promise.

underlying

Angeles

refining

se

County

its Rule

most promise.

matters

attendant problems of a

307,

an attachment

would

only in

meet the
one

court

massive reorganization.

implemented and

Child Victim Witness

officer to

Coordination Model

of

without all the
Los

A

the courts, this proposal

is

in the

to the

process of

Attorney General

Report, and this coordination model has the

The Rule 307

hear both

the

outlines procedures for a
family law

as well

as the

judicial
juvenile

matters pending before the court.

2.

Should all aspects
some

aspects

of the systems be

remain separate?

remain separate?

Why?
2

Which

joined or should
aspects should

'The answer to this question depends
jurisdiction, the
other

local

on the size of the

nature of the community

factors

which would

lead

served, and
to

different

·.. ·~ ~:-· . .

answers based upon these variables.

In small and medium-sized courts,
been

given short

officers for

where family law has

shrift by assigning

periods as short

as six months,

arrangement may be a real benefit.
to

have continuity

achieved

through

of

reorganization, the
only

by

its

judicial

other means
cost

be

to

rather

of which

develop

However,

such an
this need

assignment could
than

a

be

a massive

would be
Again,

ineffectiveness.

solution would

junior judicial

exceeded

the

better

Coordination

Model

providing for automated case tracking to identify cases
in both systems and

to assign these cases to

judge sitting in either family

a single

law or juvenile for all

purposes.

3.

experience, how common is

In the witness'
of

overlap

example,

between

how

court, or tell

court

does the

witness

systems?

For

feel

that the

members must appear in more

than one

difficult experiences to more

than one

often

family or family

different

the problem

person?

3

In regards to

family law,

answer to question
that

the overlap

small.

the statistics outlined

No. 1 would support
in family

in

the conclusion

law and juvenile

is very

Again, a coordination model would address these

underlying

needs

and

in

my

opinion

be

a

better

solution.

4.

Are there problems caused by
the

civil

problems
combining

and

criminal

court

systems?

Would

there

be any

on

criminal

common?
hearings

and/or juvenile matters

Are

these

advantages to

matters

where the

the same family situations?

The problem in

cases being heard in both

and

family

cases arise out

Disadvantages?

combining these

system or process is that each

matters into a

single

of these matters have a

very different orientation and purpose:

(1)

In family law,

litigants are coming

court for assistance
In

these

interest

low

involved in

than resolving the

to the

in resolving a dispute.

disputes a
is

of

degree of
the

public

outcome other

dispute in a way

that is

satisfactory to both the parties and

satisfy

basic principles of equity.

4

(2)

In juvenile
interest

court, a

exists

because

one

or

high degree of

in

protecting

both of

the

the

In

these

parens

care for
matters,

patriae

child

parents

demonstrated through their behavior
not able to

public

they are

or protect the
the

court

have

child.

through

responsibilities

is

its
very

involved in protecting these children.

(3)

In

criminal

court,

the

concern

is

the

punishment of individuals for performing acts
against the law and detrimental to the public
good.

These

higher

degree

scrutiny, and

procedures
of

involve

public

an

even

interest

and

also possess a long history of

protection and due

process arrrangements

to

prevent the overreaching by an aggressive and
overpowering state agency.

The

question

combined
conflicting

arises

into

one

if

all

proceeding,

and competing

creating such a

of

how

purposes

process to

matters

can
be

all

are
these

served?

protect children, will

instead create such

an intrusive

will be protected?

Who

the protector?

these

process that no

protects these families

Is there a

better way of meeting
5

In
we
one
from
the

needs identified through
than

a

consolidation model?

family law
case

a coordination model,

is

case is
in Los

What happens

in Orange

Angeles

County, the

County, and

rather
when the

dependency

the

family law

matter is in San Diego?

5.

Do you

believe the

organization of

serves children

and victims well?

the

of

structure

the

court

the court
If not,

system

system

how might

better

serve

children, other victims, and their families?

In family law, for
children

are

the most part I think

generally

mediation process

which permits

decisions

about how

following

dissolution

which

resolves

effectively.

It

well

they will

through

served
the

family to

parent

and through

distributive

families and

reach

their children

the

issues

court process
fairly

provides a convenient forum
issues without extraordinary

and hassle.

recent experience

with the

and

for them

to examine these
My

the

expense
Juvenile

Court is limited to conversations with persons who have
been responsible for administering the systems, working
in them, or being
have gained from
barely

involved in them.

impression I

these conversations is the

surviving.

organization

The

result

Many

factors

in

this
6

other

condition,

system is
than
such

the
as

extremely high caseloads for social workers, incredibly
high caseloads for the
matters, paper

work

judicial officers hearing these
requirement

for

conducting

six

month reviews, and a number of other factors as well.

In the

early sixties,

Children's

Services

at

proceedings were much
some

sense,

I

sensitive to the

children

a

in the

time

Department of

when

the

court

less formal and legalistic.

felt

these

proceedings

were

In
more

family and the needs of children than

the current system,
of

I worked

which while protecting the

creates

enormous

financial

rights

and

social

pressures on mostly economically deprived families, who
are essentially lost in the system.

Many courts have experimented with the interposition of
a mediation process
agencies

in

which involves the family

reaching

adversary arena.

a

solution

I think

this approach has

especially since it is attached
more likely
can
their
The

serve

outside

and the
of

the

promise,

to the court which

is

to protect the interest of the parties and
as a

back-up if

own decision about
advantage

of

this

what is best
system

process of agreement all the
agents on behalf of

the parties

for the child.
through

the

parties joined can become

the child.

7

is that

cannot reach

In the

court setting,

the
order

is

v

parents

retrospective and

to engage,

or

the court

not engage,

behavior.

For

some families, this public

necessary

but

for

many

families

a

can

in certain
ordering is

more

active

involvement in the process would be helpful.

It is tragic to watch

these families wander bewildered

through our criminal court
No setting could
impediments
which is

be more

to human

planned

system like fallen

leaves.

Dickensian and fraught

decency.

for Los

The Children's

Angeles

with
Court

County will

be

a

marked improvement.

In April, I
court

had the opportunity to visit

system

and had

some

exposure to

court process in that country.
recommend

it:

proceedings to

The

the juvenile

That system has much to

family

much a much

the Scottish

is

involved

in

higher degree than

the
in our

current system which tends to make the family a passive
subject to the court proceedings.

In addition, I
linkages

think we

with the

providers who

need to

private

sector

could provide

for these families

develop much
and other

more long

than the court system

so little time with them.

better
service

term solutions
which spends

Finally, to attempt to solve
8

the

problems created by a

society which for many does

not adequately clothe, feed, and educate its population
through a reformed court system is
problems we are dealing
outside of

Many of the

with in courts have

our system

problems through

folly.

and to attempt

court

roots far

to solve

reorganization

will

these

lead

to

special programs

to

disappointment and failure.

6.

Do you feel
educate

there is

children

procedures,
programs

a need for
and

visitation

would

families
rights,

you recommend

about
etc?

and

the
If

court

so,

how could

what

they be

funded?

Knowledge is power.

Education can be

a very powerful

instrument in helping families and children find better
ways to be in the world.
in

Los

Angeles

educational

programs

successful
been very
staff

County

and cost

In the Family Court Services
we

which

have
have

effective.

inexpensive to sponsor,

time.

However,

the

developed
proven
These

several

to be

very

programs have

primarily involving

gain in

productivity far

outweighs the cost to providing these services.

The limited funding could be provided by perhaps adding
9

an

additional dollar

certificates,

to

or might

obtaining
even

be

copies

of

birth

self-funded by

fees

assessed to those who are required to attend.

7.

Does the witness know
attempted solutions

of any state or county
to the problems

Attorney General's report?
costs involved, etc.?

identified by the

What worked,

Can

that has

what didn't,

federal court procedures be

adopted to the state court?

Over the past several years, I have visited a number of
family court service systems.
sixteen family courts

in New

In 1985, I visited
Zealand on a

all

Fullbright

Lectureship, and assisted in the development of the New
Zealand family court system.
in England,
connected

1989, I spent a month

Scotland, and Denmark working
services

countries.
as

In

and

visiting

with court-

courts

in

those

I also visited court systems in Canada, and

president

of

the

Association

Conciliation Courts, I have visited

of

Family

and

a number of courts

in the United States.

In

all

these travels,

family courts have
courts of
courts

all.
was

well

courts

that have

tended to be the
The intention
meaning.
10

been solely

least progressive

in establishing
The

opposite

of

these
these

intentions was

achieved.

These courts

deadly for judges assigned to them and
the

best

judicial officers.

Commission

stated

this

did not attract

The New

dilemma

" •.• ultimately concentration only

be

tended to

Zealand Royal

most

succinctly,

on family law addles

the mind."

The New Zealand

System, which is an

excellent system,

requires family law judges to spend at least 25 percent
of their time hearing other matters.

family law and does

family court which hears primarily
not

involve

extensive

juvenile

use of

matters.

mediation

The Canadian court

New Zealand has a

This

system

and community

system has

makes

resources.

a unified family

court

experiment in Hamilton, Ontario and Winnipeg, Manitoba.
The

committee

may

wish

Hamilton, the presiding
John Van Duzer,
information
these courts.

to

judge in

presiding judge

and

testimony
These

contact

Winnipeg or

A.C.

Justice

in Ontario to

about the

courts do

Justice

obtain

performance

not include

of

juvenile

delinquency.

The Scottish

system is probably the

because of the high involvement
and the family in

most interesting,

of community resources

the Juvenile Court process in
11

a way

of the

t

involves

family's

functioning and

ultimate decision making process.

Finally, Hawaii which has for over twenty years had the
family

court

arrangement

recommendations

of

proposed

the Attorney

Force Report. Hawaii is now

Victim

in

the

Witness Task

dismantling the system and

returning to the system almost

identical to the system

in

has specialized

Los Angeles

County

which

courts

dealing with juvenile delinquency, juvenile dependency,
and family law.
old

system

This change

became

functional.

jammed

it

was

no

longer

The judge and the administrators in Hawaii

zed they
to

so

is being made because the

deal with

needed to have specialization in order
the

unique

characteristics and

issues

being brought to the court for resolution.

8.

How

are

health

the

judicial

rotation
written

juvenile,

assignments

policy?
copy

of

Please

made?

provide

your court

probate, and

rule

What
the
or

mental

is

Task

your

Force

a

written policy

ial rotation.

j

Assignment

family,

to

juvenile,

probate,

and mental

health

assignments are generally made on the basis of judicial
12

interest

and

seniority.

In

addition,

family

and

juvenile law have subordinate judicial officers who are
generally assigned for
assignments.
turnover

In

long periods

family law,

of senior judicial

the central

court there are

been in this

of time to

we have had
officers.

a very

low

Currently, in

only two judges

assignment for less

these

who have

than two years,

and

the average length of tenure in family law is over four
years.

This

has led to
very

relatively long assignment to

development of a special expertise in these

complex

regarding

family law

matters which

involve

children but property

Forty percent of

all families

not

only issues

and support, as well.
in family

law have

no

children under the age of eighteen.

9.

For what period
remain

in the

of time

do you think

juvenile, family,

a judge

should

probate, and

mental

health assignments?

The simple
effective

answer would
and wish

answer would be no
years

and

to

be for
be there.

as long

as they

The more

assignment should be less

preferably longer.

A reasonable
The first year

are

general
than two
term of

office might be three

years.

learning the process.

The second two years is when the

judicial officer is at peak efficiency.
13

is spent

referees do you have in your
and referees assigned to
than
calendars
f

to

other

civil

be heard exclusively

so

ior
referees.
re

Court currently has 55
The majority

are assigned
and juvenile

of these

to family law,

delinquency.

Some

1 courts to handle master calendars

matters.

a

personal

view and

Court, whether
is a j

, or not,

ss

the

the judicial

probably does not matter.

are dedicated,

s matter

not

informed, and

because of their

extensive

in the area are excellent
of

the field.

of commissioners and

14

I

think
judges

11.

The Judicial Council has recently adopted standards for
juvenile court judges.

These standards emphasize

need for continuity in the
recommended term

juvenile court, including a

of three years

juvenile court.

Do

should apply to

other court

should

these

probate,

you

standards

or mental

the

for the judge

believe

same

calendars?

apply

health

the

to

court

of the

standards

For

example,

family,

juvenile,

assignments in

the

Superior Court?

I am not

familiar with

However, a three year

the juvenile court

standards.

assignment seems reasonable

and

probably ought to apply to other assignments as well.

12.

Should judges in departments have any special training?
Should it

include any

training about

the expense

of

running a law office?

Should

attorneys involved

visitation

disputes be

training or education?

in

litigating custody

required to

have any

and

special

If so, what type of training or

education?

15

Yes, I

lized training is

1

funct

one of

se courts.

the

these

helpful

aware of

incurred

litigants

essential to

Some knowledge of
disputes might

be

what additional costs may be
who

are

caught up

in

these

systems.

In regards to specialized

training for attorneys, such

training

helpful.

spec

would

be very

sensitivity

1

realization
disputes.
resolve

there

these

are no winners

Attorneys can be
the dispute

interest.

to

They

and

Attorneys need
issues

and

to

or losers in

a
the

these

powerful allies in helping
representing their

can also be

client's

enormous road blocks

greatly escalate misunderstanding

and

cost.

To

and
the

extent training would address these issues, it could be
very beneficial.

c

13.

reso

of

certain cases?

Hav

ial

j

supervision of cases
law matters?

facilitate

In all cases or only

Explain.

one judge

who is familiar
16

with a case and

who

hears all issues

on that particular case is a powerful

inducement to settle
result in that
one

judge

"forum

and leads to a

particular case.

In addition,

responsible eliminates

shopping"

and

the

problem with the latter system
is a

lack of

to

a

tendency

litigation until the intended result

involved

predictability of
having

large extent
to

continue

is achieved.

The

when several courts are

control and

parties with

the

reduced economic resources are at a great disadvantage.

14.

As a judge or attorney, what

would make the family law

court more attractive to practice in or be assigned to?
The juvenile law court?

I am not qualified to answer this question.

15.

Does

your

court

have a

describing how cases

written

involving the

appear in more than one

policy

or protocol

same family

which

court simultaneously should be

coordinated?

Specifically, do you have a
relating to cases
juvenile

arising in both family

dependency

court and in

written policy or protocol

court?

criminal court?
17

In juvenile

court and in
dependency

In family court and

in

criminal court?

Yes, Rule

307 which is being reviewed and revised sets

forth these ru

s.

Also, we

have worked out protocols

and liaison with the family court services unit and the
Department of

Children's Services in

regards to these

cross-over cases.

16.

Does your court have a written policy or protocol which
facilitates

the movement

these

courts to the

Court

Services

acquire
from

other?

mediators

information

Emergency

information

of information
For example,
or

about

Response

relating

to

from one

investigators

dependency
(CPS) or
a

FCS

criminal

intra-familial child abuse available

of

are Family
able

to

investigations
workers?

Is

prosecution

of

to the dependency

court and vice versa?

We have developed
the

Department of

a written
Children's

exchange

of information

Services

to

evaluators.
privileged
suspicion of

Family

by

Court

policy and protocol
Services regarding
Department of
Services

with
the

Children's

mediators

and

The mediation records are confidential and
except

for

child abuse

the

reporting

and these

of

reasonable

reports are

made

telephonically to the Department of Children's Services
18

with an official report being sent later.

In regards

to linkage between criminal

and dependency

court, I am not knowledgeable about this process.

17.

Are

domestic

violence

coordinated among the
portion

of

the

and

stealing

cases

various courts which may

hear a

matter,

child

i.e.,

juvenile

dependency,

family and criminal courts?

Again,

Rule

307 spells

these matters.
protocol for

out

a protocol

Family Court

for handling

Service has developed

domestic violence

cases in

with the Domestic Violence Task Force.

a

consultation
A copy of this

policy and procedure is attached to this testimony.

18.

What problems
that are in

do you

foresee with

coordinating cases

family, juvenile, mental health,

probate,

and/or criminal courts?

I

personally

opposed
assigning

to

would
a

one

favor

common forum

coordination

consolidation model.
judge

for

overlap cases would be the
courts and the

a

all

model

as

Coordination by

purposes

in

special,

best resolution both to the

family. Coordination
eliminating parallel and

19

would provide

a

duplicate court

development of

an

automated case

who are being seen
court
isolating

would
cases and

be

very

alerting the

helpful
court to

by
the

need for coordination.

The Child Victim Witness Task Force Report

19.
J

The Child Victim Witness Task Force Report identifies a
number

of

ways

in

which

California

courts

are

insensitive to the special needs of children and offers
a

of

suggested

solutions.

Do

you have

any

comments on the solutions offered by the Task Force?

itions

I

Law
a

member

participated in

felt that process

the

Judicial

Committee regarding these
As

committee, I

taken by

to be

of

this

advisory

those deliberations

and

thoughtful and supportive

of

most of the recommendations made.

20.

The Attorney General's Report
made

that a

investigation is warranted,
of

recommends that after
criminal or

a comprehensive

child should be conducted by

dependency
interview

a Child Interview

Please comment on this proposal.
20

a

I am not

familiar with

proceedings

enough

the juvenile dependency

to

make an

intelligent

court

judgment

regarding this proposal.

21.

The

Attorney

General's

Task Force

recommended

that

pilot projects be initiated in three counties so that a
Family

Relations

Division would

with the criminal and civil

be

created co-equal

divisions.

Is your county

considering applying to be a pilot county or creating a
Family Relations Division
If not, what steps
any) to

within your Superior

does your court plan on

address the

problems identified

Court?

taking (if
in the

Task

Force report?

My

knowledge of

deliberations

is

that

Los

Angeles

County Superior Court is not considering establishing a
family relations division
be a

pilot county in

and will not be

creating such a

applying to

division within

the Superior Court.

As

stated above,

the

revising its Rule 307
around

individual

court

is

in

the

to provide greater
cases.

Also

process

of

coordination

enclosed

as

an

attachment to this testimony is the staff analysis made
regarding proposals that

may be

this question.
21

helpful in

answering

Encs.
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W~e ~uperior C!Iourt
fAMilY COURT SERVICES- CONCiliATION COURT
t t t NORTH HILL STREET
LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA 90012

HUGH MciSAAC. LCSW

ME OIATION AND CONCILIATION SE AVICE. ROOM 24\
(2 t 3) 974·5524

Dtrector

MAXINE B. JACKSON. JD. LCSW
CHiLO CUSTODY EVALUATIONS. ROOM 228
(213) 974-5544

Ass1stant Director. Central Med1a11on

E. RONALD HULBERT PHD

Ass1stant Ouector. Tra.n1ng and Ae~earch

RICHARD MONTES
Supervising Judge

DAVID KURODA. LCSW

Assistant D~rector Distflcts

FRANKS. ZOLIN
County Clerk/Executive Officer
Superior Court

September 12, 1989

.

.

KAREN RAIFORD. MSW

Ass1stant D~rector: Child Custody Evaluat 1ons

M E M 0 R A N D U M:
TO:

Richard Montes
Supervising Judge/Family Law
Central District

FROM:

Hugh Mcisaac, Director t/~.
Family Court Services ~

SUBJECT:

SCR 7 HEARINGS ON A FAMILY COURTRELEVANT DATA

(

t_

Data relevant to the SCR 7 hearings scheduled for October 27 are
the relative case loads between the Family Court, the Juvenile
Dependency Court, and the cross-over between these two courts. If
a large proportion of families are involved in both courts,
combining the courts might make sense. However, if the percentage
of families involved in both courts is relatively small, then a
more sensible arrangement would be to develop a "case centered"
approach addressing the needs of the small overlap sample of
families involved in both systems.
Relevant Data;
The data in this memo comes from the monthly Conspectus published
by the County Clerk Statistical Unit, a custody disposition survey
completed in 1982, and findings from the Association of Family and
Conciliation Court-ABA Sexual Abuse Allegations Report in March,
1988.
In the fiscal year 1988-89, there were 42,035 filings for family
law, filings for juvenile dependency fiscal year 1988-89 are not
available at this time. The Conciliation Court heard 7,600 custody
and visitation matters, and 676 full child custody evaluations were
completed in fiscal year 1988-89. In fiscal year 1987-88, there
were 42,352 family law filings for dissolution; 15,698 juvenile
dependency filings; 6,358 Conciliation filings in regard to custody
and visitation; and 602 full child custody evaluations.
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Conclusions:
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ile and Family Court
According to the research
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Association of Family and
ion Courts, in no jurisdiction did
e
percent and the average number
of cases involved in both courts was two
percent. The figure in Los Angeles County is
even smaller.
is very
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September 30, 1988
Honor•ble Frances Rothschild
Supervising Judge, Family Law
Los ~ngeles County Supfrior Court
111 N. Hill Street, Dept. 2
Los ~ngeles, CA 90012
RE:

Staff ~nalysis Child Victim Witness Task Force Report

Dear Judge

Ro~schild:

In response to your request for staff analysis of the Child
Victim Witness Judicial Advisory Committee's r~commendatioos, we
have reviewed these proposals and provide the following analysis:
Relevant Needs Identified:
The Victim Witness Committee has identified a number of important
needs that should be addressed to strengthen the co.urt's response
to child victim witnesses. The major needs identified relevant
to our organization are:
1.

Better coordination
same case.

between

courts handling the

2.

Specialized support services for children involved
in the process.

3.

Specially trained and sensitive judiciary.

Analysis of Specific Proposals:
To address the needs outlined above, the task force recommends a
major restructuring of the court to create a Family Relations
Court which would include all court functions dealing with the
family. If such a court were to be creat~d in Los Angeles
County, over 90 judges would be involved 'in this department,
involving 43,000 filings for family law, over 30,000 children
under supervision of the juvenile court, 5 court locations, and
11 separate branches in the family court, amounting to 16
different locations.
In our opinion, this plan is not rational
for Los Angeles County. The juvenile and family law courts are
very different, involving different bar associations and laws.
According to an Association of Family and Conciliation Court and
American Bar Association study funded by a Health and Human
Services grant last year, less than 8 percent of the cases seen
in family law are also involved in the Juvenile Court.

-2-

Father than creati
a mass
, unworkable court structure to
deal with on
an 8
ce
overla
a
tter solution would be
to transfer those cases invo
in
courts to a court
specifically designated to
ndle them. To identify cases having
competing· o
rs,
nt of an automated information
tracking system for chi
in both systems would be essential
and would serve
same
se at much less cost and confusion.
In addition, our consensus is
at by creating this consolidated
court structure with judges required to learn all aspects of the
juvenile-family law sys
and court processes would lead to a
lessened interest in participating in family law. Currently,
family law is a
sired assignment, highly sought after by senior
judges.
In the view of staff, to combine all these multiple
courts into a consolidated
court
structure
would
be a
disincentive to choose
ly law as a judicial assignment.
Thus, the policy would achieve the opposite of its intention.

In our view,
Relation Court
make the
llowing recomme
a

1•

local option and
plan
st for them.

permit

Angeles County to develope
system for coordinating
court
proceedings and
ings
that
involve
juvenile courts.

2.

3.

several courts into a Family
for Los ~ngeles County. We
s:

Establish a
procedure when
both courts
involved to prevent conflicting orders.

We hope this analysis is
If you have any questions,
Very truly yours,

Officer

are

to you in your deliberations.
give me a call.
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February 24, 1989

Honorable William Lockyer, Chairman
Senate Judiciary Committee
State Capit~l
Sacramento, tA 958~4
Dear Senator Lockyer:
Your legislation SCR 1 creates a statewide task force to review
the establishment of a Family Relations Court.
The purpose of
this letter is to request representatives be named to that task
force from the Los Angeles County Superior Court.
I am requesting your staff contact Judge Richard Montes and Judge
Paul Boland to obtain names from them of persons who should
represent the Los Angeles Court when this task force is named.
The creation of a large Family Relations Court would have a
profound negative impact upon the Los Angeles court system. Over
ninety judicial officers would be involved in such a branch of
our court, which has developed a highly specialized judiciary in
the areas of family and juvenile law. Forty percent of families
experiencing dissolution have no children.
Less than eight
percent of children in family law actions are involved in
juvenile proceedings. We are concerned creation of such a court
~ould undo some of the benefits of specialization achieved by our
court, recognizing in other court systems creation of such a
court might achieve the opposite end and favor the development of
specialization.
Our court has already taken steps to address the underlying need
of better coordination of proceedings for children involved in
both courts.
The Los Angeles County Superior
Court has
established a local rule to foster coordination. We also would
like to fund an automated case tracking system to better identify
children involved in both systems. Since the number of families
involved in both courts is so small and the issues so different,
these case specific remedies seem much more practical than a
costly reorganization of the court.

cause of l.os ~nge s County's unique size and the effect ~uch a
reorganization would
have
on
our
court
system, having
re resentati n from
our
arnily a
juv nile court on the
tas
r
judicial represe tat
s from family
law in Los
les we e
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~ttor
neral's Victim
Witness Committee
ich drafted
e original recommendations to
be consider
ta
force established under SCR 7. While
many of the recomme ations were sound, and can be supported by
our
court,
rna
are
not
actical a
having adequate
representation from
s ~ngeles might have been useful in
drafting these ori inal recommendations.
However, because of
your legislation,
s omission can be redressed.
Thank you for
consideration of this request.
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ry truly yours,

'
icha:rd P. Byrne
Presiding Judge
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In anticipation of the enactment of a bill
requiring, among other provisions, a survey
of all custody dispositions, Los Angeles
County in 1982 implemented a survey of all
· custody dispositions in the County's Central
District, which handles 40% of all custody
decisions. A total of 901 surveys were tabu·
lated over a three-month period. These sur·
veys were sent to families by the County
Clerk and the person, or party, picking up the
final divorce was required to file the com·
plated survey.
This survey is the first detailed informa·
tlon of custody dispositions available that
includes all cases coming through the di·
vorce process in the Los Angeles Superior
Court. In addition, this custody disposition
survey procedure serves as a vehicle for ad·
ditional research and evaluation, such as
answering the questions: What families and
\:hildren are best suited for joint custody?
How do families arrive at their ow~ privately
ordered decisions? What educational help
might assist them in achieving plans that
best for them and their children 1 A number of
other administrative issues are cla~ified by
this survey.
Even from the limited scope of this sur·
vey, the following important obserVations
can be made.
1. Trial courts see just a little less than 5%
of all families that have children. Therefore,
this population must be very special, espe-cially since they have had an opportunity to
resolve their disputes in the Conciliation
Court. This would account for the small
number of joint custody awards made in the
trial court, as reflected by this survey. Candi·
dates who cannot resolve the dispute in the

is

Conciliation Court probably are not likely
candidates for joint custody decisions.
2. Children from the age of 5 to 12, are
over-represented in the sample, while children under the age of 2 are somewhat
under-represented. Nevertheless, a signifi·
cant number of families are ending their relationship where the children are under 5 years
of age. In the sample, this number is 40%, if
the child is male, and 32%, if the child is
female. This sex difference becomes less as
the children grow older.
3. The largest number of agreements ar·
rived at were by the parents themselves, representing 62% of the sample, while the next
largest group were by the parents in consul·
tation with their attorneys, representing
27%. This fact points out the value of our
educational program in reaching this population through our custody options seminar,
and the divorce seminars that we have put on
periodically. An educational means may be
the most cost~ffective way to reach these
families and will have a prophylactic, or preventative, contribution to post-divorce dif·
ficulties and assist parents in arriving at
meaningful plans.
This survey also underscores the value
of having some research capability to loolc at
both the administrative policy, as well as the
broader implications contained in surveys
such as this.
Methodology- A one-page information form
was used to gather the necessary information.
Once the form was collected, information
was fed into the computer with the following
coding:
I. Oivorc• Numbtlt- The numbers themsalv~
II. .Numb tit of Childrtln - 1, 2, 3, 4, S, or more.
Ill. Agu of Children- Maltl Agas of ChildrtJn-hmalll
A- Unaer tWo
A- Under two
B - Two to five
B - Two to five
C - Five to twelve
C - Five to twelve
0 - Twelve to eighteen 0 - Twelve to eighteen

•oata collection and analysis compteteo by Girma
Zaid, Admi!'istrative Intern assigned to the Los
Angeles County Conciliation Court by the U.C.L.A.
School of Social Welfare.
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.I

Total number of male children
agu o-2 .. 81
2·5 .. 112
5-12 .. 178

· !'V. Fin•l O~iort Rt~gllrrfing Arr~ngemtmt
jo -Joint legal and physic..tl custody
-Joint l&9al custody with primal"(
to mother.

1:H8"'
Toul
481·

custody with
custody to father.
sm -Solt custody to mother
jf

-Joint

sf
sp

-Sole

to father

-Split
panants)

(<:hildren divid®d among

s:~

V.

ToY!

22.S'Ye

children

agu o-2 ... 41

1

-Custody to $0Cial seNicts
primarily flln:wgh:
of the
by themselvea

b.

-Agr~Mment

Arnsnglmt~nt 1m'v~ it

of tho pertiu in «Jnsultation
with I1U:I m-v
e -AgrMment of th!l partlu in consultation
with
m•nUIII'uuilth ,.,...............
d
-AgrHmtnt o1 tht
in COn$ultation
with Conciliation Court
•
-Oeciaion by 111 judicial offleer in a contested
c::u $10dV tria I.
VI. RKOfflffltllldlltiOfl Followlld
v • ye.t
n ·no
1. ~ cri me Surv.y
The total number of Child Custody. Disposition
'1Ut'\/fll4r/ftd ............................... • ....... • ••

of

17%
23o/o
37 .S'Yo

901

The total number ot Child Custody Olepositlon
Survey wiU'I no d'lildren •••.••••••..••••.••• 374
The total number of surv-v with children .•• 521
l. The total number of children in\lolvfllld ...... 882
3. The total number of f3mille:s
with 1 d'lild •••••••••••••••••••• 271lll1 .,. 278
The totai number of familiM
with l ehildren ................. 175:c 2 ... 350
The total number
hamill.•
with 3 d'lildren................. 53 x 3 ... 158
The total number of familltn
with 4 d'lildren ••••••••••••••••• 1!5x4• 50
The total number of famiiiM
with 5 cnildrtn •••••••••••••••••
Total
882
478
4. The total number of male childrtn
The total number offem1le children
Total
m
5. Tool number of mtle children in
54.3%
P'II"Q&nta~e:s •
Total number
f.m•le ehildren In
plti"Q&ntagtn ...
45.7%

2·5 ... 90
5--12 ... 171
12·18 ... j!_
Total
401·
AI the» survGy indieatu agu of children involved
in the Child
Disposition appears to be high in
the 5 to 12 ige group in both male and female c.ate-gorie:s.
AI to the
dtKision regarding custody, the sur·
v-v
indicates ttuu sole custody to mothers appurs to b4 the eategory of final decisions.
Joint
and physic.al custody 33
6.5%
Joint htgll custody with primary
physical cuatody to mother 194
37%
Joint le;;al c:ustody with primary
physical custody to father . • •
1
0
Sole Ct.l3tody to mot.hor . • • • • . . 253
48o/e
Soha eurtody to father • • • • • • • • 33
6.5%
Spilt custOdy (d'lildren divided
amonG parenu) .. . .. .. . .. .. 12

Ott\tr ..... (OPSS ProtectMI

••• , .. , ............. ---3.
o
Total
527
7. The surv-v indica~ that 62"Ye of the arnngement
r~arding final ded'Sion wu am·.-;:s it ~ the par·
~ ~~ AQ~ nsld'led in consultation
wiU'I CondllatJor~ Court was 5.8%. AgrMmtnt of
me partie:~ in c:onsututlon with anomev was 27%.
Arl'vlgement arrived at by a judicial officer in a
c:ontestlid curtody trial wu 5%. There were only
two deci$iont m1d1 in c:onsultation with private
m~ M.alm pro~l wtridl amounted to .2%.
C~o~t

~gem~tof~on

A- Ad,;I'Mmerrt of partie:~ by themsel\les.
B ...... Agnnmem of partin in c:onsultation with
lttOrN!IY

C0-

E-

Agnnment
partie~ in c:onsultation with
lTiolltntJI 1\Mtth pro~nals.
Ad,;I'Mm41U'It of tht partie:~ in c:onsultation with
Condliltiorl Court.
.
~ion by a judicial offlc::er in a ccn~
~triaL
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CUSTODY DI SPOSITIO;~ SUP.VEY

Central District
Agreement Attorney
Parties

Mental Hlt:h.
Profeuioo.

COlle.
Coun

Contested

Total

t
2

J'Fa.

0

l

0

0

0

l

JMo.

sa

74

0

l7

7

194

36

JO

16

10

2

3

1

33

6

sra.

25

4

0

0

l

33

6

SMo.

179

47

0

5

17

2.53

49

Split

8

3

0

2

0

l2

3

Othu

l

0

0

0

0

l

327

143

2

29

26

527

TOTALS

:.

6U,

27'l

4'1.

.

.5'1

St.

J Fa • Joint lesal c:u.etody vith primary physical custody to heber.
J Mo • Joint legal custody vith primuy phydcal custody to mother.

JO •

Joint lesal end physical custody.

S Fa • Sole leaal

p!:ysic:ll cu:acc;dy :e

!'~~~ ...;:-.

S Mo • Sole lesal and physical custody to

moth•~·

~d

Split• ODe child, or more, with each parent.

a.

I o-.1 SLR\IE Y

Couns.
Prim. Father
Prim. !"'other
Joint, Legal &Phf'S
F 3.ther
Sole. M:Jther

it
Other

0
88

74

16

10

25
179
8
1

4
47
3

317
%

62.04%

1

0
2
0
0
0
0

0

2

139

27.20%

0.

l.
0
17
3
0
5
2
0

27
5.28%

Coitest

Total

..

•o

0
7
1
1
17

,30

5.87%

248

0
0

13
1

48.53%
2.54%

26
5.~..

1
186
32

511

100.00%

0.20%
36.40%
6.26-\

0.20%
lOO.c-:1-'f.

PLANNING COMMITTEE
7.

8.

9.

Making the Social AdJustment to Divorce or "Suddenly
Single." Ellen Tarlow. MFCC. Private Practice. Consultant to Community He>lpline; Paula Horn. MFT. Private
Practice; Dr. Saul Leopold. LCSW. Private Practice; The
Rev. Jim Stewart. Pastor of Single Adult Ministry. Rolling
Hills Covenant Church; Eleanor Loomis. Divorce Discovery Workshop.
Family VIolence: SM!ters, Pollee, Restraining Orders.
Dorothy Courtney. Executive Director. Richstone Center; Attorney Dolores Ramaker. Coordinator. Torrance
~parlor Court Legal Assistance Program.
Religion as an Obstacle and Opportunity In Divorce:

An Inter-Faith Panel. The Rev. Lester Kim. Ph. D. Director. Pastoral Counselling Services. So. Coast Ecumenical Council. Rolling Hills Est.; Pastor Ralph Mosby. Ph. D ..
St. John Baptist Church.Long Beach; Fr. John O'Byrne.
St. Catherine. Torrance; Lynn Rosenfeld. LCSW.Jewish
Family Service; Charles Ara. MFC. married priest. Cerritos.
10. Simplifying the Economics of Divorce, or Can I Survive
on Child Support Alone? Attorney Paul Ashby, Judith
Sommerstein, Career Consultant and Senior Instructor.
UCLA Extension.
11. Remcmk:lge and Blended Families. Mory Lackldes.
MFCC. Director. Clinical Services. Salvation Army
Family Services. Private Practice; Marilyn Wyman. Secretary. National Board. Stepfamlly Association of
America; Michael Alvarez. MFCC. Private Practice.
South Bay.
12. Money Management and Financial Planning or Debt,
Credit and Financial Issues Resulting from Divorce.
Mary Rex. Director, National Consumer Affairs. TRW
Corporation; Stephanie Enright. Financial Planner.
Feature Writer. Dailv Breeze; Gory Stroth. Executive DIrector. Consumer Credit Counselors of LA.
13. Co-Dependency, SUbstance Abuse, and Adult Chll·
dren of Alcoholics In the Family of Divorce. Dr. Gerald
Rozansky. Medical Director. Ufe Storts. Drug and Alcohol Rehabilitation Center. Centlnela Hospital.
14. Parenting Approaches for the Non-custodial Parent.
Anthony J.Aiola. Ph D. Clinical/Forensic Psychologist.
Consultant. Los Angeles SUperior Court. Private Practice; Ted Tokajl. M.D. Psychiatrist. Member. Advisory
Boord. Coastal Asian Pacific Community Counseling
Center. Private Practice.

Barbara Aichele. President. South Bay Women Lawyers
Anfllony J. Aloia. Ph. D .. Clinical/Forensic Psychologist.
Consultant. Los Angeles Superior Court. Private Practice
Sharon Baker. LCSW. Director. St. Peter's Counseling
Service. Private Practice
Cathy Dodge. MSW. former Sr. Counselor. Family Court
Services
Commissioner Emilie Elias. Judge ProTem, Superior Court.
Past President. South Bay Bar Association
Michael Friedman. Past Choir. Family Law Section, South
Bay Bar Association
Commissioner Abraham Goren~ Jld. Judge ProTem.
SUperior Court
Douglas Haigh. Long Beach Bar Associa ..on
Edward Hummel. LCSW. Senior Family Mediator. Family
Court Services
The Rev. Lester Kim. Ph. D.• Director. Pastoral Counseling
Services. So. Coast Ecumenical Council
David Kuroda. LCSW. Assistant Director. Districts. Family
Court Services. Choir
Mary Lack/des. MFCC. Director. CHnlcal Services. Salvation
Army Family Service. Private Practice
Hugh Mclsaac.LCSW. Dir.ector. Family Court Services
Richard Mere/, M.D .. Child Psychiotrlst, Private Practice,
Torrance. Consultant. Los Angeles $.Jperlor Court
Patricia Osman. former MSN Intern. Family Court Services
Esther Robb. LCSW. Children's Coordinator. Children and
Youth Buteau. LA County Department of Mental Health
Glen Rabenn. Long Beach Ba Association
Rick Roth.eii.LCSW. Senior Family Mediator. Family Court
Services
Kathryn Sexton. MFCC. Child CUstody Evaluator. Family
Court Sefvlces
BeNy SUtorlus. MFCC. Child CUstody Evaluator. Family Court
Services
Ellen Tarlow. MFCC. Consultant to Community Helpline.
Private Practice

SPONSORED BY
Los Angeles $.Jperlor Court. Family Court ServicesConciliation Court
Long Beach Bar Association
South Bay Bar Association

IN COOPERATION WITH
Consumer Credit Counselors of Los Angeles
Family Servtce of Long Beach
Family Servtce of Los Angeles
Los Angeles County Medical Association. District 9
St. Peter's Counseling Service
South Coast Ecumenical Council
Southern California Psychiatric Society
Stepfamity Association of America. Inc .• Los Angeles

Chapter
Del Amo Hospital
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WHAT
dvorce. Freeofcharge.open
Sponsored by the los Angeles Superior
CoLKt Services-ConcUiatlon Court and
the
and long Beach Bar Associations. in
coooeration with other community organizations.

9:00-9:15

WHO
you are:

..

'r.ndrlarln.,-, divorce
.. Involved In a divorce
"
divorced
" Worried about someone who Is

..

···P·~ ,~P<

Child care sign-up

8:30-9:00

9: 15 - l 0:00

to know

INTRODUCTIONS
David Ktxoda. Assistant Director.
Districts.
Court Services;
Commissioner Abraham Gorenfeld.
Pro Tam. Superior Court,
Torrance
THE lEGAl DIVORCE
Emilie Elias.
Pro Tam. LA
Past President.
Bar Association
at
_law

Bar
WHY
., Understand the process of divorce
" Understand the
of divorce on the
Individual. the
the children
"' Know what you can do to
or
someone else
the crisis
.. Find the communltv resources to helD you

l.l Legal Questions and Answers. Attorneys Kathleen
Barker, Robert Popeney.Larry Schorr. Ttm O'Connor
1.2 Legal Question$ and AnswEin (In cases children oren'!
an Issue). Attorneys Christopher Moore. Dennis Hart
1.3 Mock Hearing lllustrallng a Divorce Hearing an Finan·
clallssues. Attorneys Jerry Tarlow. Barbara Aichele.
David Yamamoto. George Zugsmith.

1.4 How to Pick a lawyer.
Kathleen

t .6 Pat•nlty
Attorneys UOUQIOS

Beach

-

PSYCHOLOGICAl DIVORCE
Ph. D' l"'i!.-.l~~·
3.

WHERE AND WHEN
November4. 1989.8:30a.m. to 3:10p.m.
_ Hills Covenant Church
2222 Palos Verdes Drive North.
Hills Estates
rR..:.t."""""" Crenshaw Blvd. and Western Ave. Harbor
~""""""'LT. ~H -'P<"""" ···"""'++" PV Drive North).

steven Frankel, Ph. D.. alnico!
Clinical Professor.
CaNfomla.
Private Practice. Torrance

OJ W018. Ufeslyie Edtor, KABC
Parenthood After Divorce.
appeared on national TV
shows, Emmy for TV program,
Sliver Gavel Award, American
Bar Assodofion fOf ·Joint
Custody: One Woy 1o End the
War"

FREE

4.

LUNCH
Bring your own lunch or buy lunch from a catering
truck that wiD be present.

1:00 - 2:00

WORKSHOPS. Sesslon 2.

INFORMATION Be CHILD CARE RESERVAnONS:

2:10-3:10

WORKSHOPS. Sesslon 3.

Pfease call (213) 974-5524

12:00 - 1:00pm lunch

Vh.ll-DN~ct.

Service. PT!vate
Pl'act1ce: John Donlou. M.D.,
Director ot Psychiatric SeMces. Torrance Memorial Hospital; lee
Ann Hart, lCSW, Plivote Practice.

5.

Children of DN~e: What 1My E~• and How
to Help lhem. Richard Merat M.D.• Child Psychiatrist,
Private Prac11ce. Torrance, Consultant to the SUperior
Court; VIctor Ross. SupeMs!ng Soda! Worker, Jewish
Big Brothers. Private Practice; Florence Bienenteld.
Author, Former Superior Court Mediator; Attorney
Josephine Atzpotrlck.

6.

Adolescents: How Divorce Affects Them. Esther
Rabb, LCSW, Chldren's Coordnotor. Children and
Youth Bureau. LA County Department of Mental
Health; Ed Caine. M.D .. Child Psychiatrist. Private
Practice. Torrance. Consultant. Torrance Unified
School District; Mary Kay Olivieri. M':YN. Ph D Dept or
Psychiatry, Harbor/UClA Medical Center, Madison
Hinchman. D':YN. Cnnical Director. Dept or Child and
Adolescent Psychiatry, Harbor/UClA Medical
Center

10:45 - 11 :00 Break
11 :00- 12:00 WORKSHOPS. Session 1. Select
one workshop.

Cuslody and

Unda louie,
Child Custody
Court Services; Rick Rolhell, lCSW. Jaime Rulz, MSW.
Michael
MS.
lang. MSW.
FomHy
Family
Services.

Radlo/lV, Au1hor, ~

No charge for the program.
Free parking. Coffee and tea will be provided.
Free chHd care for children over 3 (please bring
picnic lunch for each child); chHd care reservations
required.

Attorneys Douglas Haigh .

<Qtqe ~uperior Qlourt
FAMILY COURT SERVICES- CONCILIATION COURT
111 NORTH HILL STREET
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 9001 2
HUGH MciSAAC. LCSW
MEDIATION AND CONCILIATION SERVICE, ROOM 241
(213) 974-5524

D~rector

MAXINE 8 JACKSON. JD. LCSW
AsSIStant Director Central Med1atton

CHILD CUSTODY EVALUATIONS. ROOM 228
(213) 974-5544

RICHARD MONTES
Superv•sing Judge

E RONALD HULBERT. PH D
Ass•stant Dtrector Tra•ntng and Research
DAVID KURODA. LCSW
ASSIStant Director: Distrtcts

September 8, 1989

FRANK S. ZOLIN
County Clerk/Executive Officer
Superior Court

KAREN RAIFORD, MSW
Ass1stant Director· Child Custody Evaluat1ons

Memo 123
REVISED

M E M 0 R A N D U M:
TO:

All Family Court Services Staff

FROM:

Hugh Mcisaac, Director

SUBJECT:

POLICY REGARDING DOMESTIC VIOLENCE

~

This memo outlines the policy and procedures regarding the
handling of matters involving domestic violence.
The memo
summarizes and incorporates policies contained in earlier memos
and incorporates recommendations made by the Domestic Violence
Task Force convened by our service during the past year.
Definition:
The Domestic
Violence Task
Force
definition of domestic violence:

provided

the

following

Domestic violence is abuse committed against an adult
or fully emancipated minor who is a spouse, former
spouse, cohabitant, former cohabitant, or a person with
whom the suspect has had a child or has or had a dating
or engagement relationship (P.C.
13700).
Abuse,
whether physical, sexual, and/or psychological, means
intentionally or recklessly causing or attempting to
cause bodily
injury, or
intense and
continuous
degradation for the purpose of controlling the action
or behavior of another person, or placing another
person in fear of bodily injury.
Families
involved
in
domestic violence . require
special
sensitivity and concern by Family Court Services staff.
Staff
must be especially sensitive to the presence of domestic violence
and the creation of power imbalance.
Persons who have been
subjected to violence are often very acquiescent and submissive,
and as a result may make agreements not in the best interest of
their children, or themselves.
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In addition) children
domestic v
observation
violence.
between generat
lives how adult

in families where
even more harmed by the
,
being the target of
lence behavior is frequently passed
ren learn from the adults in their
ld, or should not, be handled.

Both parties
to the Conciliation Court for
assistance will
complete the revised petition for
mediation/concil
s five questions contained in the
questionnaire indicati
the presence of domestic violence. The
mediation staff shou
se documents prior to conducting
mediation and at some
should interview both parents
separately in order to
termine if domestic violence is a factor
in the relationship and possibly affecting the mediation process.
The child custody evaluation staff also should review the
questionnaire provided
both parents for the same purpose, and
in their individual interviews be attentive to the possibility of
domestic violence being an issue in the relationship.
Clues to Potential Domestic Violence:
The following profiles may be helpful in identifying
situations where domestic violence may be an issue:
1.

An excessive concern
poss

2•

There is
coercive
fear
threats of
contact
set up p
the other

3.

Excess
ss
behavior and persons
who do not assert themselves and accept
responsibility for acts
one would expect
both
ies to
be responsible for are
symptomatic.
The presence
of excessive
denial
re
person who may be involved
the abus
behavior talks very smoothly
and discusses allegations of violence in an
off
manner, minimizing the significance
of the abuse.
The person may have unusual

about

control by the
will not let the
or allow family
The spouse may
is very demanding
requested

of intimidation and
attempts to instill
there may be veiled
Parents who demand
r parent at transfer,
for contact, and attempt to make
accountable for arranging
also
are
demonstrating
to
indicate a
domestic

those
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explanations about their partner's injuries.
They
often
degrade
their
partner
as
incompetent
and
disorganized,
poor
housekeepers, or poor mothers. Abusers are
often very much in control of the interview
and often make the victim look confused and
overemotional.
However, the key to the
underlying system is the excessive control
involved in the process and the excessive use
of
denial
and
projection
as
coping
mechanisms.
The potential abuser is often
very possessive and interferes
with the
person's liberty in significant ways.
The possible victim of abuse will often take
blame for most of the problems
in the
relationship, suffers from low self-esteem,
masks the violence, and is afraid to discuss
it openly, seems confused and disorganized,
may lack concern for her own safety, and
often is willing to give the abuser anything
that he, or she, wants.
The victim often
does not wish to end the relationship, but
wants the violence to stop.
Failure to take
action against the batterer may stem from a
fear of financial hardship, fear of losing
children, or the attachment may be one of
fear. When the victim leaves the batterer,
the potential for future harm to the victim
is very real and magnified. Some victims may
present as very vindictive and hostile.
When Violence is Identified as an Issue:

1.

When violence is identified as a potential
issue within the relationship, negotiations
be conducted
between the parties should
separately in order to identify issues and to
equalize power.

2.

The mediator should consider referring the
victim for assistance by an advocate, or to
be
sure
that the
person
is properly
represented by an attorney to protect their
interests. Care must be given to doing this
referral in
a way
that preserves
the
neutrality and the perception of neutrality
of the mediation process.

3.

In the developing of any parenting plan, the
primary concern should be security and the
contact between the two parents should be
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limited so that transfers take
neutral setting and a minimum or
occurs
tween the parents.

place in a
no contact,

4.

If the violence is of a continuing nature, or
there is a threat of violence, the parties
should be referred for
a court ordered
restraining order which is transmitted to
police agencies,
and restraining
orders
should also be built into the parenting plan.
Agreements arrived at should be reviewed by a
bench officer and the order should be read to
the parties by a member of the judiciary in a
formal court setting.
The ten day rule
should be waived so that the order becomes
effective immediately.

5.

Focus of mediation should be on the parenting
and child relationships, and not on the
violence.
Domestic violence is not a matter
for mediation.

6.

Consideration should be given to referring
the matter for a child custody evaluation or
psychiatric evaluation to determine the best
plan for the child.

7.

When a reasonable suspicion regarding the
potential for future violence exists, the
confidentiality policy is pierced permitting
the med
to reveal the potential for
violence to alert the court and the evaluator
domestic
violence is
an issue.
This
information about the potential for violence
should be included on the transmittal memo
just as we
include recommendations
for
evaluations.
This policy
represents an
extension of the Tarasoff requirement to
notify intended victims of the potential for
violence.

8.

If the mediator obtains information that
imminent
bodily
harm
is likely,
this
information is to be reported to the intended
victim and
to law enforcement
who can
intervene to prevent the harm, as required by
Tarasoff.

9.

In developing an agreement, care must be
exercised to prevent the
possibility of
excessive control by the abuser over the
victim.
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This care may be accomplished by keeping the
parties separate,
and requiring
minimal
contact when the children are transferred.
Families involved in domestic violence are
not good candidates for joint custody. Joint
custody requires joint decision making and
the capacity to meet and confer with a
relatively equal balance of power.
The
presence of domestic violence is a contra
indication to this condition.

10.

Where the threat of child snatching or child
abuse is present,
monitored visitation may
be necessary.

11.

When the potential for violence exists, and
the parties are together in the waiting room
or in a conjoint interview, a bailiff should
be present or alerted.
When the parties
leave the premises, arrangements should be
made so they leave separately. It is usually
better to let the alleged victim leave before
the abuser so they can leave the premises
without harassment.
Again, consideration
needs to be given to risk involved in having
both partners in the same room at the same
time.

12.

A clear message needs to be given
violence is unacceptable behavior,
and destructive to children.

domestic
illegal,

Involvement of Advocates for Victims of Domestic Violence:
1.

The advocate will be treated as a resource
who can be very helpful in dealing with these
difficult matters.

2.

If the mediator or evaluator feels it would
be useful in the particular situation, the
advocate may be interviewed separately to
develop information that might be helpful in
assessing the level of danger, and learning
more about the dispute coming before the
court.
If the
mediator/evaluator meets
separately with the advocate, the alleged
abuser must be informed and consent must be
obtained from the alleged victim who is being
represented by the advocate.
Care must be
taken to not only create an atmosphere of an
appearance of neutrality, but also to talk to
representatives
of
the
alleged abuser.
Spending time with the alleged abuser and
helping him or her understand your contact
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with the advocate
to be ter
effec
a
itive
3

not to take sides, but
the issues and be more
ith the family to find

consent of
alleged victim, and
discret
of
the mediator
or
advocate may sit in on the
the alleged victim and the
tor.
The advocate shall
conjoint sessions between
the alleged abuser
of the alleged abuser has
the advocate sit in with
is the victim may feel
setting, the advocate may
the conflict resolution
provide
a source
of
reinforcement for the
what transpired in the
ion process.

Conclusion:
problem.
Family Court Services
in these matters by being
signs of its presence. Witnessing
even more damaging than being
possible we must assist in
task force may provide many
Domestic Violence Task Force
HMci/jl
Att
cc:

Montes
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Pre-School teacher's habit of keeping adult erotica
room. Specifically, Rubin
if he had ever affixed
preschoolers onto the
"I know I never did that,"
"How do you know that?" Rubin asked.
"Because I know what I
what
"And what
don't
Defense lawyers voiced
change. But Buckey wouldn't be
years to make this statement ln<lligrllU:l.t,
chair, glaring at Rubin.
"Look, Ms. Rubin,"
for something! didn't do. I
don't do. And I don't molest"'""''"""·
When the McMartin case is ""'""'""'"'
pie are understandably confused.
February 1984. and within a few short months
preschools had been closed
allegations of everything from
satanic rites and animal sacrifice. Yet
in United States history comes to a close-at a cost
lion-all that is left are two defendants
molestation and one count of conspiracy.
unless
called over juror disqualification, Peggy McMartin
will most likely be acquitted. and her son,
the very worst-appears headed toward a hung
What went wrong? What became of the crime
that six years ago shocked the world~
The answers lie partly in secrets long withheld from the
but known well by those close to the case. Previously
documents recently made available tell part of the
mostly, as the facts come to light, the answer appears
there was never any case at all.
Indeed, in the end it may all come down to
individuals, who, for reasons of ambition, vested
ply bad judgment, created their own domino effect
credible evidence ever existed against the defendants.
At the very least, it is a blueprint for
on
and, as Los Angeles District Attorney Ira
ing a criminal case out of all proportion. It may also
of how a case was simply invented.

THE MOTHER
She was 12 when her
cer, but
Johnson
ered from
blow.
side, she hid her prc1b!c;ms
until it was too late.
Born in 1944 in Milwaukee,
the daughter of Lutheran
Knutson. When she was
lived with
ing in the University of
gious courses at the
fellow classmate Bernard
later and moved to Manhattan
work as a tax auditor. Within a few
father, the marriage began to
began a trial separation.
their eight-year-old son Mark
And though Johnson reunited with her "'"''"""''· Olrr'"""'"
Bernard, she had already lost faith in
only a few more years and would
128 LOS ANGELES

few
later. McMartin
woman and enrolled the boy
to be the worst one of her

0

ne of the best-kept secrets about the McMartin cue is that
it actually died years ago. One of the main
a former
LAPD investigator says. was "the
fuultion
on the part of the police and the D.A. to coovict the
and ignore information that might point to their innocence."
better example exists than the school's own records, buried for
nearly six years under a massive accumulation of other evidence.
Initially, as a result of the Cll interviews, more than 300 children
made accusations against the defendants. Of those, 42 were scheduled to testify at the preliminary hearing. Less than half dideither the parents withdrew their kids lo protect them from the
rigors of the witness stand or the D.A. 's office deemed their allegations too bizarre. Only II children's
made the fu:lal euL
Of those, three (children 9, 10 and II)
left McMartin
the
time Ray Buckey showed up as a part-time teacher's aide. in
Brian, now 14 years old, claims Buckey molested him over the

"he didn't understand the concept of the word Mme.
according to court reports, Jeffrey never
at all to
Then, hoping to get the boy to identify
showed him class photos that included Buckey,
unable to identify him.
Next, Hoag telephoned 12 parents of McMartin preschoolers
whose names she'd received from Johnson. When the parents
told Hoag they had noticed nothing unusual about their children, Hoag went looking for other evidenet\ on Ray Buckey. She
and three officers searched the Buckeys' home and the preschool
several times. "We really have to prepare our case against a child
molester," Hoag said, "because the odds are that he will get off
scot-free unless we can prove certain elements of the crime."
During the searches, the officers seized attendance records, a
Polaroid camera, rope, yarn and class photos. They were looking
for a video camera and child-pornography photos but came away
empty-handed. They also seized a rubber dud from Peggy
McMartin Buckey's beachside home, Virginia McMartin's dia130 LOS ANGELES

the records show he left the
began teaching there.
accusers
5, 6, 7 and 8) attended
Although Buckey taught in the morning
time, oooe the four were in his class, and even the
nrn!I!H'.uti."' bas admitted the other teachers did not take part in and
were not aware of any molestations. Additionally, the prosecution
admits the molestatiom most
occurred in the afternoon, and
none of the four were al the
on the same afternoon as
Two more (children and 4) attended the school fulltoo, were not in Buckey's class. This leaves only
two cues in
molestation was even possible.
this shows is that these kids
aren't telling the truth,"
said Dean Gits,
Buckey. "The significance of these
but lost on the public because
everyone is buried
so much information."
a

testified. "What
Of Child JUUI<;:>,.4LI\JU
7, 1983, armed only with the UCLA
arrested Buckey at his apartment beManhattan Beach house. "All they had was the
else," Deputy D.A. Jean Matusinka remem·
bers. But with no evidence to back up the medical exam, the
district
office declined to file a case and the police
were forced to release Buckey later that day.
Within 24 hours, a letter signed by Manhattan Beach police
John
superior, went out to 200 parents
preschoolers. The highly unorthodox letter was
used in lieu of <Ul extensive door-to-door investigation by a local
with limited resources. The letter was the event that
l£11(~ga1l!Ofl5

I

Ul

II

Abuse of Young Children. which Heger coauthored.
Summit was author of The Child Sexual Abuse Accommodation Syndrome. considered by many a bible in the field. In it,
Summit presented the cagey, "children don't lie" theory If,
according to Summit. a child does not disclose abuse, it's because the child is denying it. and if the child admits to
abused but later recants, it's because he's reacting to adult disapproval. "Summit's theory left no room for the possibility that
abuse had never occurred," says Lee Coleman, a Berkeley child
psychiatrist who often testifies in child-abuse cases.
Some of the litany of accusations coming out of CII seemed
absurd, at least on the surface: children digging up dead bodies
at a cemetery with pickaxes larger than they were; children
jumping out of airplanes over Palos Verdes; horses beaten to
death with bats and machetes; children molested in car washes.
"Children lie all the time," according to Coleman. "They will
do it to get approval from adults." Many of the allegations never
made it to the grand jury, but charges of dead horses and car
washes, for example, survived all the way through the trial.
During this time, according to a defense investigator, MacFarlane urged parents to drive around town with their children
to pinpoint possible perpetrators. The result was pandemonium.
Soon children were pointing to community leaders, gas-station
attendants and store clerks. Hoag kept busy interviewing some
of these candidates, but not one person other than the McMartin
teachers remained suspects.
Kay Cuttrell, a former 20-year LAPD juvenile-division investigator, said of the Cll process: "It was certainly different from
how we would have handled it. It sure seemed stupid. When we
interview kids suspected of being abused, we try to get the truth
from them and not put words in their mouths."
Once Macfarlane determined a child had disclosed sexual
abuse, Heger, also a USC professor of pediatrics, took over and
physically examined the child. (Five other doctors helped with
the exams, though Heger conducted the majority of them.) She
examined the first former McMartin preschooler, a girl of five,
in January 1984, using a colposcope, a magnifying device that
attaches to a film or video camera. It was originally developed to
diagnose cervical cancer and was still in the experimental stages.
Heger was among the first to use the colposcope to examine
suspected child-molestation victims.
In all, Heger examined 150 children and determined that 80
percent showed tissue damage; in addition, 80 percent of the
girls had scarring consistent with attempted or complete penile
penetration, she said. However, in court, Heger's medical findings would be seriously challenged by defense witness Dr. David
Paul, a British physician and expert in the study of child sexual
abuse. In August, after reviewing each slide taken by Heger of
the preschoolers' genitalia, Paul testified that he could not find
any signs of sexual abuse in 9 of the II children whose allegations eventually made up the prosecution's case. His assessment
included a review of the medical exam done on Johnson's son,
which he felt showed .. no evidence" of sodomy. Of the two remaining children, the defense maintained the incidents could
have occurred in the home or at relatives' or anywhere else.
Paul went on to explain that the probiem with Heger's medical
findings was that they were conducted at a time when no studies
bad been done on the genitalia of normal, nonabused children.
Thus, the field was still in the dark, scientifically speaking, causing several medical professionals to believe that Heger's findings
should never have been allowed as evidence.
It wasn't until last year that Dr. John McCann, a Fresno
pediatrician, completed the first control study on 250 non abused
boys and girls, finding that their genitals looked remarkably
similar to those of molestation victims. McCann, who refused to
testify at the trial, said that any kind of irritation-not just
sexual abuse-may damage children's genitals.
132 lOS ANGELES

The following exchanges, between Cll thcrapisl Kee
MacFarlane and an eight-year-old former McMartin pre·
schooler, were taken from official tra.ucripu of the videotaped interviews. In the interview, the boy-a witness in the
McMartin trial-is holding an alligator puppet, and the two
are discussing a game-Naked Movie Star-that investigators allege Ray Buckey played with the childn:o.
Bov: "Well, I didn't really bear it [Naked Movie Star) a
wbole lot. I just beard someone yell it from out in the ...
someone yelled it"
MAcf:ULA.NI'.: "Maybe, Mr. Alligator, you peeked in tbe
window one day and saw them playing it, and maybe you
could remember and help us."
·
Bov: "Well, no, I haven't seen anyone playing Naked
Movie Star. I've only beard the song."
MAaAJU..ANE: "Wbat good are you? You must be dumb."
Bov: "Well, I don't really, umm, remember seeing anyone
play that 'cause I wasn't there, when I ... wben people are
playing it."
MAcrAti.A.NI'.: "You weren't'? You weren't That's why
we're hoping maybe you saw ... See, a lot of these puppets
weren't there, but they got to see what happened."
Bov: "Well, I saw a lot of fighting ... "

• • •
MAcrAJU..ANE: "Can I pat you on the bead for that ... look
what a big help you can be. You're going to help all these little
children because you're so smart ... Okay, did they ever pose
in funny poses for the pictures?"
Bov: "Well, it wasn't a real camera. We just played ... "
MAc.FARJ...ANC "Mr. Alligator, I'm going to ... going to
ask you something here. Now, we already fOUlld out from the
other kids that it was a real camera, so you don't have to
pretend, okay? Is that a deal?"
Bov: "Well, I haven't seen any real camera."
MAcrAJU..ANE: "How about something that goes flash, remember that? I bet if you're smart, you better put your thinking-"
Bov: "Yes, it was a play camera that we played with."
MAcrAJU..ANE: "Oh, and it went Hash?"
Bor. "'Well, it didn't exactly go Hash."
MAcrAJU..ANE: "It didn't exactly go Hash. Went click? Did
little pictures go zip, come out of it'~"
Bov: "I don't remember that."
MACFAIU..ANE: "Ob, you don't remember that. Well, you're
doing pretty good, Mr. Alligator. I got to shake your hand.
You remembered who took the pictures and all that; now, just
think how your [unintelligible]."
Bov: "I'm getting tired here."
•

Further doubt was cast on Heger's techniques when it was
learned that it was not until a year and a half after using the
experimental device that Heger went to Lorna Linda University
for formal colposcopic training. And then again, according to a
court document, a few weeks before she was to testify at the trial,
the D.A. 's office sent her to Seattle for additional training.
MacFarlane stood by the validity of her interviews and main-

back up the tales coming out of
struck me was the total lack of
Mike Wallace on 60 Minutes.
over to a group of social workers to
used as the
district

criminal mvestl·
at the

m""'"''l!i""''"" whatsoever-none at

indictment purposes. Not surprising-

nlc'!rc!menn.

indictments, all seven defenand his mother were held with·
from $50,000 to SJSO,OOO. A
Y!llli~JSI2!n removed Matusinka
a superior-rourt judge) and
Rubin, Glenn
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Q

"I

co~ered

eporter who
the
admits. ''There was ~e1)'
much a press-mob psycholo~tv
operating in those days."

All of the defendants should have stood trial."
But only Ray Buckey and his mother, Peggy McMartin
Buckey, would stand trial on an original I07 counts.

THE REPORTER

i

j

By most accounts, Wayne Satz was an
aggressive, hardworking investigative reporter. He won the prestigious Peabody
Award in 1978 for his series on civilian
police shootings and. among other exposes, was credited with uncovering a
doctors' prescription-writing scam.
A former lawyer in Arizona, he became
the weekend anchor and. in his words, "irreverent" weathercaster for KVOA-TV
in Tucson in 196 7. For two years he was
associate producer of a local PBS political commentary show.
Soon after joining KABC in 1974, he specialized in reporting
controversial stories on local judges and the LAPD.
His former University of Arizona law school roommate described him as "a kick-ass kind of guy who wanted to get ahead."
Satz, be said, "could sell refrigerators to Eskimos." And while
some media sources joked that Satz was on his way to the Geraldo Rivera School of Journalism, the two reporters were actually associated with the same fraternity, Tau Delta Phi, at the
University of Arizona, at the same time.
Satz's bold. sensational -stories prompted one KABC news
employee to confide that "he seemed more interested in making
news than reporting it." In 1978 Satz presented an investigative
series on now-retired Deputy Chief George Beck, head of
LAPD's organized-crime unit, erroneously reporting that Beck
bad ties to organized crime. Beck sued Satz and KABC and
received an undisclosed out-of-court settlement.
Around Novembe·r 15, 1983, Satz went to CIJ to shoot film of
MacFarlane for a report on child abuse. That footage didn't
air-until Satz's early reports on the McMartin case. According
to several sources, however, it wasn't long after visiting Cll that
Satz confronted MacFarlane with his knowledge of the McMartin investigation. In fact, several sources claim Satz had been
tipped to the McMartin story before going to CII.
MacFarlane later maintained she refused to give Satz information until after he broke the story in February 1984. In an FBI
document, however, MacFarlane stated she told KABC it would
have an exclusive on the story in February, a period that coincided with the important ratings-sweeps week. Regardless, on February 2, 1984, Satz brought the McMartin story to the world.
His report told of dozens of "alleged" acts of oral copulation and
sodomy with "little" children.
Although Satz covered himself by using the qualifiers "alleged" and "reportedly," his newscasts, one reporter said, "set
the tone that these people were monsters." In June 1984 Los
Angeles Times television critic Howard Rosenberg noted: "It
was like calling Hiroshima an alleged bombing." And the Satz
style helped to stir up hysteria and establish in the public's mind
that the defendants were guilty. In one segment, while be reported on tbe alleged mutilation of rabbits, live bunnies were used as
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an on-camera backdrop to illustrate the charge.
In a similar vein. the full-page ads KABC ran in the Herald
Examiner during a later sweeps week showed a battered teddy
bear with its stuffing falling out beneath comments such as,
"Unless you have been watching Channel 7 ... you still have not
heard all the important aspects of this story. But we feel lousy
because the story is so awful. This is a sick, sick story."
Most of the coverage on the case for the next two years carried
the same frenzied slant. Reporters were swept away by the horrifying charges, reinforcing what most of the public already believed about the defendants. Chris Woodyard, who covered the
case early on for the Herald Examiner said: "There was very
much a mob psychology operating in those days." And as one
People reporter assigned to the story said, "To doubt their guilt
was an indictable stance for anyone to take in those days." Indeed, an April 1984 People story carried the incriminating headline: "The McMartins: The 'Model Family' Down the Block
That Ran California's Nightmare Nursery."
It wasn't until three years after the case broke that the press
calmed down and reporters "began to think for themselves,"
Woodyard said. Armed with more facts, what they began to say
was, "Gee, maybe these people were wrongly charged," said
Faye Fiore, who covered the case for the Daily Breeze.
Satz ultimately won two Golden Mike awards for his reporting on the McMartin case, though he was later criticized for
entering into a romantic relationship with Macfarlane. his primary source.

THE PROSECUTOR
Lael Rubin bad the reputation in the
D.A.'s office of being a "tough and tenacious" prosecutor. She was also extremely
organized and had a knack for remembering details. A former high school English
teacher, she switched careers and got her
law degree from the University of West
Los Angeles. She started in the D.A.'s
Santa Monica office in 1978 doing preliminary hearings and felony trials. Later
she moved to the D.A's office downtown.
She made her mark by getting a conviction on child pornographer "Black Cathy" Wilson in 1984.
Her real claim to fame, however, was her successful prosecution of Harry Sassounian, an Armenian charged with assassinating the Turkish consul general in Westwood in January 1982.
Rubin used the testimony of a jailhouse informant as evidence to
get a capital conviction against Sassounian. "She was hot after
that," one D.A. source said. She would later enlist the testimony
of another jailhouse snitch, five-time convicted felon George
Freeman. in the McMartin case. Freeman claimed Ray Buckey
confessed to him while the two inmates shared a cell.
Philibosian chose Rubin, he said, "because she had a high
degree of experience and was an aggressive but sensitive prosecutor. That combination was important in this case."
Once she became lead prosecutor on the McMartin case in
March 1984, Rubin, along with coprosecutors Stevens and John-

\
\

school wu set on fire.
words child tJbwe came up, Ill of a sudden
pre:>umtptl(>ll of
" notes public defender Hall
mv~estl:l[atllons taking into account evidence
the innocence of a suspect, the investigations
Dl.ll!ClUU! cases."
with Stevens' open pessimism oi me
removed him rrom the case. Stevens left the D. A.'s
real estate and run his own business-law prac#~''"'@'''"' asked to be removed from the case and was reasdivision.
who was Rubin's boss, dismissed all
five of the women, Rubin insisted that hundreds
been molested at the preschool. "I believe in th1s
of the crimes occurred. And that's what I
to a jury," she told Mike Wallace on 60 Minutes.
lumbered along past the 18-month preliminary
among some observers was, "If you don't
can make one."

EPILOGUE
As we go to press, the trial bas lost all six
alternate jurors and is feared beaded toward a mistrial if one more juror drops
out. The prO!eeution and defense have
rested their cases and are moving into fi.
nal arguments, which are expected to last
a month. Judge William Pounders says he
hopes to get the case to the jury for deliberation by December l.
Still, the solution to the McMartin puzzle eludes most of the public and the meamount of infortnation produced over a sixOOle>ressi1re that few have delved into the backand the relationships among its six principal
together, however, it is clear their roles
on
the case against the McMartins moved
speed like a slow but steady freight train.
key players:
Judy Johnson died in 1987, four months betrial began.
continues to work as a juvenile detective 1n the
Police
to San Diego last year, when she
pn;~;uun in that city's district attorney's office. She
....... _..,....... at en. developing materials and
professionals in the child-abuse field.
left KABC in 1987.
111
Phiiibosian is a partner in the Los Angeles office of
the international-law finn of Baker & McKenzie.
111 Lael Rubin continues as the lead prO!eeutor in the McMartin
expected to conclude by the end of this year.llil
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TESTIMONY
Hearing. October 27. 1989
Senate Task Force on the Family Relations Court
Good afternoon.
My name is Myra Sun.
I am the staff
attorney at the Harriett Buhai Center for Family Law here in Los
Angeles.
We thank you for the chance to testify on the proposal
to create a Family Relations Division within the Superior Court.
The Cen'ter has, we think, a unique perspective to offer.
We
are a non-profit organization providing free legal assistance to
low-income individuals in family law matters such as dissolution,
paternity, and guardianship.
75% of our clients are single
women, many of them mothers of small children. About 45% of our
clients are black. 45% are Hispanic, and most of them speak only
Spanish. We see about 500 new clients per year.
We are the
largest provider of family law services for low-income persons in
Los Angeles County.
For these clients, the goal is to gain meaningful access to
the court system so that it can help them improve their lives and
the lives of their children. Financial issues, including regular
and adequate child support, are crucial.
Emotional security, in
the form of protection from domestic violence and child abuse, is
of paramount importance.
Too often, these issues go unaddressed.
It is a hard thing to present these cases by yourself when you
are poor
and sometimes
don't know how to make yourself
understood.
We agree with the Task Force that our clients·
interests don't get the attention they deserve in the courts.
However, the Center disagrees with the idea that the
Superior Court's organization is what causes family law matters
to have "the least status."
We disagree with the view that
reorganization would improve this state of affairs.
Organization
is not the culprit. Judges and attorneys who think family law is
trivial really mean that family law involves emotional issues
that they view as intractable--not "real" legal issues.
The
parties are often the poorest and most vulnerable members of our
society, and they have to speak for themselves--often not in a
polished way.
Reorganization won't change the minds of the
people who think family law is trivial.
Instead, it will
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insulate them. All those messy cases will be over in the Family
Relations Division. They won't have to see or think about them.
We don't think that the proposed reorganization has enough
detail. At the same time, we think reorganization is an
overbroad solution to the very real concern for abused children.
Let me give you an example of the nuts-and-bolts details
that the proposal fails to address.
Right now in Los Angeles,
guardianships are
handled through
the Probate Court, and
investigations mandated by the
state are
handled by the
Department of Social Services at no cost to our clients. This
system seems to work.
Clients
are
contacted
and the
investigations are done. By contrast, domestic relations clients
needing custody evaluations must pay for them, of course, and
some have trouble getting them done efficiently. We had one
case, involving alleged domestic violence and child abuse, that
got sent all the way to a branch court investigator in Pomona for
the evaluation.
This woman had five children and lived in
Alhambra, and it was hard for her to get where she had to go.
What will happen when these investigative activities are made
part of the same division? We are concerned that a system that
works will be combined with one that doesn't, and that everyone
will suffer.
As I noted previously, the Center does not believe that the
reorganization proposal will help protect abused children. There
is precedent for believing this.
In New York State, a Family
Court was created in the 1960s, ostensibly to deal with human
relations cases in a less adversarial setting. The categories of
cases heard there are the same as those proposed for the Family
Relations Division.
The scheme in New York creates a right to
counsel for both children and indigent parents in many of these
cases.
Most family law matters still receive short shrift,
because resource shortages remain.
Far from increasing public
concern and respect for the issues, segregation of the kind
proposed has only caused people to view the Family Court as the
"poor people's" court.
Property issues are still resolved in a
different court, and private practitioners dislike having to
appear in Family Court. Many simply don't.
The Center understands the need for better coordination
between courts handling different cases, but reorganization is
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not needed to implement this.
Domestic relations clients with
proceedings pending in other courts complete UCCJA Declarations
as a way of letting the domestic relations court know about other
cases.
We don't do work in the juvenile dependency or parental
rights termination area, but we assume that some mechanism exists
there for informing the court about pending domestic relations
proceedings.
After that, consultation between the courts, and
protocols to
provide guidance,
are all
that is needed.
Reorganization wouldn't be required to implement this.
For these
reasons, we bppose the Task Force's Superior Court reorganization
proposal. Thank you.

./flLA.-v
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Judge Richard Montes
Supervising Judge
Family Law Court
Central District
Los Angeles Superior
Suggested Recommendations
for SR7 Task Force

1.

On 1 y judges shou 1 d be assigned to hear F ami 1 y Law and Juven i 1 e
Matters.
Regardless of whether there is a merger or
consolidation of the Family Law Departments and the Juvenile
departments, only judges should hear family law matters and
juvenile
matters.
The
fact
that
commissioners
have
historically been assigned to hear family and juvenile matters
is an indication of the low priority that has been assigned
to these cases by the Courts themselves.
As the population
of our state increases and the resources of our courts become
more scarce there will be a temptation to appoint more and
more commissioners to be assigned to these sensitive areas.
Now that the courts are the recipients of trial court funding
there is less reason to continue to create more and more
commissionerships since the funds are ultimately derived from
the same source.
This should be a primary recommendation of
the task force.

2.

A Domestic Relations Court should be established.
The
Domestic relations court should be distinct from the Juvenile
Court and, also, distinct from the civil court of the Superior
court.
Cases arising under the fami 1 y 1 aw re 1 at ions act
should not be made to compete for a hearing with the other
civil matters which arise in the various civil calendars
throughout the state.
When cases involving custody of minor
children are taken from the domestic relations calendar and
transferred to a regular civil calendar the domestic matters
are of ten ignored as opposed to being given priority as
required by the Civil Code.

3.

A system of coordination between the Domestic Relations Court
and the Juvenile Court should be established.
There is no
need to have a court wherein both Juvenile matters and
Domestic Relations matters are heard under a system of
concurrent or simultaneous calendar management.
However, in
those limited instances where a child is the subject of two
independent proceedings which are simultaneously being heard
there should be a system of case coordination whereby all of
the issues involving the child are handled by the same judge.

4.

An automated computer system should be developed.
Computer
automated case tracking system should be developed to enable
the courts of the State to track the child/victim/witness as
the child progresses through the judicial system, be it in a
family law, juvenile or criminal matter.

I...
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5.

between the various counties and Superior Court
should be eMplored.
Once a chi 1d has been
being the subject of a judicial proceeding the
various disciplines of the Courts, i.e., Family law, Juvenile,
De
y, Probate, should be alerted so that proceedings can
be coordinated
with the end to 1 imi ting the exposure and
trauma to the child/victim/witness. This coordination could
be accomplished through a case conferencing process.

6.

child development training of judicial officers must
be maintained. Training of judicial officers in the various
disciplines should take place on an on-going basis.
Each
judicial officer assigned to one of these sensitive areas
should receive continuous training with respect to the
coordination of cases and the law of the various disciplines.
Assignments to these areas should be made for a certain
minimal time period which would assure that the judicial
officers in question would receive sufficient training and
experience.

7.

Specialized training of lawyers in the field of Domestic
relations and Juvenile law should be delineated.
The State
Bar should develop educational programs which wi 11 ensure that
lawyers whose practice involve children are aware of the
potential of repeated exposure of children to various judicial
disciplines.
are also to receive training in the
coordination of matters in the various courts.

8.

Preservation of the
of the child/victim/witness
should
be
explored.
Legislation
providing
for
the
ion
f
testimony at a preliminary hearing in a
crim
prosecution and subsequent use in Family Law,
Dependency, Juvenile and Probate proceedings should be
dP.vel
with an aim to limiting the exposure of the
child/victim/witness. Evidence Code sections 1290, 1291 and
1292.
To the extent that there is any doubt that the
preliminary hearing testimony or criminal trial testimony can
be used in other proceedings, that doubt should be eliminated.

9

There
ld be initiated legislation which will insure that
there will be a court of single custody order determination.
Once a cus
issue involving a child has been litigated in
either the
dency or Family law court the matter should
not be relitigated in the other forum.
The matter should be
returned to the forum which made the initial determination.
If the matter involves determinations made by different
counties of this State, the County having made the initial
determination shall
have jurisdiction to determine the
tly filed matter unless the judges handling the two
tters agree otherwise.

10.

Legislation governing the reporting of child abuse allegation
by attorneys must be initiated.
Legislation should be
promulgated which will require that an attorney who becomes
aware of an allegation of child abuse during the pendency of
any action must report the same to the court in which the
rna t ter is pending.
This duty sha 11 supercede any ethica 1
obligation binding the attorney to represent his or her own
client.

11.

The use of mediation should be expanded to include juvenile
court proceedings.
Several court systems in the state are
already using mediation as a process to assist in the
development of plans to help families in the dependency court
proceedings.
This process needs to be refined and used in
other court systems to avoid costly and destructive trials.
The use of mediation in family law matters has proven most
beneficial and has been employed successfully in a great
majority of the cases.
There is every reason to expect that
similar success would be had in the area of juvenile law.

12.

Standards for the conduct and presentation of child custody
evaluations and psychiatric reports should be developed. No
recognized
standards
exist
for
the
conduct
and
the
presentation of evaluations to courts in either family law or
j uven i 1 e court proceedings.
Yet major decisions are based
upon the information contained in these reports.
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project staff interviewers underwent an intensive three-month
training program, ranging from practice interviews to pilot
subjects and weekly inter-rater reliability checks.

Subjects were

interviewed at the location of their choice, and were reimbursed
$20.00 for their time and up to $2.50 for babysitting or transportation costs.

Interviews were usually conducted in two sessions

and ranged in total from 3 to 8 hours. At the completion of the
interview, referrals for mental health services were provided upon
request.
Instrumentation
Although some research has identified limitations in memory
performance over time and in recalling similar events (Garobalo &
Hindelang, 1977; Hunter, 1957; Klalzky, 1975; Loftus, 1980; Murdock,
1974), a retrospective approach to obtaining data from women who
experienced abuse before age 18 was selected as optimal to understanding the lasting effects of child sexual abuse.

The rationale

for this approach is that it best offers a comprehensive assessment
of each individual experience and its influence upon psychological
functioning years after the incident{s) has occurred.
In order to obtain both retrospective and current data regarding
women's sexual histories from childhood to adulthood, the Wyatt
Sex History Questionnaire (WSHQ), a 478 item· structured interview,
was used.

The data on child sexual abuse was gathered within this

context. The WSHQ was developed from two pilot studies prior to
its use in th1s research.
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abuse research (Fromuth, 1983). The scale was scored by a simple
summary of the ten items, computed by assigning values of 1 to 4
to the four response options for each item, then summing across
the ten items, resulting in a range of scores from 10 to 40.
Higher values represent higher self-esteem. The mean RSE scale
score for Afro-American women was 32.8 and 31.9 for White American
women, with no differences between scores for the two groups of
women.
The General Well-Being Scale (GWB) tapped subjectively
perceived psychological functioning during the past month and has
been used with multi-ethnic samples (Neff &Husaini, 1980). Six
content areas measured positive expressions of general well-being,
energy level, emotional stability and control, depressed versus
cheerful mood, tension, stress, anxiety and nervousness, and
concerns about health. The mean score for both ethnic groups d1d
not significantly differ (73.5 for Afro-American women and 71.2 for
their white peers).
Because no differences were found between ethnic groups on
the RSE or the GWB, scores were combined for purposes of analysis
involving the total group.
The Definition of Child Sexual Abuse
The specific definition of child sexual abuse has been -described elsewhere (Wyatt, 1985).

In summary, sexual abuse

required contact of a sexual nature occurring prior to age 18.
Perpetrators ranged from family members to strangers.

If the
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perpetrator was 5 years or older than the subject, the incident
was considered to be sexual abuse.

If the age difference between

the victim and the perpetrator was less than 5 years, only situations
which were not wanted by the subject and which involved some degree
of coercion were included.

Experiences were considered as abuse

if the subject was 12 years or younger even if she consented to
participate,

th~eason

being that children cannot make the distinc-

tion between sexual behaviors in which they should engage and with
J

whom (Finkelhor, 1984).

If victims were between 13 and 17 years

of age, experiences were considered as abusive if they were clearly
not voluntary. A sexual abuse incident included all experiences
with a given perpetrator, regardless of the frequency and length
of sexual contact.

In this study the types of behaviors involved

non-body contact (i.e., exhibitionists and perpetrators who publicly
masturbated) and body contact {i.e., ranging from fondling to
attempted or completed vaginal and/or oral intercourse).
Scoring the Extent of Sexual Abuse
In order to define and compare the severity of each experience
disclosed by the subjects, four indicators of the extent of child
sexual abuse were used. These were the total number of abuse
incidents, the durati.on of abuse by a given perpetrator, the frequency of sexual contact with a given perpetrator, and the overall
severity of each subject's abuse experiences.
The total number of abuse experiences included all types of
abuse by all perpetrators following the criteria for child sexual

1-

abuse.

on regarding the duration and

of abuse

for incidents involving more than one occurrence with the same
perpetrator was obtained from the following two questions:
(Duration)

Over how long a period did this (the abuse)
go on?

(Frequency) On the average, how frequently did this
happen--that is, how many times per week
or per month?
Values for the overall severity of abuse were derived mathematically
from ratings made by the interviewers at the conclusion of each
interview.
This assessment of the severity of sexual abuse, which includes
the circumstances of the incident as well as the victim's reaction,
differs from other studies examining the seriousness of abuse
(Bagley &Ramsay, 1985/86; Finkelhor, 1984; Russell, 19A4).

In

these studies seriousness tended to be based upon the type of sexual
behavior that occurred.
Some adjustments were made to accommodate multiple abuse incidents.

If a woman had only a single encounter with a given perpe-

trator, values of zero were entered for the duration and frequency
of abuse. Secondly, interviewer ratings of intrafamilial and extrafamilial abuse experiences were combined to produce a single measure
of overall severity of abuse.
Some of the variables to be included in these analyses were
on a per subject basis while others were obtained per incident.
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a

were conducted by six

on

on (N • 53), fondling

of abuse:
(N

a

), intercourse (N

),

oral/vagi

was fondled or was

1

as

forced to fondle
perpetrator was

i

s

s

f

dents where the
subject's body.

was so labeled because it included

The oral/vagi
inci

and

ing" was broadly

sex (N •

defined to 1

= 28),

1

na1 intercourse.
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RESULTS
Although 62% of Afro-American and White American women
reported at least one incident of child sexual abuse prior to age
18, there were no significant differences in the prevalence of
abuse between the two ethnic groups and the results for all 154
women are presented in this study.
The percentage of abused women who reported more than one
abuse incident was 52% among Afro-American women and 48% among
white women.
The length of time in which victims were involved with a
given perpetrator ranged from less than once a month (31%) to
between 18

mon~hs

and 9 years (31%), and the frequency of sexual

contact with the perpetrator ranged from occasional (39% included
one occasion to once a month) to frequent (28% included more than
once a week to daily contact).
Tables 2, 3 and 4 summarize the results of the regression
analyses conducted for the following types of abuse: masturbation,
fondling, intercourse, and oral-vaginal sex.

For the remaining

two types of abuse, exposure and attempted intercourse, there were
no significant findings for any of the dependent variables.
Findings for incidents where the perpetrator masturbated in
front of the victim are presented in Table 2. The frequency of
abuse was significantly related to overall well-being scores and
to two of the six subscales, positive expressions and emotional
stability.

However, the degree of predictive power was low, with

multi e
(median

• 10

= .08).

For fondling incidents (see

le 3), significant associations

with the extent of abuse were found for most of the dependent variables.

Of the four indicators, the duration of the incident and

the overall severity of abuse emerged as
adult outcomes.

best predictors of

However, similar to incidents involving the per-

petrator masturbating, the level of pedictability was quite low,
with multiple correlations (R 2 •s) ranging from .06 to .10 (median
:II

.075).

for incidents involving inter-

Table 4 presents
course. The dependent

ating to self-esteem and general

well-being were signi

ated

of abuse.

x GWB subscales describing

Additional

a higher energy 1
.worry had the
abuse.

strong~st

th the overall severity

a
re1

1

ps

of tension and health
overall severity of

Multiple correlations ranged from .16 to .48, with a median

of .33, indicating a moderately good ability to predict outcome
variables based on the severity of abuse.
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Insert Table 4 about here
Findings for incidents involving oral-vaginal sex are summarized in Table 5. Significant relationships were found between the
overall severity of abuse and self-esteem. However, the stronger
predictor of general well-being was the duration of child sexual
abuse.

Insert Table 5 about here
One final issue related to these four indicators of the extent
of child sexual abuse was their inter-relationship with one another.
A series of multiple regression analyses were performed (SAS, 1982},
with the duration of abuse, the frequency of sexual contact and
the total number of incidents as independent variables and the
overall severity of abuse as the dependent varjable. Regression
analyses were conducted separately by ethnicity, although the results
were similar for both groups, and by the type of abuse. Due to
the small number of incidents involving oral .sex with Afro-American
vfctims, only five types of behaviors were examined.
The overall severity of abuse was correlated with the duration
of abuse, frequency of sexual contact, and the total number of
abuse incidents for each type of abuse. Squared multiple correlations (R 2) for the overall severity of abuse ranged from .67 to

ican

women.

resu

.76, with a

median of 51.

th the total number

ly

the duration of abuse and

i

frequency of

contact were

nificant,

1y not statistically sig-

they

fai

y

consistent patterns.

These

analyses demonstrated that the subjective indicator, overall severity
of abuse, was strongly associated with the three other objective
features of the abuse experiences.

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
This study examined the relationship between four indicators
of the extent of child abuse experiences and Afro-American and
White American women's psychological well-being, defined as selfesteem and general well

in adulthood.

The study also included

a comparison of the four indicators as the best predictor of women's
later psychological problems as a result of a range of sexual
behaviors that occurred in

1d

Those experiences inc1ud1
tionists or masturbators,

one or more incidents with exhibi-

d not 1

ve contact with the victim's

on of shocking, and often frightening,
unexpected behavior. Al
1og1

ences created more psycho-

than physi

ng victims, they

appeared to have little or no effect on women's later psychological
adjustment.

Recently, this finding has been confirmed in another

examining the re1

1

p of contact and non-contact child
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sexual abuse to later psychological problems (Peters, 1986).
Exh1b1t1on1sm 1s generally regarded as the least severe type of
sexual abuse, and there is some debate as to whether such incidents
should be included among the behaviors defined as sexual abuse
(Finkelhor &Hotalling, 1984; Russell, 1983). These analyses tend
to support preyious observations that exposure incidents are
generally not associated with lasting negative effects (Gittleson
et al., 1978). Acknowledging that the relationships

foun~

between

the frequency of observing masturbators and aspects of general
well-being such as positive expressions and emotional stability
were weak, these data do empirically support past assumptions,
that non-contact incidents appear to have a minimal effect upon
women's sense of well-being. They tend to be a temporary annoyance
with few lasting effects.
On the other hand, sexual abuse involving fondling, intercourse,
and oral/vaginal sex tended to have stronger relationships to diminished self-esteem and less well-being in adulthood, with the lasting
effects increasing with the amount of body intrusion involved in
the sexual behavior that occurred.
The severity of the sexual abuse experience tended to be the
best predictor of problems related to the self-esteem and the wellbeing of women who experienced incidents involving either fondling
or sexual intercourse. Specifically, women who reported one or
more fondling incidents not only reported diminished self-esteem,
but fewer positive expressions of well-being, less energy, more
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tension arid less

ion

experiencing one or more inci
exhibited a s

. Women

n

1

involving sexual intercourse

lar pattern of lower self-esteem, with more worries

about health and less cheerful moods, along with diminished energy
and more tension in the recent past.

Indeed, child sexual abuse

has been described as destroying the stability in the victim's
life and decreasing beliefs in personal invulnerability, a positive
sense of self and in one's meaningful and comprehensible view of
the world (Janoff-Bulman &Frieze, 1983).

It appears that the

shattered assumptions that children might develop concerning their
world appear to influence their

sense of self and safety in

adjustment and current functioning as adults.
It was also important to understand why the overall severity
of sexual abuse emerged as the best predictor for incidents involving
fondling and intercourse, as compared to the other three indicators.
In rating the severity of abuse, interviewers were able to consider
many relevant factors.

These included the subject's age at the

time of the abuse, their relationship to the perpetrator, and the
circumstances surrounding each abuse incident, 1n addition to the
two other indicatorst the duration of the incident and the frequency
of sexual contact.

ewers were

so able to observe and

incorporate the subject's verbal responses along with their affect
while describing their response

sexual abuse.

Furthermore, the

overall severity evaluated each subject•s experiences as a whole,
while the objective indicators of duration and frequency were only
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relevant to specific incidents of abuse.
These findings suggest that subjective assessments of the
severity of child abuse obtained following face-to-face interviews
with subjects provided a more comprehensive evaluation of several
aspects of the extent of sexual abuse, some of which have been
examined in previous research, but rarely in a comparative manner
(Bagley &-Ramsay, 1985/86; Briere &Runtz, 1986; Finkelhor, 1984;
Fromuth, 1983; Groth, 1979; Wyatt, 1986b). These results regarding
the value of overall assessments of behavior rather than a single
index rating have also been confirmed in studies of maternal-child
interactions (Schaefer &Edgerton, 1985).
One might have anticipated that incidents involving attempted
intercourse might have also had an impact upon women's psychological
well-being. However, there were only 19 of these incidents in
this sample. Additionally, only four of the 19 involved repeated
occurrences with the same perpetrator, and the range of data regarding the duration of these incidents and the frequency of sexual
contact was quite limited. Consequently, these factors may have
accounted for the failure to find an association between the four
indicators of the extent of abuse and later adult problems for
incidents involv_ing attempted intercourse.
Although the overall severity of abuse proved to be the best
predicator of diminished self-esteem for women who reported experiences including vaginal intercourse and oral sex, the duration of
one or more abuse experiences was strongly associated with women's

genera 1 we 11
emoti

ng

ifi

ly

their posi

stability and cheerful moods

ve expressions,

These results suggested

that when the length of time of
women's later overall
positive outlook about their lives was influ,
enced. To some extent, this finding was similar to those of
Peters (1986) who found that abuse perpetrated by different
perpetrators as well as the duration of abuse incidents, was
associated with psychological problems in adulthood.

The findings

from these two studies i 11 ustrated that sexua 1 tra1.111a. that was
extensive in time. duration or the number of perpetrators appeared
to influence women's later adjustment.

The minor discrepancy in

the measures of the extent of abuse served only to identify
different aspects of traumatic experiences that had a later
impact.
This study underscored the importance of obtaining data on
sexual abuse ranging in the types of behaviors that occurred.

It

was not inconsistent to find that more severe types of abuse
revealed stronger relationships to women's psychological wellbeing.

Sixty-one percent

of

the incidents involving intercourse

and 641 of those incidents including vaginal intercourse and oral
sex involved severe forms of physical coercion including beatings
and threats of harm or death.

However, in addition to rape,

experiences involving assault, intercourse and/or oral sex, those
incidents that were less traumatic also need to be understood for
their impact upon women's psychological well-being.

Women with

-21-

less traumatic experiences may offer presenting complaints that
are significant, although less dramatic than those who describe
severe depression or other psychopathology to health professionals.
However, they may report low self-esteem and more subtle problems
such as a lower energy level, health concerns, tension and sadness
in their daily functioning.

Thus, a careful history may also reveal

child sexual abuse as contributing to problems reported by these

women.
This study demonstrated that a range of sexual abuse experiences, even those considered to be less severe such as fondling,
were associated with diminished psychological well-being in adulthood and that the cumulative impact of sexual abuse was an important
aspect of the extent of the experience that should be incorporated
into future research.
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Footnotes
1Persona1 communication with Audrey Burnam, Ph.D., February 26,

1985, Los Angeles,
California.
,
2The terms Afro-American and black are used interchangeably.
They refer to women of African descent whose parentage also includes
a variety of other ethnic and racial groups found in America. The
women in this group spent at least 6 of the first 12 years of their
childhood in the United States.

Table

1

Demographic Characteristics of a Sample of
Afro-American and White American Women ( N = 248)
Afro-American
Women ( 126)
Age Range Q1
18-26

27-36

White American
Women (122)

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

58
68

46
54

47
75

61

19
43
47
10
7

15
34
37
8
6

20
37
43
10
12

38
41
30
17

30
33
24
13

53
41
19
9

43
34
16
7

35
5
24
1
53
8

28
4
19
1
42
6

57

47
7
17
-026

7
14
29
75

6
11

23
60

18
17
4
82

63

1

-0-

1

-0-

39

Education Q5
11th Grade or Less
High School Graduate
Parti a1 Co11 ege
College Graduate
Graduate Education

16
30
35

·8

10

Children Q265
No Children
1 Child
2 Children
3 or More
Marital Status Q257
Married
Separated
Divorced
Widowed
Single
Not with Husband

8

21
-032
4

3

Area of Country Reared Q7
North East
North Central
South
West
Moved Too Much

Percents may not equal 100 due to rounding error.

15
14
3

Table 2

of Stepwise Multiple Regression Analyses
r Perpetrator•s Masturbating (N • 53 incidents)

Dependent Variable

Step

Variable Entered

p

f-esteem
None

score

General well-being
Overall

1

Frequency of abuse

-5.24

.07

• . 05

1

Frequency of abuse

-.71

.10

< .05

-1.02

.08

< .05

Subsca1 es:

A.
B.

itive expressions
gh energy level

c
stab11 ity
o. Cheerful mood
E.
I(

None
1

Frequency of abuse
None

tension

None

health worry

None

Table 3
Summary of Stepwise Multiple Regression Analyses
for Fondling (N • 106 incidents}

Dependent Variable

Step

Variable Entered

p

f-esteem
Summary score

1

None

well-being
Overall

1

Duration of abuse

-2.93

.06

<

1

Duration of abuse

-.38

.04

< • 01

2

Frequency of abuse

.so

.06

<

.10

1

Duration of abuse

-.54

.05

<

.OS

1

Duration of abuse

-.65

.10

<

.001

None

.01

Subscales:

A. Positive expressions
B.

High energy level
onal stability

D.

Cheerful mood

1

E.

Lack of tension

1

Overall abuse rating

-.78

.06

<

.01

2

Number of incidents

.81

.09

<

.10

Lack of health worry

1

None

Table 4

Summary of Stepwise Multiple Regression Analyses
for Intercourse (N • 28 incidents)

Dependent Variable

Step

Variable Entered

p

Se1 f-esteem
1

Overall abuse rating

-1.00

.34

= •001

1

Overall abuse rating

-4.64

.48

<

.001

1

Number of incidents

-.39

.16

<

.05

1

Overall abuse rating

-1.46

.32

<

.001

2

Number of incidents

.95

.43

<

.05

1

Number of incidents

-.97

.48

<

.001

D. Cheerful mood

1

Overall abuse rating

.80

.23

<

.01

E. Lack of tension

1

Overall abuse rating

-1.13

.33

<

.01

1

Overall abuse rating

-.92

.28

<

.01

Summary score

General well-being
Overall
Subs cal es:

A.

Positive expressions

B. Hfgh energy level

c.

F.

Emotional stability

Lack of health worry

Table 5
Summary of Stepwise Multiple Regression Analyses
for Oral/Vaginal Sex (N • 14 incidents)

Dependent Variable

Step

Variable Entered

p

Self-esteem
Summary score

1

Overall abuse rating

-1.05

.28

<

1

Duration of abuse

-4.86

.53

< .01

1

Duration of abuse

-.28

.46

< .1 0

2

Number of incidents

-.28

.56

•• 14

.05

General we11-bei ng
1

Subscal es:
Positive expressions

B.

High energy level

c.

Emotional stability

1

Duration of abuse

-1.09

.62

< .001

D.

Cheerful mood

1

Duration of a&use

-1 • 11

.43

•• 01

E. Lack of tension
Lack of health worry

None

None
None
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White women, ages

18 to 36 years in Los Angeles County. matched on education, marital status and
the presence of children.
effects of the victims'

ethnic differences were related to short-term
riences.

lasting effects of sexual abuse included

sexual problems for women of both ethnic groups, but distrust of men was
identifi

among Afro-American women.

Thus, ethnicity does not appear to be a

risk factor for lasting effects in the aftermath of child sexual abuse.
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been ethnic differences noted in reporting patterns about c ild sexual abuse.
Depending upon the sample studied, and the ethnicity of the perpetrator, the
reasons for not reporting child sexual abuse may vary.

For example, Black

women have been found to be less likely to report child ahuse to anyone, even
to members of their family, particularly if the perpetrator is White (AdamsTucker, 1982; Katz and Mazur, 1979).

Among the reasons cited are fear of

punishment because of their involvement in the incident, and mistrust of the
responsiveness and support of outside agencies (Ennis, 1967).

However, there

is little if any information available about the responses of victims across a
range of ethnic and socio-economic groups (Wyatt, 1985).
Some research has been conducted upon aspects of the victim's personql
experience.

Victims' immediate reactions to abuse have ranged from mild to

severe but with a consensus that the experience was negative (Ennis, 1967;
Finkelhor, 1979; Hursch and Selkin, 1974).
The existing literature regarding the disclosure or non-disclosure of
child sexual abuse has focused on the more severe types of abuse such as incest,
assault and rape (Busbirk and Cole, 1983; Hursch and Selkin, 1974; James, 1977;
Peters, 1976; Schultz and Jones, 1983; Summit, 1983).

The reasons for non-

disclosure of abuse, overall, range from fear of the consequences to the victim
or the family, to fear of not being believed (Busbirk and Cole, 1983; Burgess
and Holstrom, 1975; James, 1977; MacDonald, 1971; Schultz and Jones, 1983;
Tsai, Feldman-Summers and Edgar, 1979).

However, there is very little consis-

tency in the types of abuse included from one study to the next.

Child sexual

abuse behaviors ranging in severity need to be studied to determine the range
of effects upon victims.
Most studies of the short-term consequences of child sexual abuse have
identified sleep disturbances, poor psychological test performances, appetite
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women were found to be no more at risk for sexual abuse than for their
te

s (Wyatt, 1985).

In light of these findings, this study continues

to investigate whether the aftermath may have more impact on either of these
two ethnic groups.

Finally, the status of the diversity of opinion about the

effects of sexual abuse upon children will be assessed in relation to these
and previous findings.
METHOD
A multi-stage stratified probability sample of women 18 to 36 years of
age was obtained for this study.

The criteria for selection of Afro-American

and White American women was based upon quotas for Afro-American women in Los
Angeles County by martial status, presence of children, and educational level.
The sampling frame was developed from over 20,000 computer readable addresses
for the Los Angeles Metropolitan Area Survey (LAMAS', conducted by the Institute
for Social Science Research at UCLA.
Subjects were initially recruited by random digit dialing, combining
telephone prefixes of Los Angeles County with four randomly generated numbers.
ile 11,834 telephone numbers were called, only 6,562 were found to be working
numbers.

Of the 5,272 telephone number of households found, there were 1,348

in which a woman resided.

Of that number, 709 women agreed to participate,

266 refused and 335 women terminated calls before their eligibility could be
determined.
obtained.

The 27% refusal rate is based upon those whose eligibility was
It was also possible to estimate the demographic characteristics of

e who terminated phone contact before their eligibility could be assessed,
as well as those who could not be contacted (i.e. no answers, answering
services).
33%.

The estimated rate of refusal for those who where eligible was

Although the refusal rates are higher than those reported in studies

ut 1izing non-probability or clinical samples (Adams-Tucker, 1982; Busbirk and
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rea of the country reared
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upon age, marital

are presented in Table 1.

Insert Table 1 about here

Because income levels between ethnic groups differ (US Census, 1980),
individual or family income was not selected as another control variable.

us

is over a $9,000 difference in

income

ilies.

in the sample would reflect dif-

divers i
ferences in LA County income l
over

0,000 per

income

However, it was anticipated

s. as well.

Incomes ranged from $5,000 to

th comparability between groups except at the lowest

s

women

ing less than $5,000 per year, 80% were

ite American.

to

re

ected in

However, these discrepancies between

County income statistics.
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c

s

cs cannot

on all demographic

rtant to determine if these

lAfro-American women are of African descent whose parentage includes a variety
of other
ic and racial groups in America. White American (White) women
as being of Caucasian descent whose parentage includes women of
1. Women in both ethnic groups spent at least 6 of the
ildhood in the United States.
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between 13 and 17 years of age, experiences were considered as abusive if they
were clearly not voluntary.
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se most commonly reported before age 18.
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Because sexual behaviors ranged from verbal solicitations to vaginal or
oral intercourse, a distinction was made between incidents involving non-body
and body contact.

Non-contact abuse included perpetrators exposing their

genitals or masturbating, as well as verbal solicitations to engage in sexual
behavior.

Behaviors defined as contact abuse were fondling, rubbing genitals

against the victim's body, attempted or completed intercourse and oral sex.
For each question, the Chi Square Test was used to assess differences in
the victim's response to abuse by ethnic group affiliation, by the type of
abuse experienced (contact versus non-contact abuse), or severity of abuse
(less severe versus more severe contact abuse).

Since some of the tables were

constructed on a per occurrence basis, a small simulation study was conducted
to assess the effects of the null distribution not following the Chi Square
distribution.

Each subject's identification number was written in a random

permutation order for each cross classification variable.

This procedure was

repeated 50 times, with cross tabulations formed on a per occurrence basis and
a Chi Square was computed.

The simulation study showed that nonsignificant

values remained nonsignificant and the significant p values cited are based
upon randomnization tests.
RESULTS
The Victim's Immediate Reaction
Subjects were asked to describe their emotional reaction to each abuse
incident.
d

t

The majority of incidents elicited negative reactions, ranging from

and anger, to terror and feeling violated.

Other reactions described

t
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ure
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res

nses

rse

so

ic differences related to victims'
in relation to the circumstances in which the

responses

amount of coercion used by perpetrators.

abuse occurred

When subjects were asked to rate their response to abuse incidents on a
5-point scale with 1 being very positive; and 5 very negative, both ethnic
groups rated at least half of their experiences as very negative (51% of AfroAmerican women and 49% of White women).
These data support previous research regarding subjects' responses to
sexual abuse (Finkelhor, 1979; Nakishima and Cakus, 1977; Lukianowicz, 1972;
Russell, 1987; Silver, Boon and Stones, 1983; Tsai, Feldman-Summers 1979).
Although some responses are less emphatically negative, they are most likely
in response to incidents involving non-contact abuse.

When the type of abuse,

the amount of physical coercion, and other circumstances under which abuse
occurred are examined, the victim's response to abuse is placed more clearly
in perspective.
Who Subjects First Told About the Abuse Incident
a se experience reported, subjects were asked who they told.
res
one:

revealed four levels of nondisclosure among those who told no

(1) those who had never told anyone before the interview (7 women);
y

(2)
one

d someone
ience

of

t

ars later (22 women); (3) those who told no
75 women); and (4) those who only discussed

ncident with those (usually peers) who were with them at the time fl6
women).

When women whose responses fell into the first three categories were

compa

icity, the differences in disclosure patterns were not signifi(6, n

=

303)

=

9.28, p > .051 (See Table 3).

In over one-third of

1
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For Not Disclosi

Abuse Incidents

no one at
incident

time the abuse occurred or only revealed the

later were asked to describe their main reason for non-disclosure.

one Afro-American and 50 of their White peers offered responses.

Fi

The

categories ranged from the traditional fear of blame, fear of the consequences
such as break up of the family, or getting the perpetrator into trouble, to
incident and wishing to forget it.

dismissing

An interesting, though nonsignificant ethnic difference was evident in
two most common responses.

(See Table 4).

Afro-American women were more

likely to cite fear of consequences as their reason for not telling anyone,
while White women more often reported fear of blame.

One reason for this.dif-

ference was apparent in the responses of the Afro-American women, some of whom
were acutely aware of the financial hardships their families would suffer if a
stepfather or mother's boyfriend were to leave the house.

For example, 22% of

can women lived in families with stepfathers as opposed to 13% of
re were also more Afro-American women (23%) who were raised

ite women.

in single parent families to age 12 than White women (3%).

Another contributing

of stronger extended family ties among Afro-American

women
e

ich could make it more difficult to disclose abuse incidents involving
atives

tors in 1

as

es, grandfathers, and cousins, who were the perpetra-

of their abuse experiences.

Insert Table 4 about here

For purposes of analysis, the reasons for non-disclosure were collapsed
into two categories.
nci

Internal reasons included being unsure of whether the

was right or wrong, being ashamed or dismissing the incident.
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is, compared to 12% reporting health-related problems

as a

(s

rt that their ex

s

continued to reflect upon the

was the object of gossip, teasing and lost friends as

su

a consequence).

Of

can women who experienced more severe contact abuse,

e A

on1y 13% of incidents elicited no effects, while 33% involved health-related
problems
15.1. p

reported other interpersonal problems.

[X2 (2, n = 71) =

However, there were no significant differences in the short-

< .0011

term effects of more or less severe abuse on the lives of White American women.
[X2 (2. n = 91) = 3.49, p > .05).

Lasting Effects of Child Sexual Abuse
tions

icted the lasting effects of sexual abuse before age 18

on women:

overall lasting effects, the effects of abuse on feelings towards

men, a

tri

tions to victimization.

into

These questions were designed to tap

d have developed because of the abuse experience and

could a

women 1 s psychological adjustment and relationships in adulthood.

When women were asked about overall lasting effects of abuse, responses
none to feeling less trustful of men and experiencing sexual problems.

However, the Chi square test failed to reach significance

[X2 (4,n =

177) ::: 8.26, p > .051.

The responses to the lasting effects of child sexual abuse were examined
more or less severe contact abuse.

Of the incidents that generated no

lasting effects among Afro-American women, the majority (80%) involved less
severe

a se,
=

J,

this difference was not significant rx2 (2, n = 75)

However, it was interesting to note that 86% of the incidents

ence (e.g .• "I

a

n't
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On the other hand, significantly more White women ( 1%) who reported no
lasting effects on attitudes toward men experienced less severe contact abuse,
compared to 29% who experienced more severe contact abuse [X2 (2, n
6.04, p

<

.05].

=

89' =

Of those reporting lasting sexual problems, 71% experienced

more severe contact abuse compared to those remaining with less severe abuse.
Attributions Regarding the Causes of Abuse
Finally, women who had experienced contact abuse were askerl, what they
thought could have contributed to their being victimized.

Most of the responses

could be categorized as either self-oriented or factors external to the victim.
Self-oriented responses included both physical characteristics, such as early
sexual development, and psychological characteristics, such as naivete or·
emotional vulnerability.

Externally-oriented responses referred to characteris-

tics of the perpetrator (e.g. "He was a sick man") or other external circumstances such as being in the wrong place at the wrong time.

Other responses

included combinations of self and external attributions and attributions to
problems within the family.
However, a Chi-square test failed to demonstrate significant differences
between ethnic groups [X2 (5, n

=

176)

=

12.08, p

=

.06], nor in victim's attri-

butions by more or less severe contact abuse for Afro-American [X2 (2, n
=.54, p > .05] or White women [X2 (2, n

=

91)

=

=

74)

3.14, p > .05].

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Four components of the aftermath of child sexual abuse were examined in a
multi-stage stratified probability sample of Afro-American and White American
women in Los Angeles County.

The findings were consistent with research docu-

menting that child sexual abuse negatively affects the psychological well being
of women both at the time of the incident and well into adulthood (Briere and
Runtz. 1986; Finkelhor, 1980; Nakishima and Cakus, 1977; Lukianowicz, 1972;
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contact abuse tended to have less impact.

There were surprisingly few ethnic

differences between Afro-American and White women in terms of the immediate
and short term effcts of the child abuse.

Regardless of the severity of sexual

abuse, these women's initial reactions, their disclosure and non-disclosure of
incidents, their overall adjustment and attributions to victimization were
similar.

These aspects of the aftermath of child sexual abuse appear to be

associated with risk factors other than women's ethnicity.

In fact, no signifi-

cant ethnic differences in the prevalence of child sexual abuse has been reported
for this sample.

One in two women were at risk for some type of sexual abuse

incident occurring before age 18 (Wyatt, 1985).
Significant ethnic differences were noted regarding the short term reaction
to abuse and in women's attitudes toward men in adulthood.

For Afro-American

women, short term effects resulting in interpersonal problems such as being
discussed or teased by peers about the abuse incident were associated with
more severe contact abuse experiences.

However, as Afro-American girls grow

up in a race-conscious society and progress through the developing stages of
womanhood, they have been described as consciously aware of stereotypes and
perceptions of the Black female character that our society has created about
them.

Their heightened self-consciousness may also be affected by developmental

and race related issues, along with having been victimized (Powell, 1979).
Similarly, more Afro-Americans reported less trustful and more cautious attitudes towards men than their White peers.
uted to sexual problems they also reported.

This lack of trust may have contribRecent research with another female

coummunity sample also found Afro-American women to report more severe reactions
to having been sexually abused by a family member than their White peers (Russell,
1986).

Although White women were less likely to report that child abuse affected

attitudes toward men, the majority of those reporting sexual problems experienced

d
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family and other social support agencies'

res

e to victims' disclosures of abuse needs to be undertaken to determine

if

su

system available to vi

osure

s a

ims facilitates or minimizes the dis-

the immediate or lasting effects of abuse.

ISSUES IN THE ASSESSMENT OF CHILD SEXUAL ABUSE AND ITS EFFECTS
The aspects of the aftermath of child sexual abuse that need to be assessed
may be strongly influenced by two sets of factors.

The first has to do with

circumstances related to the incident becoming known to the professional.
These circumstances include the length of time between contact with a mental
health professional and the termination of the abuse, whether or not disclosure
has taken place and the victim's reaction to it, the number of times the victim
has repeated the details to others and the consequences of the abuse to the
family (i.e. separation or incarceration).
The second factor includes aspects of the abuse incident, the manner in
which sexual abuse as first introduced to the victim and then continued (as a
game or as sex education, along with the extent of coercion used) and the degree
to which the victim accommodated to the perpetrator's demands while the incident
was ongoing (Summit, 1983).
Indeed, depending on these sets of factors, no matter whether information
is obtained through doll play or by direct interview, the assessment of the
aftermath may range from impossible to easily obtainable, with accurate details
accompanying the description of past events.

Nevertheless, a careful history

of the aftermath is essential to the treatment process and, depending upon the
of the child, other nuclear non-offending and extended family members may
need to be interviewed to obtain as full a picture as possible about the nature
e

ts

the incident on the victim's overall functioning.

25
t
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, if

any of these aspects of abuse may have

ior to their contact with a therapist.
urrently involved in t

However,

supportive services

ess of assessment of the aftermath may already
other hand, there is also the likelihood that
have been so poorly conducted that the
negatively affected.

In cases like these,

ayed or may never take place.
trate some of the complexities of assessing the circum-

e with recent or adult survivors.

The results of

the need to obtain baseline information about:
ionship with their parents; 2) the ability to discuss
and 3) the victim•s overall psychological functioning
th prior to and after abuse has occurred.

The

or pre and post abuse may help to assess the extent of
on the victim and place into perspective the
encounter in disclosing child sexual abuse.

Table 1
Demographic Characteristics of Probability Sample of
Afro-American and White American Women
Afro-American
Women (126)
Age Range
18-26
27-36

Number

(N =

248)

White American
Women (122)
Percent a

Number

Percenta

58
68

46
54

47
75

39
61

19
43
47
10
7

15
34
37
8

16
30
35
8

6

20
37
43
10
12

38
88

30
70

53
69

43
58

73
53

58
42

90
32

26

7
14
29
75
1

6

18

ll

17
4
82

Education
11th Grade or less
High School Graduate
Partial College
College Graduate
Graduate Education

JO

Children
No Children
1 child or more
Marital Status
Ever married
Never married

74

Area of Country Reared
North
Midwest
South
West
Moved around too much

aPercentages may not total 100% due to rounding.

23
60
-0-

15
14
3
68
-0-

Table 3
f

se

by

person told,

Afro-American Women*

Non-contact

Contact

Otherb

Nuclear
family

Extended
family

Friend

Total

N

17

11

22

7

9

Column

29

73

52

44

69

N

42

4

20

9

4

Column %C

71

27

48

56

3~

54%

Total
%

59
41

15

42
29

16

13
9

145

JO

11

66
46%

79

White American Women**

Non-contact

Contact

No onea

Otherb

Nuclear
family

N

18

13

19

3

12

65

Column%C

30

68

42

33

50

41%

N

43

6

26

6

1.2

93

Column%C

70

32

58

67

50

59%

Total

61
39

19
12

45
28

Q

24
15

%

Extended
family

6

Friend

*X2 (4, n = 145) = 15.08, p < . 01
{4. n = 158) = 10.27, p < .01

aNo one included telling no one until years later as well as
telling no one other than the persons the subject was with
at
time of the incident.
' included authority figures and police.
CPercenta

may not total 100% due to rounding.

Total

158

e 4

sing abuse inci

s reported

by

ican women

ts,

e nici
Incidents repo

White-American women
(n

(n "' 51)

::

SO'

%

N

~

35

11

22

23

18

36

6

12

9

18

7

14

5

10

4

8

2

4

4

8

5

10

N

100%

50

s right or ~rang," "I didn't know how to
trusted was available to confide in."

100%

Table 5
Effects of Abuse on feelings toward men by ethnicity*

None
-American

te-Ameri can

More
cautious

Avoid men like
perpetrator

Change
attitude

'Other'

Total

N

20

46

10

6

0

82

Column %

36

53

67

40

0

46

N

36

41

5

9

4

95

Column %

64

47

33

60

lOQ

54

Total

56

87

15

15

4

177

%

32

49

18

2

8

*X2 (4, n = 177) = 10.226, p < .05

a•other' indicates seeking out a man like the perpetrator and
a combination of other responses.
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sexual abuse in a multi-stage stratified probability sample of
years of age. in Los Angeles County. The sample ranged in
ed~1cat10il and the presence of children. Of the total sample of 248
abuse
to
18. with 57% of Afro-American women
abuse
the age of 18 appears to be of equal
dilferences m the circumstances under which abuse incineed for identifying contemporary factors that contribute to

violence sexuelle dans une cohorte de femmes habitant dans Ia region
ou afro-americaine. L'echantillon etait appane du pomt de
d'ooucation. et Ia presence d'enfants. Sur un total de 248
Qm:stiomnaire au moins un incident de violence sexuelle avant I' age de 18
le 67% des femmes blanches ava1ent ete victimes de violence
commun chez les filles de moms de 18 ans que! que soit leur appartenance
subtiles
aux circonstances au cours desquelles ces incidents se
sodault contemporains contribuant a Ia prevalence de
Elle pense que Ia prevalence des abus sexuels dans les
cirl::OiliSU,n~~ ell.istentielles se sont modifiees.

"''••-""~·-~

dilferences; Quota sampling.

"'"'~""''"·::>• that in America black women may be more
white women. This documentation of the sexual abuse
n•c·tt"'"' of a potential rape victim as a young,
soc:H>-•eco·nolrruc background who still attends school [ 1].
'"'""''"''"'''"',; to be at risk for both rape and child sexual abuse
is little verification regarding the accuracy of this

abuse of white women has had limited gener7, 9, lOJ or restrictive definitions of
has documented the prevalence of child
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but its generalizabilitv to other ethmc

group~ ts

limned

literature describing the experience of sexual abuse among \\.omen m
1 Research with clinical samples has generated most of the
"'"'"""'" [ l
these studies have a number of shortcommgs
as distinct or stmilar to the expenences
abuse
included low income families exclusively [6. 9j, utilized
. ll-13] or they have excluded ethnic minorities altogether
black women ranging in income, education and marital status have been
sexual abuse.
""'""-'"~" have been reported as having a higher prevalence of sexual abuse
ethnic differences have been noted in some of the circumstances around
two studies have not found a higher prevalence of sexual abuse in childwomen [14, 15]. However. generalizations to larger populations are again
studied: drug abusers and college students. respectively.
uv'"~"''""''"'<U ;><UU!J'""' has identified the increase in reports of child sexual abuse
well~educated groups of women [10. ll]. Only within the last five
sample ranging in demographic characteristics reported
sexual abuse ( 12]. Interestingly. Russell's finding that 54% of her
experience before age 18 was higher than previous reports.
of abuse can partly be accounted for by the types of behavabuse, the methodology utilized and in the randomness of
although the ethnic minorities in Russell's sample are roughly repre"''".."l!f."" of ethnic minority residents in San Francisco, information recharacteristics of each sample of ethnic minorities and their compa""''"~-'''"' is not yet available [16].
sexual abuse in childhood needs to be examined for representative
in demographic characteristics. in order for generalizations to be
uv!.Juaa.<.avlll<> including both Afro-American and white women. This study
of child sexual abuse in a sample of Afro-American and white
composition of the population of women 18-36 years resid~
prevalence of child sexual abuse and the circumstances under
both ethnic groups will be discussed.

METHOD
a
probability sample using quotas
Afro-American and white American women ages 18 to 36
was used to obtain subjects who were not minors and who could
consent. Secondly, the age range allowed for the examination of
rates: women 27-36 years who were born after World War II and
born in
1960s during the sexual revolution.

women m duldhood
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Institute for Social
based upon the population
""''"'-"'·"vu, marital status and the
their own ethnic identity

Stntified

Tab4e

Pr~ity

Sample of Afro-American and White

Women
148)

White American Women (122)

46
54

27-36

Percent•

47
75

39
61

20

16

30
35

8

37
43
10

6

12

34

37
7

Number

8
10

No Children

30

53

I child or more

70

69

58

90
32

74

18
17
4
82
I

15
14
3
68

43
58

Marital Status
Ever married
married

42

6

23
60
-0-

26

-0-
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illustrates the comparability of their demographic charactensttcs. Considercomrol variables, it was not possible to match both samples on income level.
the range extended from less than $5,000 to above $50,000 per year. with comparabetween groups
at the very low income levels. Of those women
less
were
and
were white women.
these
year.
'-!J''.. "·'''""' between groups were also found in LA County statistics for income. by ethmcnumbers of interviewed women in the quota categories were compared by the same
characteristics with 1980 census data for Afro-American women in Los Angeles
test as a measure of agreement. The results. together with the
'""'u",.-......... dialing method of selection, support the general representativeness of the sample based upon the quotas.
order to allow for both within and across ethnic group comparisons. the quotas set for
white women were selected to match those for Afro-American women. However. as a consethe
of white women did not match the population distribution of these
for white women in Los Angeles County as well as they did for their Afropeers. For example. as is evident in Table l, in the younger group (l8 to 26 years).
in marital status were under- or overrepresented. ln the older group (27 to 36
women
in education and the presence of children were under- or overrepresented. However, if weighted estimates were made. adjusting for the discrepancies. the relative efficiencies would be 97% for the 18-26-age group and 81% for the level of education for
the 27-36-age group. Efficiencies for estimates adjusted for marital status would be 85% for
younger women and 96% for older women. Thus, the moderate distortions can be adjusted for
with
loss of efficiency in estimating population averages based upon quotas for white

Procedure
subjects agreed to participate. they were interviewed by one of four highly trained
experienced women who matched the subject's ethnicity. The interviewers underwent an
three-month training program. including practice interviews. scoring a videotaped
conducting interviews with pilot subjects and establishing consistency in coding
responses.
~-~.~-·~ were interviewed at the location of their choice. and were reimbursed $20.00 for
their time and up to $2.50 for babysitting or transportation costs. Interviews were usually
in two sessions and ranged in total from 3 to 8 hours. At the completion of the
referrals for mental health services were provided for those subjects who expressed
an interest or need.
Sexual Abuse in Childhood

definition of sexual abuse had several components:

behaviors. Sexual abuse required contact of a sexual nature. ranging from those
contact such as solicitations to engage in sexual behavior and exhibitionto those involving body contact such as fondling, intercourse and oral sex.

'~'~""'"'""'non-body

Childhood sexual abuse experiences had to occur prior to age 18. the age at
adult status is achieved.

Gad Elizabeth Wvatt

''""'v"•·wP•n for another study [20] one month to two years later .
.98. The lowest correlation (r = .65) was the
interviews. Overall.
ret hat the responses to other
of abuse most

m the

was asked to elicit other types of abuse the
abuse committed
an age peer (peer abuse)
m
activities. A small
behaviors such as unwanted kisses and soliCitations
volunteered by subJects in response to question 8. The
presented below. along with the introductory state·

=

while they were duldren or adolescents. have had a sexual
than themselves. By sexual. I mean behaviOrs rang.~ng from someone
to someone having mtercourse wnh you. These expenences may have
or a stranger. Some expenences are very upsetting and pamful while
uucmn:u without your consent.
your childhood and adolescence and remember if you had any se~ual
friend. or stranger. Describe each experience competely and separately

did anyone ever expose themselves (their sexual orao•otesc~::nc:e.

did anyone masturbate in front of you?
stranger ever touch or fondle your body. including your
to arouse you sexually?
auou::sc~:m::e, did anyone try to have you arouse them, or touch their
your body in a sexual way?
les,;ence. did anyone attempt to have intercourse with you"
nf'lne1nrt~"

involving a relative. family friend, or stranger?

,,,.,.,...,,..,,.,.. ...... a particular form of abuse, the interviewer asked
mctac:m. The questions on abuse were placed towards the
time for rapport to develop between subject and
a sensitive area. However. it was not unusual for
incidents in response to other questions earlier in the
two analyses per question: to examine differences between
of the incidents by type of abuse (contact versus
was useful for assessing statistical significance. the
the chi-square distribution. since some tables were conwith some women being represented more than once.
"'"'"''"""'-' the effects of this departure from underlying assumpthe subject's identification number was written in
or<x:cctu1·e was repeated 50 times and the resulting crossoccurrence basis. A chi-square was computed for each of
statistical significance of the observed chi-square was esti·
p). in which exp denotes the exponential function. po
the observed table and average log p is the average of logarandomized tables. In generaL the simulation study showed

"'u.''"'uu;;~•,au"'"';)
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l

28

I

39
I
4
I

2

3

0

67

99&

65

48
43
0
l

0
I

0
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were mcluded wah noncontact abuse because they were low
behaviors. Addiuonally. persons reporung these mc1den-

incidents
reported. no significant differences
.05. The trend was for women of both ethnic groups to
significantly, less repeated sexual abuse (two or more
group than in the older group.

18 Years of Age

recalled childhood sexual abuse ranged from 2 years to 17 years.
abuse experienced in childhood and adolescence by nonis presented in Tables 2 and 3. lt should be noted that
and unwanted kissing constituted only 8% of non-contact
and 9% of non-contact incidents for white American
experiences involving intercourse totalled 15% of the
women and 17% of contact incidents for their white

of Coo~ Abuse
Afro-American Women

80
N

%

N

%

32

40
5
10
0
6
I
II
4

35
5

38
5

13
I

!4
I

4
8
0
5
I
9

5

5
0
8
I

I
0
2
2
I
0

I
0

0
7
I
17
0
I

3

3

3
I
0

I

0
I
3
I

2
2

2
2

80

100

93

99&

3

15

rounding.

White American Women
(n - 93 incidents)
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non-contact incidents. compared to 31% consexual abuse involving body contact appeared to occur tndoors.

women of both ethmc groups {75% for AfroAmerican women) involved a single occurrence of abuse
..... a.tuu'"" 25% of incidents. the responses of women who
from two
to so many occurrences that subjects
no significant differences between the two ethnic
occurrences with the same perpetrator were found. x2(2. n = 304)

the relationship of the perpetrator to the subJect are discussed
recent studies of the prevalence of sexual abuse before age 18 [II.
Afro-American women and 100% of the incidents
peers involved abuse by male perpetrators. The four female perpetraU'!;lii",J.l!Jv• and a peer. abused Afro-American women.
ranged from teenagers (who engaged in sexual activities withand used some form of coercion in the acts) to persons over 55
the
of the dirty old man." the stereotype of the person most
was no factor in the childhood sexual abuse of these subjects.
considered (19 or younger. 20 to 24. 25 to 55 and over 55). only 12
over 55 years of age. Sixty-one percent of perpetrators of abuse of
and white women were in the 25 to 55 age group.
'""''"'""" [ l . 15 ), 81% of women of both ethnic groups were abused by a
group, x2 (2, n
303)
169, 48. p < .001. Additionally. a
re"rea1eo that black perpetrators involved Afro-American victims in
than non-contact incidents. p < .000 I. When cross-ethnic
Afro-American women. one-third (33%) of non-contact incidents
and Hispanic males compared to 8% of contact abuse incidents.
native American and Asian men were involved in 14% of
contact abuse incidents with white women. These perpetrators ingroup membership. particularly for contact abuse incidents.
to the victim (Table 5) is one of the most controversial
abuse research. The presence of a stepfather in the home
a
factor for child sexual abuse of the most serious type [ 12].
f'l.Inrf'imc~nc:an women reported more abuse incidents involving stepfathers. mothmale cousins and other relatives than did white women, this
L<&U:~u...ru significance, x2 (3. n = 303) = 6.75. p > .05. While the risk
~r~1trJ:~I'nrc has been acknowledged in the literature [II. 12]. the finding in
re~:ar1:fing
increase in stepfathers and cousins as perpetrators of abuse of
may be related to differences in the family constellation between the
mstar1ce. a larger number (28 or 22%) of black women lived in
childhood or adolescence. as compared to 16 or 13% of white
of childhood/ adolescence. four Afro-American women
cm•suts lived in their home; white women reported only one such case.
to determine whether these specific persons living in the home of the
of the incidents, this information suggests that there may have

=

/MSU'~'"'"'As

=

26
!00

93% for
n = 147) =
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due to the scope of the defimtion. the range of the
and the fact that abuse was one of several top1cs covered
interview. Even whe:1 less senous types of abuse
melthe prevalence remams higher than
of this data demonstrated the subJects' accurate
,.""''c~••c~ some assurance regarding the accuracy of the1r

u•u""""' significantly even in the last 20 years. although
a bit iess likely to be repeatedly abused. Society's increased
may have contributed to slightly less abuse experienced by women
with no significant dimunition in the prevalence of child
occurrence in females before age 18. there is still cause for great
of sexual abuse before 18 years of age for this sample of
women experienced some form of abuse involving body
American women.Based upon the results of this study. the profile
are most at risk for child sexual abuse has been expanded
research [1]. Young Afro-American pre-teens are most
contact abuse in their homes. by mostly black male perpetrators. who
extended family members. Incidents involving non-contact abuse may
be perpetrated by white men.
generated a profile for white women most at risk for sexual abuse in
wornen may be at risk during the early childhood and pre-school years by
who may involve them in contact abuse incidents indoors and
incidents out-of-doors. Young white children are also more likely to expeof other ethnic groups. Both ethnic groups of potential victims
physical or psychological coercion will be used in incidents involving

women 18 to 36 years of age, sexual abuse in childhood
for Afro-American and white women alike. However.
these incidents occurred were similar. the age at which
"""''""'""'" women was later in childhood than for white women. The
the victim and other effects of the abuse experience upon commu,. ...,.n,rM1 further in research.
thank the Women's Project staff for data collection and collauon. Stefarue
Mickey, Ph.D., Don Guthrie, Ph.D .. Gwen Gordon, and Ann Seridarian for stattsucal
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officer would have such

taking into cons
of the county, the due process
, and the social and psychological
a unit. Dependency does not deal, for
highly technical, ever-changing
community property. Thus, the family
a disadvantage in having his or her
the Dependency Court bench who may not
with all the new developments in this
law.
court has significant overtones of
An action for termination of parental
representation by counsel and may involve
the bench which is unavailable in family
contempt. These distinctions compel
needs of each department and do not
blending of the two areas of law under one
icts which the proposed consolidation
our opinion, a rare phenomenon.
In
County, there has been
ings" comprise not more than about
ings in their courts. Insomuch as these
most congested court systems, it may
other courts would be negl
that the need to avoid these
addressed by way of a designated court
, coordinate and cross-reference
situations as they come up.
County, it is indisputable that
courtrooms and not enough judges to fill
for family law actions. Should the
with the family law department,
priority over other matters, and this
family law litigants by making the
to the middle class participant in
debate is already heated over the
the courtroom quickly available
udice of the less-well
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in court.
hostility and
We,

Angeles strongly
not succeed in its
purpose
conflicts, delays,
confusion and costs, at the expense of the average litigant in the
family law department.
We take exception to this proposed
consolidation and are
ling to offer our resources to work on
alternative methods of resolving the perceived potential conflicts.
If there is an opportunity for the Women Lawyers' Association
Los Angeles to participate in the important efforts currently
being made to resolve
issue, it would be most appreciated if
you
at your earliest convenience to
arrange for our help.
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Ms. Rebecca Gonzales
Senate Task Force on Family Relations Court
Senate Office of Research
1100 "J" Street, Suite 650
Sacramento, CA 95814
Re: Proposal of Senate Task Force on
Family Relations Court (SR 7)
Dear Ms. Gonzales:
On behalf of the Board of Trustees of the Los Angeles
County Bar Association
(Association), I write to
express the Association's opposition to the proposal of
the Senate Task Force on Family Relations Court to
implement a new Family Relations Division in each
superior court in the state.
The proposed Family
Relations Division
would
consolidate
all family
relations actions and proceedings, including domestic
relations, juvenile delinquency and dependency, child
support enforcement, paternity, emancipation, probate,
marriages of minors,
unemancipated minor abortion
requests, termination of parental rights and domestic
violence actions.
The Association opposes the proposed consolidation of
these substantively different kinds of cases in Los
Angeles County Superior Court for a number of reasons,
including: the high cost of setting up a separate
court; dilution of the expertise of judges who now hear
only one kind of case ("de-specialization" of the
court); inappropriate merger within courtrooms of such
diverse types of litigants as juvenile delinquents and
elderly persons involved
in conservatorships; and
exacerbation of
trial
delay
resulting from the
statutory priority accorded juvenile matters over other
family relations matters previously heard in the civil
courts. In addition, the proposed restructuring of our
local superior court would not remedy the perceived
problems of redundancy in children's social services

actions
creating
, the
mechanisms
to
proceedings involving juvenile
matters, and the proposal
broad-based support among the local
ly, the Association's Probate and Trust Law
has concluded that combining the superior court
department and its substantial administrative
with the other administrative departments of
dealing with the family relations matters
in SR 7 would not likely lead to
, economic or administrative efficienc
would benefit the court, the public or
bar.
the
Association
opposes
this
we are
currently attempting to
recommendations intended to eliminate
redundancies
in
actions
and
children and
families,
to ensure more
inding,
and
to
provide.
of court
orders and ef
VQ"a·•
such matters.

on Rules
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Walch, Esq.

